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ABSTRACT

This study suggests that the role of the physical educator may be expanded to

include curriculum designer as well as a student counselor. In 2001, Manitoba Education

and Youth introduced the new physical education cuniculum describing five general

learning oLrtcomes. One of these outcomes, 'personal and social management', occurs

when"students dentonstrate the abilitl, to clevelop self'-¡,,rr¡urttcuttling, tr¡ ntake lrcalth-

enl'nncing cl.ecisir¡ns, to vvork cooperativel¡, oncl.fairll, vvith otltet's, cmcl to build positive

relationshi¡ts with others. This qualitative study examined strategies that three physical

eclucators used that might suppol't the development of this learning outcome. The three

teachers in the study were introduced to, and encoulaged to, use the 'Titne Methocl' as a

means of developing relationships with their students so that they could begin the process

of developing their students' personal social skills. Data was drawn from focus group

discussions, journal entries, and a questionnaire resulting in I29 pages of data. The study

concludes with the implications of implementing a number of strategies that could

contribute to increasing the probability of developing personal/social management skills

of early and middle years students. On the basis of the findings, teachers may want to

consider: 1 ) developing a positive view of the nature of children because it is the basis of

forrning relationships, 2) establishing a specifìc tine to observe and speak with students,

3) building relationships between teacher and student, 4) learning about students' lives

outside of school and its effect on the emotional state of children, and 5) providing

specific fèedback and establishin-9 consequences for regulating the behaviour of students

who will then be more receptive to developing personal/social skills.
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CHAPTER i

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

Preamble

It was a pedestrian requirement of physical education that began my journey 30

years ago of focr,rsing on personal/social skills. Students came to class and had to change

into proper clothing for physical activity. Because different students took varying

amounts of'fime to change, I had to devise sonie kind of educational activity for students

who dlibbled into the gym from the change room. Over the years, I developed a 5-10

nrinute time slot at the beginning of the class which I call 'Green Tinte ', where students

have over 20 activities in designated locations when they entel the gyrl. The flexibility in

the choices of activity was motivating, and provided much opportunity for practicing

skills with the result of an even more f-ascinating by-product. I had time to observe and

talk with students. This observation time helped me realize that most students performed

and/or learned psychomotor, cognitive, and affective skills at least adequately, and many

learned these skills very well. Those who did not learn them well were sometirnes

constrained by their lack of physical or cognitive ability, but most often they were

constrained by their inability to understand how to manage their own fèelings and their

interactions with others in the personal/social domain. In other words, I came to believe

that the key to student success in physical education (as well as in other academic areas)

seemed to be personal/social in nature. As we will see in this study, the subjects (physical

education teachers) in this study focused most of their enelgy on a srnall group of

students who desperately needed to be cared fol and listened to in order to develop what



might be considered indispensable personal/social skills. However, it should be noted that

all of the subjects' students in this study who are not discussed, also benefit from the

strategies that are successfully employed in their classes.

As with the subjects in this study, observation and conversation taught me that

more time was needed to try to understand all students but especially the small group of

students that repeatedly had difficulty with personal/social skills. Therefore, every second

Friday became 'Fun Fctbulous Frida¡,' (FFF). This extension of 'Green Tinte'allowed

me to have detailed conversations with students on a variety of issues that included the

mundane problerns of not coming dressed for activity to the state of their home lives and

the repercussions of these kinds of influences on their behaviour in class. These

discussions led me to investigate three elements of personal/social development that I

will discuss in detail in this study - relationship building, the use of cognitive sttategies,

and an understanding of the role of the affective domain. What follows are two cases

which should help the reader understand the rationale behind the study.

Genrai is a grade 6 student with whom I have developed an excellent relationship

over the course of 7 yeals. He has a temper problem that creeps up every so often. I have

discussed in great detail several cognitive strate-eies that he could use to help him deal

with others. One set of these strategies is a series of ideas I call 'Problems in Play'. With

this approach, I discuss three topics which include talk, change, and check. T¿lft includes

ideas such as cooling down before talking, being aware of tone and body language,

listening skills, accepting, and giving apologies. Chmtge recognizes that sometimes one

has to move away from a person or situation where talking does not work. Finally, check

involves self reflection aftel the fact to see if one's own actions or language has
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contributed to the problem. After reviewing this approach many times during our long

standing relationship, Genrai still reverts back to temper outbursts on occasion. He is

overtaken by uncontrolled emotional responses that stem from situations that have

occuned on the street or at home. His mood is set by other experiences th¿tt corne into

play in the school environment. Trying to help him recognize his mood state may be the

next step in his personal/social development.

Sam is a grade 5 student with whom I spend a great deal of time conversing

during 'Green Time' and 'Fmt Fabulous Fridcq's'' I have learned that his grandmother

was pregnant at a very youllg age, and his mother was pregnant at 16. The farnily's life is

chaotic; poverty and drug use are a sad but integral part of their lives. Sam is physically

skilled and usually socializes well. However, his ability to concentrate on learning new

tasks is very limited. When I -qive directions, he is often chatting with another student

until I catch his eye at which time he seems to sincerely try to pay attention. Although he

is active, it is not in a safe or co-operative manner. If we are playing a ball activity, he

will climb the jungle gym structlrre and clive onto a mat. He seems unaware of what he is

doing in the midst of the activity. When I record these events and discuss them in detail,

he acknowledges the problem and seems to want to perform in a more socially

responsible ûtânner. We discuss these issues most days as he sits with me during 'Green

Time.'I remind him of one issue, and then show him someone performing a similar task,

challenging him to ernulate that task. Even with this opportunity to vicariously see others

model appropriate behaviour, his success rate is minimal. The disruption in his horne life

is an overpowering influence that is difficult to counter. However, we have discr-lssed a

number of strategies that he might use more successfully in social situations. These
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include ways of remembering to bring gym clothing, remembering what the word

'concentrate' means and how to do it, and remembering to listen to one's inner voice to

avoid acting impulsively. Because we get along well, he seems eager to please. To be

able to understand the roots of his emotional influences is the most difficult task for both

of us.

The Research Question

In 2001, M¿rnitoba Education and Youth introduced the new physical education

cuniculum describing the following five general learning outcomes (GLOs): movement,

fìtness management, safety, healthy lifestyle practices and personal and soci¿rl

management. One of these outcomes, 'personal and social management', occurs when

"sttrdents clentonstrctte the abili4, to clevelop selJ'-¡rtr¡urttancling, to tttake health-

enhancing clecisions, Ío work coopera.tively andJairly with otlters, rutcl to bnild positive

relationshi¡ts vvith others. They develop the ability to unclerstand, manage, and express

the personctl, social, and ntenÍal-entotional aspects of their lives" (Manitoba, Educatiott,

ancl Youtlt, 2001).

This study attempts to answel the following question. What strategies can Early

and Middle Years physical education teachers successfully use to develop personal/social

managenent skills of their students? In order for teachers to develop personal/social

skills of their students, and consistent with the personal and social management outcome,

I suggest that four elements must be present. These elements are: 1) building

relationships, 2) understanding and developing cognitive skills, 3) understandìng the

importance and influence of the affective domain, and 4) finding the tinte to irnplement

the first three elements. With regards to the first element, often before teachers can teach
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and before students are willing to learn a relational connection must be present

(Noddings, 2002). Relationship building is a powerful tool that enables teachers and

students to understand each other and make this vital connection. It is a process that

involves a long time commitment and many components. The second and third elements

work in tandem but will be examined separately in this study in order to more clearly

understand their place in promoting personal/social management skills.

Developir-rg cognitive skills is a necessary second element that will contribute to

promoting personal/social management skills. Bandura's (1986) social cognitive theory

discusses triadic reciprocality in reference to environmental, behavioural, and personal or

cognitive factors that interact with one another. Bandura adds vicarious experiences, self

awareness and self efficacy or what he calls 'regulators of behavioul' to his theory. These

regulators are essential cognitive components in the process of learning. The tltird

element in this discussion is the influence of affect on behaviour. Schwarz and Clore

(1983) have proposed the 'afÏect as infonnation' model. It contends that affect influences

behaviour because it provides information about a situation from the appraisal of one's

feelings. The fourth element, time, will be discussed using the Titne Methocl (see

Appendix B). This is a method that I have developed which provides teachels with

opportunities to build relationships and learn about the lives of their students outside of

school. This Metlrcd also allows knowledge gained from relationships to be used to

understand the emotional states of students, leading to them being more receptive to

cognitive strategies.

The development of personal/social management skills is also supported by a

pelsonal factor, which underscores all of the elements previously discussed. This f¿tctor is
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a teacher's view of the nature of children. This view may become transparent to teachers

through reflection (Schon, I983) on their personal historjes, which shapes how they

communicate to others (Zeichner,1993). Furthermore, this history may become

tr¿ìnsparent to others when we communicate with them. Not surprisingly, teachers who

express a positive view of children may be more successful at building relationships with

childreri than teachers who view students as needing controlling.

In the next section, I will outline the importance of personal/social management

education, noting how the four elements, building relationships, understanding and

developing cognitive skills, understanding the importance and influence of the affective

clonrain and the Time Metltotl, trs well as a teacher's view of the nature of children,

contribute to its development.

The Importance of Personal/Social Management Development in Students

Noddings (2003) makes the case that, "most human beings want happiness for

themselves and their loved ones" (p. 9). She acknowledges that what constitutes

happiness has been debated by philosophers since the beginning of tirne. For the purposes

of this study, I will contend that an important aspect of leading a happy life is to be able

to accurately understand ourselves and those around us. This is the first step in making

the inevitable change to one's behaviour that occurs not only in school but throughout

life. Noddings (2003) claims that schools miss this most basic objective of self-

understanding and the understanding of others by overemphasizing the value of abstract

and theoretical ideas at the expense of teaching skills that help students move toward a

state of happiness. From a nanow perspective, the purpose of education is to impart
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knowledge that enables individuals to participate in the economic affäirs of society and,

from a broader perspective, to prepare students for life as well-informed citizens.

Happiness as an aim of education contributes practicality and efficiency that may

be considered a precursor to the purposes noted above. Happiness as an aim is practical

or useful because it requires knowing oneself and understanding how to communicate

beyond the basic skills of being literate. This knowledge and understanding enables

individuals to have successful and satisfying interactions with their social world. Having

successful and satisfying interactions motivates individuals to learn. Certainly, even well-

educated adults who express themselves superbly may lack the skills needed to engage ir.t

a socially acceptable manner. Personal/social management skills vastly improve

communication. Improved communication undoubtedly improves the social aspect of the

learning environment. Students who smile, laugh, and are eager to engage with others

demonstrate typical characteristics that would describe happiness. These students are

much more apt to be open to learning. Similarly, happiness as an aim of education is

efficient because when students are more socially harmonious and happy, educators are

more successful at pursuing the development of many educational objectives. Again, in

this state they are better able to focus, and be motivated to engage in the learning process.

Noddings (2003) considers the development of personal and social skills as one

way of helping students become not only productive but also happy citizens or as some

may have it, not only happy but also productive citizens. Members of the public want

students to have the skills needed to become productive, but are confronted with statistics

in the media suggesting that oul youth are not pelforn-ring well in the so called 3 R's -

reading, writing and arithmetic. Strategies fbr improving this apparent problem range
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from instituting year-round schooling to demanding more accotlntability from teachers.

Personal/social skills have the potential to improve the happiness and therefore, the

overall well-being of students, which can lead to improving academic performance.

Specifically,happy students are more apt to be educationally receptive (see Appendix I).

Moreover, I have seen in my practice and that of rny colleagues the value of making

personal/social management education a priority. Learning how to interact with people is

as important as academic, physical, and artistic education. Cohen (2001) refers to

personal/social education as social emotional 'literacy' sllpporting my contention that it is

a prime skill leading to success in other domains of education.

Many schools place so much value on personal/social mana-eement that they have

school-wide programs of promoting and integrating social skilis into all subject areas.

One way to promote personal/social learning is to build what Borba (2001) calls moral

intelligence. She defines moral intelligence as, "the capacity to understancl right from

wrong; it means to have strong ethical convictions and to act on them so that one behaves

in the right and honorable way" (p. 4). This capacity gives the learner one set of social

skills that our society expects them to display in personal and social settings. Knowledge

of moral intelligence consists of many skills that can and must be taught, so that these

skills can be understood and felt. One example of a specific social skill is empathy' Borba

(2001) suggests that students should study a skill by examining what it actually looks like

(the facial or body language) and what it actually sounds like (the words that an

empathetic person would use). Beginning with empathy also enables students to become

aware of the power of the affect, by at least underst¿rnding and feeling what it is like to be

in someone else's situation. At the same time, when the staff of schools invest energy in



relationship building with students they help to create a safer atmosphere for all members

of the school community. These schools demonstrate the important linkage between

relationship building, cognitive development and the understanding of affect, which I will

discuss briefly in the next section.

Relationship Buildins

Humans are social creatures who thrive on connectedness. The relatively long

human gestation period is where the need for connection begins (Bailey, S. Rayter, Ph.D.

C. Psych, personal communication, January 23,2005). Rayter suggests that the

extraordinarily long period of infancy continues to demand a powerful relational

connection. He says a child's relationship with his/her cerregivers is dependenl on the

primary tools oI feedback and modeling via affirmation, confìrmation, mirroring, and

immediacy. In extreme pathological cases where relationships are severely dysfinctional

as in abusive homes, these primary tools are not present, preventing the proper

development of social relational skills. Poor early care giving experience is one start

illustration of the need of intervention fiom caregivers outside of the family. Kemp

(1998) discusses the value of positive school experiences, peer relationships, and good

interpersonal relationships outside the home as factors that assist abused children from

developing an abusive pattern in later lifè. The importance of relationship building is also

strongly supported by resiliency theory (Krovetz, 1999). Resiliency theory suggests that

if one's family, community, and school "care deeply about ¿in individual, have high

expectations, offer purposeful suppoft, and value a person's participation in the group,

that person will maintain a faith in the future and can overcome almost any adversity"

(Krovetz, 1999). Relationship building as a teaching strategy helps any student feel the
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importance of being connected, especially when a teacher creates an atmosphere of safety

and acceptance. Once this objective is achieved, then effective problem solving and

beh¿ivioural change can begin.

Noddings's (2002) model of care describes five components that promote

relationship building between teachers and students. These components include

continuity, modeling, dialogue, practice, and confirmation. Continuity refers to a multi-

year commitment to students; modeling is a demonstration of appropriate language and

action by the teacher; dialogue is sincere listening without judgment; practice is the

acknowledgement that cleveloping social skills takes experience; and confirmation is

attributing the best possible reasons for someone's behaviour.

It is only when a relationship begins to develop that a student is more apt to feel

comfortable and to be willing to consider what a teacher has to offer. Building

relationships is a vital first step in the process of helping students develop personal/social

management skills but it is insufficient. Bandura's (1986) social cognitive theory argues

that relationships must take place in conjunction with understanding the cognitive

mechanisms which, along with affect, is one of the other prime elements influencing

behaviour.

Understanding and Developing Cognitive Skills

Cognition is, "the process involvecl in knowin_e, or the act of knowing. which in

its completeness includes pelception and juclgment. Cognition includes every mental

process th¿rl c¿rn be described as an experience of knowin-e as distinguished from an

experience of f'ecling or o1' willing" (Encyclopedia Britannica. electronic ref'erence). In

this stud1,, reason is the reasonin-e used in problern solving, which like cognition does not

10
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involve the senses and thelefore, re¿rson and cognition will be considered synonymous

terms.

Bandura's social cognitive theory (1986) can help us understand how human

behaviour is influenced by a number of cognitive aspects. The first aspect that Bandura

discusses is triadic reciprocaliry, refèrring to environmental, behavioural, and finally

cognitive or personal factors, which combine in endless complexity resulting in observed

behaviour. The environment is clearly an external influence, the behaviour of the

individual in itself has repercussions on ensuing behaviour, and personal influence refers

to the innate characteristics of the individual. The second aspect of social cognitive

theory is what Bandura calls the regulators of behaviour. One of these regulators,

vicarious influences, is effective when individuals observe socially acceptable modeled

behaviour. The other regulators, self referent thought and self-efficacy, are the,most

powerful factols directing the cognitive applaisal of situations. These regulators

demonstrate the necessity of being self-aware and confident of one's ability in order to

succeed at any endeavour. In the next chapter, I will demonstrate how understanding and

applyin-q these cognitive factors positively af-fect the development of personal/social

management skills.

I have noted that relationship building is paramount to the task of developing

personal/social management skills. In addition, I have briefly discussed the need to

provide the learner with a set of cognitive strategies that further enhance their ability to

develop personal/social skills. The third element is the role of affect in our discussion,

because thinking is also influenced by the emotions.

1l



The Influence of the Afïective Domain

This study uses affect and emotion as synonymous terms. Emotions are defined as

feelings and mood. Feelings provide personal or private feedback to individuals about

their attitude of an environmental situation, even though the source of those feelings may

be unconscious (Clore & Gasper, 2000). Mood originates from some past event and

pe rsisting into the future, making the cause of a given mood more difficult to determine

(Clore & Gersper, 2000).

The influence of emotion/affect (feeling and mood) on human behaviour has been

¿ì nlatter of much debate. During certain periods in history, the visceral ol somatic

reaction to events was seen as something to be controlled. Between the 6th and l4th

centuries, European society was characterized as brutish (Chelmick, 2004). After the late

middle age, explorers and traders brought new ideas to European societies from the Far-

East. Also contributing to European society were philosophies based on science and

reason that were developed during antiquity and were maintained during the middle ages

in the Arab world. These ideas elevated reason during the Enlightenment, in order to save

mankind from his/her irrational self. This thinking is still prevalent in our scientific,

instrumental society today. However, others (Damasio, 1994, Hume, 1896, and Spinoza,

1611) argued for the primacy of affect over cognition. Damasio argues that the value of

emotional reaction is one of efficiency. It narrows the options when a reasoned response

is required.

Using Schwarz and Clore's (1983) 'affect-as-information' model, Clore and

Gasper (2000) argue that five principles (experience, information, attribution, immediacy,

and elaboration) can help educators understand the emotional processes that their

t2
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students experience. The first principle is that affect has varying degrees of influence on

judgment depending on the experience of the individual. The second principle is that the

inJ'onnation val,ue of feelings provides personal or private feedback to individuals about

their appraisal of a situation. The third principle considers to whom or what the

experience of affect is attributed.The principle of inunedictcy notes that feelir.rgs are

experienced as a reaction to whatever is in mind when one attends to them. Finally, the

principle of elaboratir.¡¡z discusses how the strength of the affective influence is dependent

on whether the experience is elaborated or punctuated. When the experience is

elaborated, the individual perseverates on the experierìce over time, creating a longer

lasting impact, whet'eas a punctuated experience is by definition short-lived resulting in

less impact. With this understanding, Clore and Gasper (2000) suggesl that teachers can

come to know their students better and consequently help them develop their

personal/social management skills.

Affect and Cognition Working in Tandem

I have separated the influence of affect and reason on behavioul in order to make

their individual actions more discernible to the reader. However, much of the literature,

includin-s Clore and Gasper (2000); Damasio, (1994); Moore & Isen (1990); Schwarz and

Clore (1983); Shelton (2003); and Wong (1991) recognize that emotion/affèct and

cognition/reason work in tandem, moderating each others' influence. Let us examine this

mutual moderating influence.

Based on Schwarz and Clore's (1983) 'afïect-as-infbrmation' ntodel, this study

suggests, that educators should understand the emotional processes that their students

experience and should help students understand their emotional states. Moreover, when
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students understand their emotionzrl impulses they are engaging in cognition,

demonstrating the inevitable influence of reason on emotion.

Similarly, affect can either assist or moderate cognition. An example of assisting

cognition is its ability to motivate. Early and Middle Years students might argue that high

physical exertion such as running has no value. Using reason, one might employ the

value of the health benefits of running. However, rather than solely depending on reason,

experiencing the emotion of joy that high exertion can provide is an emotional motivator

that promotes action, whereas reason on its own may be insuffìcient. Another example of

¿iffect assisting or moderating cognition may be seen in its contribution to good moral

behaviour, which will be discussed below. Discussing moral relativism is beyond the

scope of this study. However, I would suggest that morality forms the basis of a code of

conduct which is generzrlly supported by society and is relevant to life in schools.

Two sources of morality that may be relevant to this discussion are human nature

and reason. Considering the first source, human nature, Hume's (113911896) position is

that morality originates within the human person and reflects universal human responses,

which are, "more properly felt than judged" (Hume, 1896, bk.Ill, part I, sec. I, 470). The

second source sees a place for reason in morzrlity. This view takes the position that

morality "is not an objective set of facts but a.iudgment we impose upon the world"

(Goodman, & Lesnick, 200I, p. 83). These statements suggest that thinking and feeling

may assist educators in their attempt to promote a code of conduct in the classroom. The

tbllowing examples, beginning with the Natzi leadership during World War II, illustrate

the necessity of affect, rather than only reason when considering moral behaviour.
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Certainly unchecked emotional response is a poison to mankind, but reason alone

is insufficient as well, since it has also created a nightmare reality through even recent

history. Perhaps one of the most glaring examples in recent memory is the highly

educated, scientific, rational Nazi leaders that rationalized the extermination of a race of

people. Reason alone was not a force to prevent mankind fì'om performing abenant acts.

Even though the population was imbued with a specific partisan or biased belief ol point

of view, they still followed an appalling, reasoned argument to justify their leader's

planned actions. Furthermore, reason can and often is used as a means to justify actions,

which are sometimes self interested and inhuman. There are countless exzrmples of this

type of use of reason. Berlin (1959/1992) provides one example of this:

If we nrcet sonxeone v,ho cannot see wlty (to take u.fhmor,ts excunple) he slnuld not
destroy the world in order Ío relieve a pain in his little Jinger, or sonteone who
genuinely sees no harnt in condemtúng innocent nxen, or betraying friends, or
torttu'ittg chiltlren, tlrcn we.find tlzat we carulot ürgue with sLtch ¡teople, not so

ntuch because we are horriJied as because yve think them in sonxe wo¡) inhutncut-
we call tltem'tnoral idiots.'

I believe that these 'moral idiots' must lack more than reasoning ability, they must lack

humanity, which in part means they lack the ability to feel.

I have briefly outlined that building lelationships, understanding and developing

cognitive skills, and understanding the importance and influence of the affective domain

are necessaly strategies for enhancing personal/social growth. Furthermore, the success

ol these strategies is strongly influenced by a teacher's view of the nature of children. I

have separated cognition and affèct in order to clarify the contributions that each domain

makes to behaviour, while acknowledging in reality their interdependence. These

elements require a framework to be implernented effectively. The subjects of this study

were presented with the option of using part or all of a framework, called the Tinte
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Methocl, to help them implement strategies for promoting social emotional growth. I

have developed this strategy over the last 20 years of my 3O-year career. This framework

is one method that addresses the problem of the lack of time that most physical educators

have in prornoting the three elements that I have outlined. The'Time Method'provides

the teacher with time to develop relationships and promote cognitive and affective

strategies. Furthermore, this method creates an opportunity for instituting progressive,

concl'ete consequences for students. These consequences, which will be described in

rnore detail later, enable students to anticipate how teachers will respond to their

behaviour. In the next section, I describe the 'Time Method' followed by a brief

explanation of the progressive consequences that I have used in my teaching practice.

The 'Time Method'

Physical education teachels in a Kindergarten-Grade 8 school have the opportunity to

see students develop over nine years. A series of rules are either introduced or reinforced

each year. These rules include such things as: 1) listening to whoever is speaking, 2)

following instructions, 3) using time well,4) treating others with kindness, patience, and

fairness, 5) showing effort, and 6) coming prepared to class.

The gymnasium setting requires opportr-rnities fbr dialogue, reflection and finally,

acceptance of these expectations. Several of these opportunities exist via the 'Time

Method'. At the beginning of each class, students have a sholt period called 'Green Time'

when they are fiee to practice a wide variety of skills for 5-10 minutes. Generally

speaking, this is a popular tirne for students because they have considerable freedom of

choice. This segrnent of the class gives the teacher an opportunity to speak to particular

students who want to talk. However, the prime purpose of this time period is for the
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physical educator to provide private and imrnediate feedback to students who have

recently made some poor personal/social choices. These conversations are expanded and

become a rather lengthy dialogue every second Friday when students are given an entire

class period called 'Ftm FabttlotLs Fricla¡,' (FFF) and a variety of equipment, such as the

climbing frame, rock wall, swinging ropes, tether pole, punching bag and other activity

choices are macle available. Unfortunately, some students perceive sitting and talking

with the teacher for not attending to rules, as a form of punishrnent, which in some

measure is conect. This view persists because students are asked to miss a part of the

cl¿rss as the teacher takes turns counseling those who have had difficulty clemonstrating

socially appropriate behaviour. Contrary to the punishment perception, the intention is to

give the teachel the chance to listen to stuclents and help them function in a more positive

way. Discussions are sometimes not related to particular incidents because the dialogue

also serves the purpose of getting to know individual students and rnaking them feel

valued, safe, and comfoltable enough to share their feelings. In such situations, the

teacher may choose to minimize the specific incidents and use the opportunity to confirm

the student's best intention and move on to getting to know how they are coping in class,

on the playground, or even outside of school time.

However, even though these discussions are intended to build and strengthen

relationships with students, affective and cognitive issues are often discussed. Teachers

record real-life critical incidents when they occur to allow them to have a detailed

conversation with students during discussion time. It perhaps is the art of teaching to

decide when to tackle an incident directly and when it may be wise to use tliis time to

listen, confirm and model other ways of reacting to situations. When negative scenarios
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ore Íeviewed it is hoped that, "self-critique and moral examination" (Richard, 1998)

result. During discussions teachers suggest choices to students, as suggested by Kohlberg

(I916) so that students can become their own moral agents in deciding what actions to

takeandwhatkindof peopletheywishtobecome.'GreenTinte'and'FFF' plovidethe

time fbr dialogue and reflection leading to the internalization of societal and classroom

expectzrtions. Teachers also invite students who have not had any social emotional

clil'l'iculties, to visit and discuss anything that rnay be on their minds. Not only can this be

a pleasant interchange between teachers and students, it can also strengthen their

rclationship at a time that does not involve any con'ective conversation.

The progressive consequences I ref-erred to earlier are useful for some students

who need more time to begin to understand their behaviour. I refer to these consequences

as a progression because they incleasingly allow for longer sessions of dialogr-re with the

teacher. With increasing numbers of mistakes-not behaving in a socially responsible

way - students are required to visit with the teacher during 'Green Tinte' and even for

longer sessions each class. While sitting with the teacher, the student is reminded about

what behaviour they are expected to demonstrate and are directed to note others who are

demonstrating applopriate behaviour. This is what Bandura (1986) refers to as the

cognitive strategy of vicarious experience.

When students are with the teacher during 'Green Time' or 'FFF', they hear a

message about what they need to improve with regards to a specific personal/social

man¿ìgement skill. An example of one such specific skill is illustrated when one exatnines

a conflict belween students. In ¿r conflict, students are directed to recognize the necessity

of first listening to someone else's perspective, followed by communicating one's own
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perspective and if that fails, move to anothel location in the gym until solving the

problem can be attempted another time. The opportunity to repeat cognitive and affective

issues, in a positive relational atmosphere are powerful tools that can help students learn

personal/social skills.

The Tinte Method may be one valuable way to find time to develop a relationship

between teachers and students, which leads to the implementation of affective and

cognitive elements. However, a teacher's view of the nature of children may lay the

fbundation to the successful implernentation of all the other elements.

The Teacher's View of the Nature of Children

If teachers takes a constructive self-crjtical approach to reflection, and examines

underlying factors that have an effect on their teaching practice (Moallern, 1997) they

may find that communication style is paramount. Communication style is an outward

reflection of their ideological and philosophical view of human nature. Dewey (1916),

Kohn (1996), and Rousseau (I762/1979) aIl characterize children in a positive light and

support the value of displaying this positive perspective for the benefit of the child. The

availability of time to build relationships with students is of little value if a teacher sees

children in a negative light. If a student does not feel accepted and valued, a relationship

cannot begin to grow (Kohn, 1996).

The Educational Significance of Personal/Social Managen-rent in Elementary Physical

Education

Personal/social management has the potential to improve the capacity of students

to achieve greater success in all subject areas. However, this study is particularly

interested in the area of Early and Middle Years physical education. To this end, I will
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illustrate how teachers can successfully promote personal/social management in the

unique setting that a gymnasium offers.

Manitoba, Education, and Youth (2001) list five general learning outcomes: 1)

personal and social management, 2) movement, 3) fitness management, 4) safety, and 5)

healthy lilèstyle choice. This study is concerned with the powerful influence of

personol/social ntanagenxent skills. When a physical educ¿rtion teacher is able to help

students develop their personal and social management skills, the other outcomes leading

toward a happy, physically ¿rctive and healthy lifestyle are much more attainable (see

Appendix I). This is especially true for students who may not like activity or feel they are

inadequate at particlllar skills and only participate thror"rgh coercion. Without

personzil/social management development, these students will not sustain and certainly

not pursue activity. However, students who develop these skills with the assistance of

teachers, who have developed healthy relationships with them and provide them with

cognitive and affective strategies, are students who are more likely to enjoy physical

activity now and in the future. Rogers (i961) has stated that if a certain type of

relationship can be achieved, the other person will discover within herself or himself the

capacity to use the relationship fbr growth, and personal development. Similarly,

Noddings (2002) and Cohen (2001) strongly suggest that when students have a personal

connection or relationship with their teacher, they are more likely to be receptive to

cognitive and affective strategies that are offèred. Time may be the first step to begin the

process of relationship building, which m¿kes the student more receptive to cognitive

strategies and affective understanding, which in turn builds personal/social management
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skills, culminating in a happy, healthy, educationally receptive individual (see Appendix

Ð.

The gymnasium as an educational setting for developing pet'sonal/social

management skills is unique because of time and space. With regards to time, one of the

disadvantages is that physical educators see their students frequently but only fbr brief

periods of time; therefore, opportunities to clevelop meanir-rgful relationships with

hundreds of students in such short time periods is very limited. However, a physical

educator does have the advantage of knowing students over many years. Another

advantage in prornoting personal/social literacy in the physical education setting is its

very social atmosphere. Clearly the -qym is a large space that promotes movetnent and

interaction. This is an excellent natural laboratory to learn and practice relationship

building and to develop the kinds of cognitive and affective skills that I believe students

need to be socially, emotionally and physically healthy.

Lirnitations of the Stud]¡

There are three major limitations to this study. First, the qualitative method used

in this study does not measLìre the personal/social m¿ìnagement of individual students.

Further studies might measure a teacher's perception of the personal/social state of a

particular set of students before and after implementing a study of this natlìre. A second

limitation of this study is the time fiame. In order to develop a meaningful relationship,

one needs several years. Although the subjects certainly had built relationships with their

students before participating in this study, the implernentation of any of the strategies that

were discussed had just begun. If one could extend this process to two or three years, the

results might be more conclusive. The third limitation was the small number of
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participants. Although 30 teachers were introduced to the 'Time Method' and to the

study's proposal during a half-day in-service, only six teachers decided to participate.

Because of work demands, only three were able to complete the study. On the positive

side, the focus group discnssions allowed for a great deal of parlicipation that would have

been very difficult with a larger group.

Overview of the Study

Physical education teachers from three urban school divisions were invited to

attend a half-day in-service that intended to help them develop the social emotional skills

of their students and to provide them with the opportunity to participate in a study to

further pursue this topic. Thirty physical educators attended the two hour session.

Participants in the workshop were introduced to the 'Tinte Metlnd'(see Appendix B).

Those who agreed to participate in this study after attending this workshop were not

required to adopt all of the elements of the Method. However, they were asked to use

three elements of the model: nurturing relationships, understanding students' general

characteristics, and providing specific guidance. These elements were modified during

the study to have te¿rchers examine how building relationships with students,

understanding cognitive processes that influence behaviour, and undet'standing the

importance and influence of the affèctive domain can help students develop

personal/social management skills. The in-service was very well received, but a concern

about the amount of time that might be involved limited the number of participants for

the study. Initially, six teachers carne forward. They were asked to participate in three 90-

minute focus group sessions over the course of three months (a fourtli focus group

session was added after the completion of the formal time of the study) and to keep a
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weekly journal describing critical incidents relating to the personal/social management of

their students. Critical incidents fbr focus group sessions were defined as "vivid

happenings" (Brookfield, 1995, p. 114) that teachers found significant. When the study

began, four teachers took part in the first focus group session. The last three fbcus group

sessions had three participants. After the first focus group session, one subject, who was

much younger than the other three, felt that her contributions were not as valuable as the

subjects with more experience. She also had concerns about the amount of time that was

needed to write journals. The three remzrining subjects kept journals and used them to

discuss critical incidents in their teaching involving students in the personal/social

domain. The transcripts fiorn the focus group discussions, the journals, and a culminzrting

questionnaire provided I29 p¿ìges of data for this study.

There was no attempt to screen volunteers on variables such as experience,

gender, or age. All three remaining participants had more than 15 years experience and

one of them was a female. There were three research instruments used to collect data: a

focus group protocol (see Appendix C), reflective journal guiding questions (see

Appendix D), and a questionnaire (see Appendix G). During the course of the study I

decided to allow participants to have more time to reflect on a set of questions by using a

questionnaire (see Appendix G) rather than a personal interview. All instruments led the

participants to reflect on critical incidents in which relationship building opportunities,

and the use of cognitive and affective strategies affècted their students' personal/social

man¿ìgement skills.
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Introduction

This study attenpts to answer the following question: What strategies can Early

ancl Middle Years physical education teachers successfully use to develop personal/social

nlanagement skills of their students? To answer this question requires a broad, complex

cclucational plan. Befbre considering this plan, let us look at what other authors have

written about personal/social management development in a physical education setting

Orlick (197S) has written about cooperation. He has developed a cooperative games

program. He promotes the growth of this skill by setting up activities that demand

cooperation. It is a wonderful example of modeling a social skill. Hellison (2003) has

developed a program called taking personal and social responsibilir¡,. ¡1" ltrrt

responsibility levels as follows: 1) respecting the rights and feelings of others, 2) effort,

3) self-direction, and 4) caring and helping. These ideas ale embedded in the activities of

the class. Hellison discusses the need to find time to globally talk to classes about the

terms noted above and to find tirne to counsel individuals.

This study attempts to consider broad issues or strategies that encompass not only

a wide array of personal/social skills such as those noted by Orlick and Hellison, but also

considers the psychological and emotional state of the student. As a result, the review of

the literature will examine four elements of the complex educational plan noted earlier,

that addless these broader issues, including: 1) building relationships between teachers

ancl students, 2) helping teachers understand cognitive processes that influence behaviour,

3) understanding the importance and influence of the affective domain, and 4) creating
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tinte to implement the other elements. Building relationships will be presented as the

foundation element, which will be supported by a personal factor that I have labeled as a

teacher's view of the nature of children. Without these parts of the educational plan,

students will be less receptive to cognitive and affective elements.

Each of the first three elements (excluding titne) will be examined by considering

three aspects. The first aspect will explore the widest perspective of the element

considering'. l) personctl reflectiott when discussing relationship br,rilding, 2) luuttcut

noture when discussing cognition and 3) a historical overvievv of the place of emotion

relative to cognition when discussing affect. The seconcl aspect will examine the value

and importance of each element. The third aspect will focus on the specific components

and tlieir application to improving personal/social management. Time will be discussed

separately. I begin this review with relationship building, the most important of the three

elements.

Building Relationships

In order fbr us to understand the importance of building relationships, let us

consider the plight of a fictional character in a novel about a young girl with a great deal

of emotional pain and intellectual confusion, who, at least briefly experiences a

connection with a teacher.

"l.fell cLsleep in tnath and geograph¡,. 7¡t, principal itritecl nte into his ofJice. I
decided not to say a worcl. I picked a spot on the vvall to store at tlte way they tell

,you to u,hen you're in labotn'. Clearly these are not the besÍ years of'your life, lte
saicl to me. I.fÞlt almost drtuzk v,ith gratitude v'hen he scticl that. I.felt as thouglt Irc
had entered nty ¡lxin¡¡ ctnd, like a weaports inspector, hatl lhorottghly ¡¿st"ttecl the

situcLtion with a cool, slick prof'essionalisnt cutd was, even as we s¡toke,

.fbrmr,tlatittg sonxe kind qf'cotutteraclion. It vvas a type of mulerstcuding. I tlnuglt
lte wcts going lo rescue nte. BuÍ that's where it endecl" (MiriantToev,s, 'A

Contplicatecl Kinclness' p. I 70).
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Miriam Toews tells a heart wrenching yet laugh-out-loud story of a young girl

who experiences great religious and farnily turmoil. For a moment she felt like her

teacher "entered her mind" and she thought "he is going to rescue me." This student, like

all students, needs to be understood. The most effective communication is when an

individual feels like someone is listening and as a result understands his or her mind.

Dialogue, as Noddings (2002) suggests, involves listening and is one of the five

components that she says contributes to the vital process of relationship building. This

section on relationship building discusses the importance of trying to make a connection

with the 'other.' Levinas (1981) refers to the 'other' as any person who does not fit in

with the mainstream. Students who most often need the closest connections are those who

are furthest from the mainstream, like the character in this novel. We will examine why

teachers should, and can get more connected trying to "enter the mind," of their students

and especially those who are in greatest emotional need.

The general introduction notes that effective teaching requires a 'complex

educational plan.' The word, 'plan', may elicit a dispassionate, instrumental view and

although r-elationship building requires time, and time most certainly requires planning, at

the cole it is a very personal, passionate and human connection. When one has some

degree of understanding of why and how to connect, the complexity of human relations is

reduced, resulting in a much irnproved educational clirnate. This is a nurturing approach

to educ¿rtion whose strongest advocate is Noddings (2002).

The first step in the process of rnaking the complexity of human relations

rnanageable, effective, ernd valuable, involves reflective practice. Connecting or

understanding oneself prepares one for connecting with others. The second step involves
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discussing why it is important to build relationships. The third step involves describing

some possible components of relationship building'

Plactice. Schon (1983)

talks about reflection during the act of teaching, as reflection-in-action and reflection

after the fact as reflection-on-action. In his view, technical expertise is balanced with

artistry and personal reflection. He continues in this vein with the term 'knowing in

action', referri¡g to ideas such as notknowing what we are doing while we are doing it,

responding to situations with common sense and knowing more than we can articulate.

B¿rrnard (in Schon, 1983, p.51) referred to thinking processes as being demonstrable

through judg¡rent, decision, or action. These are part of efïective practice. Schon szrys

that sometimes we do know what we are doing. Teachers think on their feet, they adjust

in the process of doing such as when an unexpected result occurs or any surprise is

experienced. As practice becomes repetitive and knowing in action becomes unthinking,

the practitioner has "over-learned" (p. 61) what she knows. This idea is reminiscent of

Dewey's (1938) reference to 'routine action' being deleterious to good practice.

Schon (1983) also speaks at.length about 'problem setting' in contrast to problem

solving. In problem setting, the teachers must select what issue(s) they will attend to'

including as wide a context that is necessary in older to deal with all the realities that may

exist (p. 40). When we communicate with others, which is the essence of relationship

building, we bring a host of personal biases that influence the tone of the conversation.

These biases are formed during the growth of our personal histories and must be made

explicit in order for us, as teachers, to understand how we influence coûìmunication with

others. They are an example of 'problem setting', using Schon's (1983) term that might

e of Refle
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need attention by a reflective teacher. We teach ancl communicate in the manner of who

we are. Our history consists of our ideological and philosophical positions. We are our

parents, our siblings, our society and our position in that society. We are our time, our

place, and finally we are our own response to these and many other factors (Zeichner,

1993). This final point is crucial fbr no matter what myriad factors influences the shape

of our being, in the end as teachers we mLrst be aware of those influences and be prepared

to acknowledge how they influence our teaching. One factor that influences our teaching

is our view of the nature of children.

A Teacher's View of the Nature of Children. If teachers take a constructive self-

critical apploach to reflection, and examine underlying factors that have an efïect on their

teaching practice (Moallem, 1997), they may find that comtnunication style is a

paramount factor; in fact, one might argue that communication style is an outward

reflection of their ideological and philosophical view of human nature.

Kohn (1996) suggests that we should look at the world, "from the premise that

humans are as capable of generosity and empathy as they are of looking out for Number

One, as inclined (all things being equal) to help as to hurt" (p. 8). This positive view of

human nature is supported by Dewey (1916) who makes the argument that moral

development can occur, coming from the existence of something positive within the

student or growin-9 through self-examination. Even earlier, Rousseau (I1621I979)

believed in the innate or natural goodness of the child. Witli this optimistic view of

human nature, relationship building would likely involve elements of empathy and

compassion.
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This example of reflecting on one's view of human natul'e and how that might

influence one's relation with students, illustrates the daunting task of understanding the

many aspects of ourselves, and what we project to those around Lls. "'We all have certain

deeply held beliefs about our profession and how to educate children. These beliefs not

only influence our behaviour but they may also hinder our consideration of new strategies

and ideas" (Vitto, 1993,p.25). Teachers must be self aware and then use that awareness

to be open to change. According to Pianta (1999), "although both the teacher and student

are responsible for their own behaviour, the teacher is more capable of change and has

more behavioural choices at their disposal than does the stuclent. Therefore, teacher

change, (irnproving the clirnate, improving the relationship, altering responses to

behaviour or perception of the student or problem) is more efficacious than solely

focusing on changing the student" (p. 60).

Thus, a vital first step in relationship building is self examination. Armed with an

understanding of oneself, teachers can explore other reasons why relationship building

can contribute to improving personal/social management'

Reasons for Building Relationships. The first reason for building relationships is

to more effectively problem Solve, the second reason is to gain an understanding of

students that delves much cleeper than simply observin-e their surface behaviour and the

third reason is to create an atmosphere where students are mol'e likely to accept guidance'

Understanding and solving problems is a difficult task that has a greatel'chance of

success when relationships are positive. Students who trust and f-eel safe with their

teacher are more likely to examine themselves in order to improve ac¿rdemic or

social/emotional skills. "No problern-solving strategy, regarclless of how clever or well-



meaning it may be, can take the place of that experience of being accepted" (Kohn, 1996,

p.22). Students may feel alienated in the bureaucratic nature of our increasingly

institutionalized schools, which have increased in size by a factor of four from 1941-

1983 (Webb & Sherman, 1989). In this atmosphere of bureauclatic, institutionalized

schools, 'primary relationships', where one is treated as an individual, is replaced by

'secondary relationships', where relationships are imperson¿rl. "If bure¿rucratic interaction

begins to dominate people's lives (if they cannot find primary relationships in the private

sphere), they begin to feel the loss of meaningful connections with others" (Webb &

Slrernran, 1989, p. 275). The most vulnerable, at-risk students are those who do not have

primary relationships at home, and it is these students more than any others who need a

close connection with adults at school. It is through relationship building with even one

caring teacher that this connection can be achieved, lending students a sympathetic ear

and a chance to see alternatives to the problems they encounter. Understanding and

solving problems, however, requires more than the strength of good relationships. In the

next section, I will discuss how examining cognitive processes, which also involve

understanding and solving problems, will assist students in improving personal/social

managenent skills.

A second reason for building relationships is to arrive at ¿ì deeper understanding

of student behaviour. Kohn (1996) suggests that a "child's thoughts and feelings, needs

and perspectives, motives and values" lie beneath particular behaviouls. "The behaviour

is only the surface phenomenon; what matters is the person who behaves . . . and why she

does so... If you h¿rve ¿r relationship with a child built on trust and respect, you can gently

ask her to speculate about why she hurt someone else's f'eelings, or why she keeps
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coming to class late" (p. 69). When a teacher makes an attempt to discover the sometimes

complex reasons why students demonstrate certain behaviours, the teacher is

accomplishing two tasks. First, teachers are showing students that they are trying to

undelstand. This demonstrable act of caring will bring students closer to teachers.

Students, who often do not know their own motivations for their actions, will begin to

recognize that the teacher is joining them in the journey to understand their behaviour.

Second, by taking time to find what lies beneath a behaviour a student may begin to feel

Iike a person and not an anonymous student. The relationship becomes personal and less

instrumental. This is seen more clearly when I discuss the cornponents of dialogue ancl

confirmation in the next section of relationship building.

The third reason for building relationships is to create an atmosphere where

students will be more willing to accept guidance. Often students need guidance to learn to

listen, stay calm, empathize, follow instructions and demonstrate efïort, especially when

the task is difficult. As in learning to problem solve, students are more likely to accept

guidance in an accepting relationship. Perhaps this most powerful reason to build

relationships was summarized by Carter Bayton, an inner-city New Yort school teacher

who has stated that, "You have to touch the heart before you can reach the mind,"

(Nelson, 1993, p. i3). This is reason enough to value relationships.

If teachers are prcpared to examine and perhaps challenge their beliefs in order to

honestly and humanely lelate with students and if they accept the value of building

relationships, the next step is to explore some strategies to achieve this goal.
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The Five Components of Relationship Building.

According to Noddings (2002) there are five components that may assist teachers in the

task of building relationships. These five components are continuity, modeling, dialogue,

practice. and confirmation.

Noddings rnakes the argument that a relationship cannot progress very far in a few

months. "One of the essential elements in learning to be cared for is contittuity. All

children need the security of knowing that particular adults will be a positive presence in

their lives over time" (p.26). Physical educators, as noted in the introductory chapter,

rnay have only part of the day to connect with str.rdents but often they have many years to

develop a relationship.

The second component, modeling is a component of moral education from

Noddings' ethic of cal'e perspective. However, she has some concern about

overestimating the place ol modeling because of the possibility of focusing on ourselves.

Nonetheless, she suggests that one solution to overestimating the potential of our

modeled state is to spend time reflecting away from those we care for. Kohn (1996) is

less concerned with the pitfalls of modeling and fully endorses its value. In his words,

"educators who form truly caring relationships with students are not only meeting

emotional needs; they are also setting a powelful example. Whenever an adult listens

patiently, or shows concern for someone he doesn't know, or apologizes for something he

regrets having said, he is modeling for students, teaching them how they might be with

each other" (p. 113).

The third component , dialogue,is the most important aspect of the care

perspective because this is how the carer learns about students. Noddings advocates
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attentiveness to the 'other' rather than the topic being discussed. Rogers (1961) also

avoids questions, interpretation, suggestions, advice, or other directive techniques.

Rather, his humanistic psychology relies exclusively on a process of carefully listening to

the client, accepting the client fbr who he or she is. Vitto (2003) slrpports the importance

of developing personal ancl positive relationships with students by having meaningful

conversations with them. He sLrggests that learning about students by discussing school-

related as well as personal and non-school issues provides opportunities to understand

students deeply. Noddings states that, "it is certainly worthwhile to exercise and

strengthen students' powers of reason, but advocates of the care perspective worry that

students may forget the purpose of moral reasoning-to establish and maintain caring

relations at both individual and societal levels" (p. 18).

A fourth component of the care perspective is practice. Noddings (2002) suggests

that caring is a skill that needs development through practice with others who are

experienced at this craft. Students who dialogue with teachels are able to repeatedly

experience social emotional learning opportunities. This practice opportunity is also

reciprocal, as the teacher learns, through practice with students. Buber (1922/1996,p.61)

notes that, "relation is reciprocal. My You acts on me as I act on it. Our students teach us,

our works form us". Relationship building is a long process and any change of behaviour

is even a longer process that requires much practice by all palties.

The last component that requires skill and practice is what Noddings (2002) calls

cottJirnmtion. When we confirm someone we attribute the best possible reasons for their

behaviour. We find a way to confìrm the best intentions that someone may have had. We

are able to do this because we know the person well and know their best self. The person
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then feels relieved to know that someone understands their motivation. The listener does

not show approval but, "we see a self that is better than this act" (Schutz, 1998).In the

process of confirmation, the carer must listen and understand the student with great

depth. As noted earlier, this is a relational position that might take years to develop. The

confirmation component maintains the self esteem of the cared for and as we will see in

the next section, maintaining self esteem is strongly supported by social cognitive theory.

As Schutz (1998) suggests, "confirmation, then, represents an attempt to help the cared-

for construct, from "inside" as it were, an ethic of caring that does not do violence to her

own idiosyncratic self."

The process of relationship building is continuous, arduous, and in the end is

educationally necessary for the successful use of the influence of the affective domain

and the development of cognitive skills that I address in the next two sections of this

review.

We will continue this review with an exploration of the development of cognitive

skills first, concentrating on Bandura's social cognitive theory (Bandura, 1986). As early

as 1963, he recognized the primacy of creating a good relationship when he stated that,

"once a relationship has been developed techniques available to teachers should be

applied with consistency" (Bandura & Waltels, 1963, p.5). However, he set a limit on

the value of relationships, when he suggested that, unconditional love is not an adequate

substitute fol planned training. He believed that generous amounts of affection would

lead to behaviour that was "directionless, asocial, and completely unpredictable"

(Bandnra, 1963, p. 225). Over twenty years later, as Bandura developed social cognitive

theoly he showed more support for relationships as at least one fäctor in behaviour. "The
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types of methods used, the mannel'in which they are applied, and the quality of human

relationships involved affect the likelihood that the values of others will be accepted as

the standards for regulating one's own actions" (p. 263).

I have shown that building relationships is a vital first step in the process of

helping stuclents develop personal/social management skills. As Noddings (2002) has

stressed, the teacher must have sufficient time to dialogue, model, confirm, and practice

positive social skills. Social cognitive theory demands that relationships must take place

in conjr:nction with understanding the cognitive mechanisms which, along with affect, is

one of the other prime elements in aflècting behaviour. The first part of this chapter has

stressed the value of relationships in promoting the development of personal/social

management (and other) skills. This next section will explore the landscape of cognition

to illustrate its value in improving the social emotional skills of students. More

specifically, we will closely examine the skills associated with social/ cognitive theory.

Understanding and Developine Cosnitive Skills

Introduction. The brain is arguably the most complex object that humankind has

explored. Setting aside for now the affective domain-we are still left with a myriad of

factors that affect cognition. There are nany doors that allow us to investigate this vast

building stol'in-q the blueprints of human behaviour. I use this metaphor to suggest that

there are many keys that will help the educator probe the mind. Later in this section, I

will often call a human attribllte or a technique 'a key' that helps the teacher guide

students i¡ their social emotional development. There may be more important 'rooms',

but every room should be exPlored.
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This section on understanding and developing cognitive skills consists of three

parts. The first part explores conceptions of human nature. The second part explores the

rationale for considering cognition as an element that wili lead to social emotional

development. The third and final part of this review notes the specific components and

application of cognitive factors that impact behaviour change.

Explaining Behaviour-Models of Human Nature. When the theological

perspective dominated human inquiry, human nature was seen as the result of divine

inLervention. Since the Enlightenrnent, science and in particular Darwin advanced the

idea that thlough natural selection the environment shapes human nature. Science

continued to spawn various conceptions of human nature. Freud's psychodynamic theory

supported the idea that human nature is directed by the need to satisfy basic needs that

arise from the unconscious. Trait theory suggested that human actions are directed by

traits that are inherent. Skinner, (1953) for example, proposed a theory attempting to

establish a relationship between behaviour and the environment, as opposed to

cognitivism, which attempted to establish the idea that internal functioning directed

behaviour (Overskeid, 1995). Behaviourism, unlike cognitive theory, does not -eive any

weight to the mental processes that organize data from experiences. "This neglect of

internal processes mediating between stimulus and response eventually led experimental

psychologists to move away from behaviourism" (Overskeid, 1995). Social control

theory also supports a behavioral approach where punishment and reinforcements are

able to massage human nature, which is seen as malleable. Self control theory, on the

other hand, sees hum¿rn behaviour as motivated by self-interest, r'eflecting the universal

desire to secure pleasure and avoid pain.
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Bandura (1986) responds to psychodynamic theory and behaviorism by stating

that behaviour is a complex interaction between pelsonal and environmental factors

rather than just internal psychological ones. Further, Bandura believes that, "most

external influences operate through cognitive processing" (p.13). He refutes trait theory,

citing various studies demonstrating that behavioul does not stay consistent in a variety

of circurnstances. He states that, "if the eyes do not behold a wide range of transactional

situations, then behaviour will appear consistent in the eyes of those beholdets" (p. 7).

This review will explore Bandura's, social cognitive theory which looks at human

nature as plastic and capable of change. He claims that people base their actions on

thought, which leads to change.

A Rationale for Using Social Cognitive TheorJ¡ to Enhance the Development of

Personal/Social Management Skills. As noted earlier, personal/social management is

concerned with a variety of skills (i.e. awareness of self, communication skills, emotional

awareness, problem solving), but they all lead to the objective of changing behaviour

toward a prosocial end.

Bandura's (i986) social cognitive theory is based on the idea that behaviour

change is possible, and humans are the architects of their own nature and behaviour.

Exarnining the processes of cognition through the use of social cognitive theory can

provide the teacher with tools that, in turn, will guide students towards improving their

personal/social mana-eement skills. In Bandura's wolk, the value of self-observation and

self awareness are examples of key elements of thinking and reflecting that regulate one's

behaviour (Fireman & Kose, 2002). According to Bandura; "much human behaviour is

regulated through self-evaluative consequences in the form of self'-satisfaction, self-pride,
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self-dissatisfaction and self-criticistll" (Bandura, 1978,p.350). Dewey, using the

language of intellectual growth and reflection made a similar point to promote the value

of observation:

"The old pltrose "sto¡t cnzcl thitzk" is sottnd ps),chology.For thinkittg is sto¡tpctgc

rl the inunedicLte ntcmifestcttion of itn¡tttlse wttil tluú irttpulse hcts been brought into

corutection with other possible tendencies to ctction so tlxol a tnore cornprehensive

ruttl coherent plan of' ctctivity is .fbrmed... Thinking is thus o postponenrcnt of
intnteclictte action, vvhile it c1fiècts intental control o.f imprilse tltrough a múon oJ'

observation tutd ntentoD,, this Luzion being the heart of'reflectiott. Wltctt hcts beett

saitl expluins tlrc nrccuùttg rf the well-wont phrase "sel-f'-cotttt-o1." The ideal aim oJ'

eductLtion is the creotion of pov,er o.f' seff'-cotltrol" (Detve¡,, 195 l, p.74-75 ).

Let us now explole and apply the processes that give students the power to

regulate their own behaviour for the puryose of improving their interaction with the

world.

Co nents and f Social C r Personal and Social

Change. Using Bandura's (1986) terms, I will discuss two aspects of social cognitive

theory, triadic reciprocality and regulators of behaviour. The first aspect will help a

teacher become aware of the fluidity of factors that have varying influence on an

individual's ability to learn personal/social rnanagement skills. The second aspect,

regulators of behaviour, will be examined as vicarious and self-produced incentives. The

latter include key incentives that strongly influence behaviour and will be further

examined as self referent thought and self'-efficacy.

The first rnajor aspect, trictdic reci¡trocalir}, refers to environmental, behavioural'

and finally cognitive or personal factors, which combine in endless complexity resulting

in observed behaviour. To further denronstrate the complexity of behaviour, Bandur¿t

(i936) notes that the relative strength of each component varies with different conditions.
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Sometimes environmental factors take precedence, at other times cognitive and personal

factors exert a more powerful influence and still at other times, behavioural factors are

primary. Let us consider some examples of these three factors in order to examine their

possible interaction.

The first factor, the environment, is clearly an external influence, which includes

an endless number of items as diverse as the number of students in a class, the

temperature of the classroom, the time of day or even the season. A don-rinant

environmental factor in an educational setting is the teacher, who provides guidance or

knowledge. The teacher is an example of a key environmental factor for students as they

ascend educational objectives. Bloom's Taxonomy (1956) of educational objectives lists

a hierarchy of six majol categories in the cognitive domain with knowledge as the first,

followed by comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis and culminating in

evaluation. The categories were ordered from simple to complex and from concrete to

abstract. Further, it was assurned that the original taxonomy represented a cumulative

hierarchy; that is, mastery of each simpler category was prerequisite to mastery of the

next more complex one. The ability of a student to have increasing success at gaining

personal/social management skills may in part be dependent on continuing up the list of

Bloom's Taxonomy of cognitive domain categories.

Behaviour is the second factor, described as the action displayed by the

individual. Here, behaviour has an effect on itself. An example would be the activity of

getting along with other peers and deriving enjoyment from that ability. In this case this

behavioural factor is self regulated by the positive effects it has on the individual,

whereby cognitive and environmental factors are of little influence. If, however, this was
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an example of an individual that was poor at, and consequently did not enjoy socializing,

environmental and cognitive factors could have more impact on this lack of social skills.

For example, supportive students could create an environment that would assist a

potentially shy student. Also, a teacher who is able to plovide cognitive skills in

socializing might be a large factor in the student's personal development. The third fäctor'

is described by Bandura as a cognitive or personal influence. He provides a powelful

example of the third factor, by describing an individual who initiates and continues

defensive behaviour. In this example, f-alse beliefi cause the individual to enoneously

avoid participating in a particular behaviour. This avoidance is an example of a strong

reciprocal interaction between the enoneous belief and possible change of behaviour

fi'om environmental or behavioural factors. It would be hard to convince a student who

vehemently and emoneously thinks that he or she is not liked, to feel differently. In this

example, the erroneous belief is strong enough that environmental factors are unable to

influence any change of behaviour. This complexity is further increased when we

consider that belief or evaluative judgment is also dependent on feelings.

A second major aspect of social cognitive theory is what Bandura calls

regulators of behavioL¿r. He refers to two of these regulators as vicarious and self

produced regulatory incentive systems. Vicarious experience is ofïen used by humans to

increase their knowledge of the world. If individuals depended solely on direct

experience to leeun, the risk of injury or even death would increase. There are a number

of conditions that a teacher may consider when utilizing vicarious experiences in the

process of developing social emotional skills. Fol example, watching others succeed will

motivate the observer to emulate that action, while, "seeing behaviour punished decreases
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the likelihood that they will use similar means" (Bandura, 1986, p. 283). Earlier in this

chapter, I noted modeling as one important part of the relationship building process.

Bandura reinforces the point when he suggests that observing rewarded modeling is more

effective than observing modeling alone in influencing behaviour. Vicarious experience

should also provide students with the opportunity to observe models that appear similar

to themselves. Finally, models, who are successful only after a great deal of effort,

demonstrate that temporary failure is an inevitable and acceptable part to overcome

obstacles. "Such displays help to create the cognitive set that failures reflect insufficient

effort rather than lack of ability" (Bandura, 1986, p. 404). The cognitive set refers to a

vital self produced regulator of behaviour that Bandur¿r calls self'-efficacy.

Self refèrent thought or self-awareness and self-efficacy are two self prodr-rced

regulators of behaviour. Self-awareness is the state of rnind that social cognitive theory

considers to be a key human attribute that can contribute to behaviour change. The theory

suggests that self-awareness gives students the ability to examine past experience, which

in turn can positively influence future plans. If we consider consequences as a regulator

of behaviour, the strength of consequences lies in individuals' awareness of how their

actions are rewarded or punished. Social cognitive theory says that consequences for

behavior are influential because of their information and motivation value. Anticipated

reward or punishment has an influence on a person's response. Thus it is 'thought', that

gives consequences their value. The cognitive mechanisms at work are intentionality and

forethought or anticipatory thought (Bandura,2004). Humans plan their actions based in

part on the memory of an accumulation of previous consequences. Sternberg suggested

that, "individuals must be able to recognize their own strengths and weaknesses to be
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able to capitalize on their strengths and rernedy their weaknesses" (as cited in Fireman &

Kose,20OZ).

Yet for positive action to occur, the self aware individual must have a realistic

vision of their ability to succeed. The ability to accurately judge one's actions is called

self-efficacy. This refers to how well individuals judge their abilities. "It is concerned not

with the skills one has but with judgments of what one can do with whatever skills one

possesses" (Bandura, 1986, p. 391). Students who think that they will not be successful

ar an activity will avoid that activity while students who are self efficacious will attempt

it. Furthermore, students who are self-efficacious will attribute any failure to a lack of

effort while those who ale equally skilled but imagine themselves as less capable, will

blame their failure on a lack of skills. Bandura believes that the power of this attribute is

immense. In his words, "any factor that influences choice behaviour can have profound

effects on the course of personal development.... Reasonable accurate apprais¿tl of one's

own capabilities is, therefore, of considerable value in successful functioning" (p. 393).

Self-efficacy beliefs are central to an individual's motivation to attempt new skills. The

importance of self-efficacy demands that much attention be directed to create an

environment that allows individr-rals to experience the most accurate appraisal of their

abilities. If the goal is to develop personal/social management skills, the learner must

have a clear idea of the specific skills that must be gained, and a defined feedback

mechanism from a reliable source. Bandura makes this point clearly when he states that:

"When peo¡tle at'e noÍ aiming.for an¡tthing in particLLlar or they coruxol ntonilor
their perþrrnance, Íhere is little busis J'or trctnslating ¡terceivecl efficctct, irtto
appropriate mctgrtittules oJ'eff'ort. The ¡trobl.em o'l'perþnnance arnbiguitT, ctrises

when aspects oforrc's perþnnances are not persot"toll¡, o¡rtrrrt ble or whett the

I.evel oJ'ctccomplishrnent is socially judgecl b¡, i¡¡-nu.rr,ted criteria so tlxot r¡ne hcts

lo rel¡t on olhers to.find out hoyt, one is doirtg. In the lotter sitr,tcttiorts, if



tlesignating feedback is lackùzg.f'or tasks on which petþnners carutot.iudge their

outpttt, they are teJt inJ'ogg)'ambigLtit)"' (Btutcltu'a, 1986, p. 398)'

If teachers are to help students judge their ability to succeed at acquiring social

emotional skills or become self- effìcacious, then teachers must be aware of the sources

of information for appraisal of self-efficacy. These sources include the previously

discussecl vicarious opportunities to learn as well as whatBandura (1986) calls enactive

attainment, verbal persuasion, and physiological state.

Elrtctive ctttctitunent is the strongest source of self efficacy information. The

cliché, 'nothing succeeds like success' is most aptly applied here. Success raises one's

self-efficacy apprzrisal while failure lowers it. Perceived efficacy is influenced by the time

needed to attempt the task, the magnitude of effort th¿rt was expended, the amount of

guidance that was provided and the level of task difficulty. The more time, effort and

guidance that is provided makes the learner f'eel less responsible for any successes that

may result. Conversely, when students succeed with less effort, time and guidance during

difficult activities, they view themselves as lnore self efficacious. Teachers would clearly

want to provide the minimal amount of time, energy and guidance that a student needs in

order to achieve a pelsonal/social management skill. In this scenario, the student who

manages to succeed at a skill would feel self efÏcacious about the result.

The value of conversation, which in social cognitive theory is referred to as verbal

persttasiort, is limited in its' capacity to increase self-efficacy in the long term.

Nonetheless, positive feedback, when it is honest and realistic, can contribute to

motivating less secure students. A key issue to emphasize is how the persuader is

perceived. The impact of the teacher as persuader is only valued when they are seen to be
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credible, knowleclgeable, and sincerely caring. Under these circumstances' judgments of

efficacy are likely to have positive growth potential'

The influence of an individual' s physictlogicol state in judging their abilities is

minimal in social cognitive theory. The objective is to minimize the negative effect of

high arousal. However, this soulce of self-efficacy will be explored more fully in the next

section when I argue that the af'fective domain has a powerful and potentially positive

effect on the learning of skills.

ln summary, cognitive processing is influenced by behavioural, cognitive and

environmental factors, as well as, vicarious and self-produced incentives' An individual's

interpretation of these factors will result in a particular appraisal of one's own

capabilities. Teachers need to help stuctents become aware not only of their physiological

state, but also to become aware of the factors just noted. Once again we note the prior

need to have developed a relationship to be able know students well enough to assist

them in this difficult Process.

The final part of this chapter is arguably the most difTcult of the three

elements that will be discussed because teachers are not trained to be psychologists, who

are more able to probe the emotional lives of students. Yet the affective domain has a

great influence in directing the behaviour of students' Parting from social cognitive

theory, I will illustrate that thinking is also influenced by the emotions, when I discuss

severalprinciplesaboutaffectandinformationprocessing.
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The Affective Domain

Introduction. There exists a polarized view of emotion in Western literature. On one

hand, emotions are seen to make us human. Consider the unemotional Dr. Spock in the

Sta¡ Trek series whom the audience sees as lacking humanity, but nonetheless admired

fbr his rationality. On the other hand, in 'steppenwolf' by Hermann Hesse, there is a half-

human half-beast where the, "human half gets characterized in terms of rationality, the

bestial as iruational, emotional, uncivilized, primitive" (Solomon,1992'). These

statements seem to indicate that emotions al'e defined as positive or negative human

constructs. The contribution of the social factors in defining emotions is but one example

of its complexity. So-called primary emotions are seen to be, "rooted in our evolutionary

biological mzike-up and shared arnongst all human beings" (Williams, 2000). Gordon

adds that even these primary emotions, "are endlessly elaborated, like colours on a

painter's palette, across time and place, history and culture, including fundamental social

processes of differentiation and socialization, management and change" (Gordon, 1990).

Whether our emotional reaction is biological or social-cultural, we are not necessarily

self-aware of our emotional state until someone brings it to our attention. Emotions seem

to exist at times without rational understanding. They inclttde, "f'eelings we cannot

express to our satisfaction; feelings we can express but that others find difficult to

understand; and, perhaps most importantly of all, the regular experiencing of

contradictions between our thoughts and our feelings" (Craib, 1994,p.153). The

awareness of our emotional state is essential to learning. "As we learn, the emotions we

experience constantly interact with other parts of the brain and the body, producing a

sensation, which we interplet as feelings" (Shelton, 2003). Cognitive aspects of our



interaction with the environment, such as word recognition or analysis, work with the

emotions that interpret meanings from a visceral sense.

Humans are driven to fulfill basic needs culminating in an emotionally secure or self-

actualized state. Maslow (1954) developed a hierarchy where, at the most basic level,

people are driven by basic physiological needs. This includes the need fbr food, water

and air. Once this need is fulfilled, people are motivated by saf-ety needs including the

need for a roof over one's head -- followed by the social need. This is the need for

affiliation or the need for people to belong. At the fourth level, people are motivated by

the need for esteem (with both an internal and an extemal component). Finally, once all

the prior four needs are fulfilled. people will be motivated by the need fbr self-

actualization. This is the need to realize one's full potential. The awareness of our

ernotional state contributes to realizing this potential.

This next section will begin with a description of the changing historical perspective

of how human functioning relates to the affective domain, which will help explain the

apparent ambivalence societies have had toward the place of emotion in deterrnining

behaviour. The review will continue with an examination of role of affect in directing

behaviour by exploring the link between reason and emotion, as well as a brief discussion

of emotion and moral development. Finally, the components of affect and its application

to personal/social management education will be discussed.

Human Functioning as It Relates to the Affective Don-rain-A Historical Perspective.

Some teachers emphasize cognitive strategies while others emphasize the influence of the

affect to cope with social (and academic) issues. This debate between those who place

emphasis on reason and those who place emphasis on emotion has existed throughout



lime. Reason was seen to be the saviour of mankind as modernity arose in the

Enlightenment of the 16th century. Descartes, Locke and later Kant helped lead Westem

thought out of the irrational, theological and superstitious Middle Ages. Brown and Jones

(2001) note that, "the right use ol reason would lead to truth, in that it represents

something real, unchanging and universal about the human mind and the structure of the

natural world" ( p.21).The value of reason was seen as a means of gaining knowledge,

that being lational and thereby universal and objective, would then serve society for good

pulposes. The age of reason is still dominant. Cognitive emotion theory (Lazarus, 1991)

places beliefs ¿rs occuming befole emotion. This idea is supported by appraisal theory

(Scherer, 1999) which supports the idea emotion colnes about as a result of one's

interaction with the world.

On the other hand, the interaction of emotion and cognition has also had Inany

supporters over time. Even Aristotle (1941), normally associated with promoting the

value of reason, exposed the power of emotion in a detailed discussion in his Rhetoricct.

Emotional arousal was viewed as essential in the forrnation of judgment. "The orator

persuades by means of his hearers, when they are roused to emotion by his speech; for

the judgments we deliver are not the same when we are influenced by joy or sorrow, love

orhate". Spinoza (1611/1959) defined emotions as "states that make the mind inclined to

think one thing rather than another." Darwin stated that ernotions were biolo-eically based

unaltered by cognition, while Freud considered the primacy of emotion, whete the id

contai¡ing irrational instincts precedes the development of the ego (Eisenberg, 1986).

More recently, emotions have been seen ¿ìs determinants of belief and as and a means of

managing action (Oatley, 1992). Moore, B. & Isen, A. (1990) view affect and cognition,
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"as part of a single system involved in interpreting the environment in ways that are func-

tional for the organism" (p.43). Damasio (1,994) has also argued that affèct as well as

cognition have a powerful influence on human functioning. He outlines how the decision

making process is visceral and biological. His position is that the first response by the

brain is actually a response by the body. Damasio states that, "the idea that it is the entire

organism rather than the body alone or the brain alone that interacts with the envilonment

ofien is discounted" (Damasio , 1994, p. 22Q.I support these suggestions that the

combined influence of affect and cognition results in observed behaviour. The next

section will take a detailed examination of this combinecl influence with emphasis on the

role of affect in directing behaviour.

The Role of the Affective Domain in Directing Behaviour. Emotions serve a number'

of purposes that have the potential to contribute positively to human behaviour. We will

study how to harness emotion by understanding how it operates in the next section of this

paper. First, however, I will clemonstrate the link between reason and emotion which

results in naruowing our attention to relevant aspects in our environment. Second, I will

briefly show how the influence of emotions can lead to positive moral action.

In the debate over the importance of afTect as it relates to the development of

personal/social management skills one must closely examine how the mechanisms of

emotions inevitably, as Damasio (1994) suggests, combine with reason or cognition

resulting in observed behaviour. Damasio (1994) has written about the physiological

function of the brain in reference to the irnpact of emotion on our reasoning processes.

Teachers who are aware of the existence of emotional centers, their functioning and their

irnpact on behaviour may be more inclined to have empathy and seek ways to assist
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students in undelstanding their feelings. What follows is a somewhat detailed exploration

of Damasio's (1994) explanation of the physiology of the affective domain.

Damasio (1994) acknowledges that the mind demonstrates neural activity in the brain

such as in dispositional patterns. He refers to dispositional neural pattel'ns ¿ìs

"topographically organized l'epresentations needed to experience recalled images" (p.

102). He describes these patterns as potential patterns of neural activity created through

learning which creates a memory. The patterns al'e not a picture but a way to create a

picture. These representations in the cerebral cortex do not mean that the individual is

aware of this process. The dispositional representation is a dormant firing potential that is

at first subconscious coming into awareness only after this neural pattern is fired resulting

in action (thought). However, it is the entire "organism in action" (p. 226), not just the

rational centers that is stimulated by the physical or socio-cultural environment.

The contribution of the emotional or body reaction to stimuli is to offer a reduction in

possible alternatives that come available when 'reasoned' response is called for. "It is

perhaps accurate to say that the purpose ofreasoning is deciding and that the essence of

deciding is selecting a response option. that is, choosing a non-verbal action, a word, a

sentence, or some combination thereof, among the many possible at the moment, in

connection with a given situation" (Damasio, 1994,p.165). Damasio suggests that in

reasoning we possess knowledge that arises from previous experience and are aware of

options that are available to us along with the consequences of our choices. His argument

is consistent with Bandura (1986), who discusses the influence of previous experience

and being aware of the possible or anticipated consequences. He continues, however,

with the idea that attention and memory are necessary but insufficient parts of reasoning.



What is not considered, he argues, is the role of emotion or feeling, or the "mechanism by

which a diverse repertoire of options is generated for selection" (Damasio, 1994, p.166)

and how those options are reduced by the immediate response of the emotional centers.

Let us examine the importance and process of option selection more closely.

The 'high reason', fbrmal logical view expressed by Plato, Descartes and Kant

suggests that individuals weigh the costs and benefits of available options when mzrking

choices. They attend to auditory, visual and other inputs, which in turn generate

imaginary scenarios (dispositional neural patterns) keeping the process of logical

calculation alive. Using this rational process alone, Damasio argues, is far too complex,

because it is irnpossible to remember all the options that arise. We are able to decide in

very short time what the right course of action is but that decision needs another tool.

Damasio hypothesises that when a bad outcome may occur with a particular scenario

we get an uncomfol'table, fleeting, visceral feeling. This body or somatic response causes

the individual to "folce attention on the negative outcome to which a given action may

lead, and functions as an automated alarm signal which says: Bewzrre of danger ahead if

you choose the option which leads to this outcorne" (Damasio,1994, p.173). This

immediate emotional response reduces the available options to the reasoning process

thereby increasing the efïiciency and acculacy of the resulting action. The body state or

as Damasio c¿ills it, somatic markers do not decide, they contribute to rational thought by

reducing the diverse number of alternatives leaving more relevant options open f'or

consideration. Shelton (2003) notes that, "cognitive learning and emotional learning

cannot be separated; they work in tandem". In contrast to the duality of reason and

emotion that the Cartesian position developecl, the singularity of emotion and reason was
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always evident in the Confucian tradition as noted by Mencius (Vy'ong, i991). A powerful

example of the place of affect in directing behaviour is provided below, by examining an

extreme case.

It is commonly believed that those who do not possess the ability to feel are unable to

reason and are mentally unstable. Elliot and Gillett (1992) cite Prichard who in 1835

defined, " 'moral insanity' aS 'a pervelsion of the natural feelings, affections,

inclinations, temper, habits, moral dispositions and natural impulses, without any

remarkable disorder or defect of the intellect or knowing and reasoning fzrculties and

particularly without any insane illusion or hallucination." This comment was made 13

years before the classic case of Phineas Gage, who in 1848 had a tapered metal rod three

fèet long blast through his left cheek and exit the top of his head. He was working as the

foreman of a group of workers who were setting a charge to blast a hole in the glound in

preparation for a rail line. The charge prenraturely caused the buried rod to explode while

Mr. Gage was still attending to the site. He was a well respected man who was skilled

with the technology of the day and skilled with handling his crew. Immediately after the

accident, he was able to walk to a caniage and his wound was cared for with regard to

infection with no physical problems. Records from the day (as noted in Damasio,1994,

p.3-19) showed that afterwards, his reasoning capacities including langua-ee, math and

even motor function were all normal, but his emotional processin-e centre was destroyed,

not only changing his personality but preventing hirn fiom engaging in the world. It

seems that the processing of somatic or body feedback in the emotional centers of the

brain are a vital element in resultant rational responses. Therefore, reason and emotion

are inextricably linked.
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Simon (1961) has also suggested that emotions are the prime movers of action

because they change the plocessing priorities of the brain. Schwarz and Clore ( 1983) lend

further support to the idea that cognition and emotion work together. They say that

emotional feelings provide informatiorr and guide attention whete, "strong feeling

narrows attention to goal-relevant information" (p.11). I will discuss Schwarz and Clore's

(1983) affect-as-inforrnation model in the next section.

Very briefly I note that a second aspect of the affective domain is its role in

contributing to moral behaviour and to the improvement of personal/social management

skills. The influence of emotions is seen as having a more positive moral outcome than if

left to reason (cognition) alone. Hume (113911896) was of the view that the irnpulse for

moral behaviour came from passion, not reason. Schopenhauer (1841/1965) supported

Hume's argument, wliile dismissing Kant's promotion of reason, when he suggested that

moral behaviours are centered in empathy. Williams (1973) also differed with Kant,

suggesting that moral principles were not just rational. Personal/social management skills

include the development of moral attributes such as empathy, and conscience. The role of

affect along with reason contributes to this development. The next section suggests how

emotions can be positively harnessed by presenting a model of the affective domain. This

model will also provide teachers with insights into the emotional functioning of their

students.

The Components of Affect and its Application to Personal/Social Management

Individuals approach experiences with their own personal biases. One of these biases is

their emotional reaction to events. Their feelings supply direct infolmation about

situations or objects. This process is called the aff-ect-as-information model proposed by
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Schwarz and Clore (1983). "It holds that affect may influence beliefs because it provides

experiential information ol feedback about one's appraisal of objects to which the

feelings appear to be a reaction" (p.Iz). The affect-as-information model tells us that a

student nray l'eact to a situation or object because of the feedback provided by an

emotional reaction. Even Bandura's (1986) social cognitive theory acknowledges that

people are not dispassionate about themselves, noting the effect of efficacy on judgment.

Negative affect can result in feelings of less personal efficacy while assuming that others

have more efficacy (Martin, Abramson, & Alloy, 1984).

Clore and Gasper (2000) propose several principles about affect and infbrmation

processing. These principles are: the experience principle, the information principle, the

attribution principle, the immediacy principle, and the elaboration principle. We will

examine each of these plinciples and note how they can infornl teachers in their attempt

to teach personal/social management skills.

The first principle is that affect has varying degrees of influence on judgment

depending on the experience of the individual. The greatest effect is by individuals who

often attend to their feelings or are clear about what their fèelings mean and among those

who are instructed to attend to their feelings. Teachers can use this aw¿rreness of afïect to

direct students toward positive ends. However', there is a great deal ol research that

demonstrates that individuals ale also influenced by feelings without awareness of that

influence (Bargh, 1997; Murphy &.Zajonc,1993). This view emphasizes the effecrs of

Ltnc rnt s c i o t¿s affèct.

The second principle is that the inforntation value of feelings is a critical factor in

healthy f-unctioning. Feelings of emotion provide personal or private feedback to



individuals about their view of an environmental situation, even though the source of

those feelings may be unconscious (Clore & Gasper, 2000).When teachers discuss

behavio¡"¡r with their students, those students will not always reveal the cause of their

concerns or the reasons for their behaviour since they don't even knotç the cause or

reason. However, facial expressions which make those feelings publicly known (Ekman,

1982) can clearly help teachers have some insight into the feelings of students.

Feelings are an indicator of the personal significance of ¿rn event to an individual.

Teachers must assist students in lecognizing the importance of being aware and

attending to their emotional reactions to events. In his studies of brain darnaged

individuals, Damasio (1994) demonstrated the essenti¿rl value of being able to read one's

emotional state for even the most mundane judgments. Phineas Gage, the railroad

foreman might serve as a classic example of poor judgment on a straightforward matter.

This upstanding man was admired by all who came into contact with him. Yet after his

accident that damaged his emotional processing centre, although he could function

superbly in a technical sense, he did not have the ability to even speak zippropriately in

so-called mixed comp¿ìny. His coarse language repelled people around him so much that

he was driven away from his family and his town. Many students, who clearly do not

have a physiological malfunction of their emotional centre, still lack emotional

intelligence.

Gardner (1983) suggested that there are rnultiple intelligences including,

emotional intelligence or interpersonal intelli-qence, which is associated with the "ability

to understand, perceive and discrirninate between people's moods, feelings, motives, and

intelligences" (Nolen, 2003). Understanding affective fèedback is also a central element
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of emotional intelligence (Salovey, Mayer, Goldman, Turvey, & Palfai, 1995). Goleman

(1995) suggested that emotional intelligence includes knowing one's emotions, managing

emotions, rnotivating oneself, recognizing emotions in others, and handling relationships.

Mayel and Salovey (1991) add that emotional intelligence involves the ability to perceive

accurately, appraise, and express emotion; the ability to access and/or generate feelings

when they facilitate thought; the ability to understand emotion and emotional knowledge;

and the ability to regulate emotions to promote emotional and intellectual growth (p. 10).

Fulthermore, the value of emotional education is that it enhances the cognitive element of

learning and the "quality of each of our lives is ultimately gar-rged by the feeling states

created in our minds" (Elder, 1991).

The third principle considers how the experience of affect is attributed. Consider

an example of an individual asking why he or she feels a certain way. The answer might

be that the experience is attributed to an immediate situation or it may be attributed to

another event from the past. If experience is from another event, the feeling that results is

really caused by a mood that in itself comes from another event. We will discuss mood in

more detail when we consider the irnmediacy principle. Schwarz ancl Clore (1983) found

that mood influenced beliefì. Moods are usually not obvious and their infonnation value

is ambiguolrs comp¿ìred to feelings. If a student can be directed to attribute their feelings

to the conect source then the relationship between mood and judgment can be eliminated.

This principle becomes clearer when we discuss the immediacy principle.

The fourth principle is that our present feelings may be as a result of an

immediate siluational event or it may be as a result of some past distant event that has a

lingering mood effect. In other words, it captures the temporal dimension. Clore and



Gasper (2000) suggest that we assume that emotional reactions to events are relevant to

those events. "According to the principle of imntedictcy,feehngs are experienced as a

reaction to whatever is in mind when one attends to them (p.17)'However, mood

feelings, originating from some past event and persisting into the future, make the cause

of those mood feelings more difficult to determine. Therefore, attributions to the cause of

feelings occur immediately but may be misrepresented if the feelings ale from some

distant moocl State, caused by some forgotten event. When talking with students, teachers

must listen deeply in order to make some attentpt to help them find the root of their

fèelings.

Finally, the principle of elaborcúion states that, "The extent of affective influence

depends on whether the experience is elaborated or punctuated, and the potential for

elaboration clepends on the structure of beliefs regarding the object of attribution. Ac-

cording to this principle, the potential for elaborating the meaning of an affective

experience depends on the person's conception of the object" (Frilda, Manstead, & Bem,

2000, p.19). This conception occurs with temperament differences, where some may

compartmentalize or elaborate emotional experiences. Nolen-Hoeksema and Morrow

( 1993) suggest that rumination on an emotional event is unhealthy, just as suppressing

emotional feelings (Wegner', 1989), because they stop an individual fl'orn separating their

emotional reactions fiom other thoughts.

A solution to counter the deleterious effects noted above is to talk about the event

(pennebaker, 1990). Dialogue, as noted in the section on relationship builcling and

rel,err.ed to as verbal persuasion in the section on cognition is also seen to have value in

directing emotional experiences. Frijda et al. (2000) note that, "communication requires
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framing events in terms of particular times, places, and circumstances, which then

constrains the possible meanings and potential attributions for the feelings generated by

the event" (p.2I).

Summar]¡. In this chapter, I have argued that relationship building between

teachers and students supported by a positive view of the nature of children is the

foundation for developing students' personal/soci¿rl management skills. The discussion of

relationship building focused on the fìve components of Noddings' care model (2002)

which included continuity, modeling, dialogue, practice and confirmation. The

complexity of hurnan behaviour, especially in the personal/social management domain, is

the result of the many factors that impinge on an individual's interpretation of events that

they experience. In this chapter, cognitive and affective factors had many components

that influenced one's interpretation of events. The components of each of these factors

were examined to determine the extent of their influence on behaviour.

Bandura's ( 1986) social cognitive theory fonned the basis of the examination

of the cognitive domain. This theoretical framework noted that environmental,

behavioural, and cognitive or personal factors combine in endless complexity resulting in

observed behaviour. A second major aspect of social cognitive theory, regulators of

behaviour, included vicarious and self produced regulatory incentive systems. Two self

produced regulators of behaviour that were noted are self referent thought or self-

awareness and self-efficacy. Various factors were discussed that helped promote self-

efficacy, which was seen as a vital aspect of cognitive development and in turn for

personal/social management development.
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In considering the afïective domain, Damasio (1994) suggested that the

contribution of the emotional or body reaction to stimuli is to off-er a reduction in possible

alternatives that come available when 'reasoned' response is called for. Schwav and

Clore (1983) added to the discussion of affect by describing the affect-as-information

model, where feelings offer direct information about a situation. Clore and Gasper (2000)

extend this model by proposing the principle of experience, the principle of information,

the principle of attribution, the principle of irnmediacy, and the principle of elaboration.

Returning to the impor-tance of relationship building, Pennebaker, (1990) and Frijda, et al.

(2000) note the value of dialogue in helping students make best use of their emotional

experiences.

Moore, et al. (1990) neatly summarize the place of affect and cognition in

personal/social development. They consider the relationship between an individr-¡al's

intelpretations of events and their resulting social behaviour as a continuous cycle where

both affective and cognitive influences meld into a process that is "indistinguishably

both" (p.59).This view does not dismiss atternpts to examine the deconstruction of

affective and cognitive elements in order to assist the teacher in their endeavour to find

strategies that will contribute to ¿r student's emotional growth. It does, however, place the

emphasis back on the whole person, as does the idea of relationship building. The

literature review in this chapter which discussed relationship building, cognition and

affèct, will guide this stLrdy that will observe teachers implement specific strategies

related to the personal/social managemerìt skills of their students.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

Background

While movement, fitness management, safety, and healthy lifestyle practices ¿ìre

four of the general leaming outcomes expected by Manitoba Education, Training and

Youth (2001), I will show that the fifih outcome, personal and social management, is the

f'oundation learning outcome. Since, "The purpose of applied lesearch and evaluation is

to inform action, enhance decision making, and apply knowledge to solve human and

societal problems" (Patton, 1990, p.l2) the purpose of this study is to observe teachers in

Early and Middle Years physical education implernent strategies that will enhance their

students' personal/social management skills. To this end, this researcher hopes to inform

physical educators on how to m¿rke good decisions when they help their students develop

their personal/social management skills.

Context

Over the past 30 years I have developed a method to address personal/social

management issues that I observed among my students. I developed the 'Titne Metlrcd'

because I felt a need to expand my repertoire of strategies that could assist students in this

dornain. In the spring o1'2004, I decided to share my current knowledge with other

physical educators, and in the process hoped to encourage some of them to participate in

this study. In particular, I conducted a half-day in-service (see Appendix A) fbr Eally ancl

Middle years physical educators in three urban school divisions. The intent of the in-

service was to ¿rddress strategies for developing personal/social nlanagenlent skills of

students in a physical education setting by introducing then-r to the 'Tinte Methocl'.ln
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addition, the in-service was also advertised as an opportunity to consider participating in

this study in order to collaborate in the search for improving personal/social management

skills. Many teachers showed interest in the ideas that were presented, and many showed

initial interest in participating in the study. This process took place early in the spring of

2004. By late spring, six teachers had agreed to participate, but by the beginning of the

stLrdy in the fall of 2004, there were only fbur teachers left. The youngest teacher in the

group soon dropped out feeling that she would have little to offer the others. The

rcnraining three sLrbjects are described below.

Subjects

Pamela is a Class 4 teacher who has a Bachelor of Physical Education and

Bachelor of Education. She has taught middle and senior years for seven years, and

cumently is in hel 15'h year at the elementary level. She describes her inner city school

with a population of 250 students as having a high number of low income and welfare

families. She describes herself as "professional but personable, outgoing, friendly,

encouraging, motivating and approachable" and she describes her view of human nature

as fbllows:

"'We are, to some extent, products of our environment. If we grow up in a loving,

nurturin-e home, chances are we will exhibit these characteristics. If we grow up

abused, chances are we'll continue the cycle, if we don'tknow there is another

way. I think we ere capable of change, if we are willin-e to learn and make an

effort. We are also born with 'fiee will' and are capable of choosing our destiny,

good or bad."
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Frank is a Class 4 teacher who has a Bachelor of Physical Education and Bachelor

of Education. He has taught at the elementary level for 24 years. The population of his

school is 535 and is made up mostly of two income families who live in detached single

family houses ina20 yearold subdivision that is still growing. The school also has a

French immersion program. He describes his approach with students as empathetic, and

while having a friendly rapport with students he keeps an objective professional distance.

He describes his view of human natule as follows:

"It is definitely my view that humans possess a wide array of traits which expl'ess

themselves from one end of the spectrum to the other such as generous/selfish,

empathetic/uncaring, etc. The position in the spectrum can be as difïerent as the

myriad of situations an individual finds hirnself involved in. I believe that, while

we cannot truly change the students in our care, we can, however, help them

express their best by catering to their strengths."

Charlie is a Class 4 teacher who has a Bachelor of Physical Education ancl

Bachelor of Education. He has seven years of experience at the middle years level, and

cunently is teaching at the elementary level for the 1Oth year. The population of his

school is 280 and has low to middle income housing. He describes his approach towal'd

students ¿ìs "business-like, (somewhat) friendly." He chose to not make a comment about

his view of human nature.

Research Instruments and Data Collection

This study's research instruments included four focus gl'oup discussions (see

Appendix C), three journal submissions (see Appendix D), and one questionnaire (see

Appendix G). The focus group and reflectiveiournal protocols were designed to help the
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subjects identify strategies that would lead to the growth of theil students' personal/social

management skills. Subjects were also provided with guidance about how to conduct

themselves in preparation for and during focus group discussions (see Appendix H). The

questionnaire was given to the subjects at the end of the third focus group discussion with

instructions to return it before the end of Janualy 2005. Employing the use of a

questionnaire allowed the subjects more than ample time to reflect on the questions

thereby providing deeper, well thought out responses that might not occur using an

interview format.

The f'ocus group and journal protocols (see Appendix C-D) for this study were

initially developed by considering several soulces. Webb & Sherman (1989) discuss how

students react to schools in several characteristic ways that they refer to as conforming,

rebelling or n-raking do. Schwarz and Clore (1983) propose the 'affect as information'

model to suggest that affect influences behaviour change. Brookfield (1995) discusses the

importance of detailing incidents that stand out for the researcher. Bandura (1986)

discusses the value of cognition in directing behaviour change. Noddings (2002)

promotes the ethic of care model, suggesting the power of relationship building between

teacher and student in influencing behaviour change. HoweveL, very early in the first

focus group session it becarne clear that the protocols had to be adjusted to better match

the experiences of the subjects. Although the topics mirrored the theories that were noted

in the literature review, the adjustrnent directed the conversation to topics that were more

relevant to the subjects. Patton (1990) recognizes the difficulty of anticipating precisely

how to design discussions before they begin as noted in the following comment:

"OuciliÍrttive inquirv clesigrts ccuutot be contpletell, 5,t"r*ud in acLvance of'

.fieklwork. While the desigrt will specif¡, an hitialJ'octts, plarzs.f'or r¡bservations
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and interviews, üncl primary qltestiotrs to he explored, the naÍm"cLlistic and
itzcluctive natLlre of'the inclttiry ntakes it both impossible antl incqtpropriate to
specífii opercúionctl variab\es, state testab|e lqt¡totheses, and firmliz.e eitlrcr
instrumentation or samplirtg s'chenrcs. A qualitcttive desigrt unfokls as.fieltlv,ork
ut{'okls. The design is partially etnergent as the study occtu's" (Pctttort, 1990, p.
61).

After the first focus group discussion the conversation moved away from student

characteristics, which was seen as less relevant by participants, to student-teacher

relationships, cognitive ancl affective issues. Patton (1991) further supports this flexible

approach when he discusses the irnporlance of giving participants a meaningful exercise.

He led a group where he expressed the following idea,

"...ques\iot'ts were phrasecl in theit" tenlxs, incor¡toru[irtg itttportant local nuonces
oJ'nrcaning atrcl circun'tstonce. Most importanl, tlrcy lmtl cliscot,ered tltctt they l'la¡l
questions tlzey ç¡¿v¿r¡ obouÍ-not rny questions (p.3Ì)."

The focus group sessions allowed "people [to] create shared meanings through

their interactions" (Patton, 1997 , p.75) leading toward a rnore focused discussion. The

interchange of ideas in ¿i social context gave participants a me¿ìns to clarify their views

with feedback from colleagues in a saf-e and welcomin-q atmosphere.

The second research instrument was the use of reflective joulnals. To encourage

the subjects to take theirjournal writin-q seriously I followed Brookfield's (1995) three

suggestions. He noted that subjects should be given specific guidelines, that it is in their

best interest to keep a journal, and that their effbrts are acknowledged. Appendix D

initially provided specific guidance to satisfy Brookfield's first suggestion. With regards

to the second suggestion, subjects were introduced to the value of keeping notes as early

¿rs the first workshop session in May, 2004 (see Appendix A) when discussing 'setmple

recording techniques.' The idea of having accurate records of incidents was further

promoted by the researcher as not only valuable fbr the stucly but also valuable for the
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teacher as a reference when having discussions with students. Subjects were initially

acknowledged when they submitted their journals and later by e-mail after they were read

by the researcher.

The third research instrument, the questionnaire, was structured in an open-endecl

fashion as suggested by Hittleman and Simon (2002). They suggest that an open ended

structure allows respondents to use their own words. Mills (2003) suggests ¿i short open-

ended questionnaire that allows fbl a variety of responses. The subjects were initially

expected to take part in an individual interview but with only three subjects, the fbcus

group discr,rssions were very intimate. and were much like intelviews, with the researcher

posing many questions. In contrast to the focus group discussions and differing from the

interview process, the questionnaire has a particular purpose. It gives subjects time to

reflect, allowing for a more detailed response. The resealcher believed that providing

some direction and arnple time to consider the brief content of this instrument would

result in deep leflection on the questions posed.

The three subjects sent a one page follow-up journal entree via e-mail after the

completion of the formal time of the study. A fourth focus group discussion was added in

March '05, two months after the completion of the formal time of the study to give the

researcher further details about the issues that surfaced from examining the earlier results.

This study utilized the case study method which involved, "organizing the data by

specific cases for in-depth study" (Patton, 1990, p. 384).

Data Anal)¡sis

According to Guba (1918) dependability and confirmability of qualitative data

requires overlap methods whele several sources of data are employed to act as a check on
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the strength and accuracy of observations. Patton (1991) refers to "methods triangulation"

$. a6$ as a means to overcome bias fì'om single methods. To satisfy these requiremeuts

this study utilized three data collection methods, namely, focus group sessions, reflective

journals and a short detailed questionnaire. Maxwell (1992) is more concerned with

clearly understanding the collected data. To this end, I checked witli the subjects about

the accuracy of their meanings and intent on a regular basis. Recommendations fron

Berg (2001,p.24Q and Mills (2003, pp. 104-108) were used to analyze the qualitative

data:

l) Coding. To assist in the process of identifying patterns, data are systematically

organized into themes.

2) Asking key questions. Key questions relating to the initial research question

will further assist the coding activity.

3) Identifing themes. Look for themes that have emerged from the literature

review frorn the collected data. Look for patterns that keep repeating

themselves such as key phrases that subjects use to describe feelings or

responses that match each other.

Patton (1997) further suggests that the "evaluator works back and forth between

the data and the classification system to verify the meaningfulness and accuracy of the

categories and the placement of data in categories. When several different classification

systems have been developed, some priorities must be established to determine which

category systems are more important than others" (p. 403). Each case was organized with

the same topical p¿ìttern, allowing the researcher to institute a cross-c¿rse pattern analysis,

¿ìs suggested by Patton (1990).
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All focus group discussions were tape recorded, transcribed, and analyzed by the

researcher as suggested by Berg (2001) Guba (1918) Mills (2003) and Patton (1997).

Journal entries and results from the questionnaire were also analyzed by the researcher.

The total number of pages of focus grolìp transcripts, journal entries and data fiom the

questionnaire was 126 pages. Each subject sent one page of follow up material at the end

ol'the fonnal part of this study, resulting in an additional three pages for a total of 129

pages of data. The focus group discussions were held once per month during September,

October, and November,2O04. The first and third discussions wele 60 minutes each and

the seconcl and fburth discussions were 90 minutes each. All discussions were tape

I'ecorded and later transcribed. Subjects were encouraged to keep daily notes, culminating

in a weekly journal which was submitted to the researcher once each month at the end of

the f-ocus group discussion. Subjects referred to their journals during focus group

discussions. The following is a list of transcriptions, journals and questionnaires

collected.

1) The first focus group discussion was 60 minutes in duration resulting in 13

pages on September 30th, 2004. There were four participants and the

researcher.

The second focus group discussion was 90 minutes in duration resulting in 28

pages on October 30th, 2004. There were three participants and the researcher.

The third focus group discussion was 60 minutes in duration lesulting in l4

pages on NovembeL 30'l', 2004. There were three participants and the

researcher.

2)

J)
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4) The fourth focus group discussion was 90 minutes in duration resulting in 25

pages on March 2ft,2005. There were three participants and the researcher.

Two subjects provided four pages of journal entries each month for a total of 24

pages over the duration of three months. One subject provided 16 pages over the same

time frame. This resulted in 40 pages of journal entries overall. The questionnaire

provided two pages of responses from each of the three subjects, for a total of six pages.

One page from each subject as a follow up at the end of the formal part of the study

brought the total number of pages to 129 pages.

Names and identifying infbrrnation in all transcriptions were systernatically

altered to protect the confidentiality of participants during all subsequent analysis and the

presentation of all data. All focus group discussions were facilitated solely by the

researcher who used the protocols for the first focus group session which was

subsequently modified as noted earlier.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

Introduction

This study attempts to answer the following question. What strategies can Early

and Middle Years physical education teachers successfully use to develop the

personal/social management skills of their students? In orcler to answer this question one

must be able to identify which strategies that subjects found most useful. In this study I

found that there were several strategies that were initially part of the fbcus group

discussion questions that were not addressed by the subjects in their discussions and

journal entries. These included critical incidents evolving from global teaching

techniques and the classification of students by behaviour type. These strategies were

rnostly ignored by the subjects early in the study. However, the data did reveal other

strategies that subjects used in an attempt to develop their students' personal/social

management skills. These strategies included: 1) creating time, 2) building relationships

between students and teachers, 3) applying detailed feedback to students and using

consequences to regulate behaviour, and 4) learning about students' lives outside of the

school. In addition, the questionnaire that I administered provided some insight into how

the subjects were predisposed to having varying degrees of success in using these

strategies. These predispositions grew out of their personal histories, which contributed to

their ideologicaliphilosophical view of children. As subjects discussed and wrote about

critical incidents in their teaching, they all concentr¿ìted on a limited number of their most

troubled students. What fbllows are the strategies that subjects emphzrsized during the

course of this study.
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Creating Time

All three subjects decided to use the Tinte Methocl; however, each subject had

different approaches and different degrees of success with its use. Two subjects, Charlie

and Pamela, atlempted to use this method as a strategy to cre¿ìte opportunities to dialogue

with students, although Charlie had less success with this method as the study progressed.

The third subject, Frank was interested in this method as a means to motivate students to

get out of the change room and m¿ìnage behaviour. Latel in the study, he grew more

aware of the value of this time for relationship building:

Charlie

Charlie likes to use time at recess to discnss issues with students; however, he is

willing to try the Time Metho,r/ as we see when he first introduces Dan, who is the only

student that Charlie talks about during this study:

"...tltis is a dift'eretlt strcrtegy that I'tn using this year,.f'ollov¡'ing Harvey's

st,vle. In the past, I vvotild hat,e made Dan sit otú and we woulcl have tctlkecl

about it at the tlext recess. I v,ill novt, talk to him at the next.iungle gym or

.fiut-ftb ulo Lts F r iday. "

Charlie finds this 'style' increasingly difficult as the study progresses. However,

he once again learns to value the Tinze Methocl near the end of the study, through

reflection and with the assistance of the other subjects and me. He learns that he needs

more practice at a particular skill, as the fbllowing comment suggests:

I dicl use the 'Titne Metltocl'. I think it is n good idect. I.fèel tltat I am

litnitecl in nty skills to talk to stuclents about their diJJ'ictilties. I fird it

dffiicult to üpproach tlte scune ¡troblent yvitlt the same studerú irz dffirent
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wo)ts. I find lhat my 'old method' oJ'recess detentions is more elïècrive.

Yet, this strategy is tt good wa! [6 create tinte to speak to students;

hoyvever, I neerl more practice to lectd more eJJèctive cliscttssiotts!

The next subject is also interested in trying the Titne Metltod, but unlike Charlie,

her growing success in building relationships with students motivates her to continue

with this strategy.

Pamela

P¿rmela embraces the Tinte Metltod and finds that her students like the opportunity

to play at a variety of activities:

The whole 'Green Time' conce¡tt is al.l new to tltent cutcl everything. All oJ

the classes hcn,e respondecl positively to it. Most stutlents u,ere quick to

chrmge & erljoyecl the.fVeeclom of'choice in activities. I think generally

speaking, to do rhis 'Tinrc Method' and this 'Green Tinte', 1 vvas interested

in doirtg it, but I thought its not goirtg to tvork in 30 miruttes, but it hcLs. I

have heen able to teach ancl l have been able to contxect with these kids. I

think the issue, like I scLi.cl in the thing I entailed you, is.just builcling the

trust. Wlrcrects before I sau, cL kicl sittirtg on the bench, and yoLt're tr¡ti¡ls

to get ),our lesson clone, ancl you're tryting to do this...oh.just ger

changed.... yrtr.t.jLtst don't have titne J'or thent. But reall¡' by tcLkfug that

.f'evv ntonrcnts ancl raally.iust trying lo touch base with thetn, I'nt sm'prisecl

at hov,ntuch tha kkls hat,e openecl up cmtl sharecl sonte tlüngs v,ith me.

Even in her first journal entries, Pamela expresses how she will use this tirne to

improve her connections with students. In the first entry below, Pamela is already having
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some success talking with students and is starting to plan to use Green Time to speak to

other students about various issues. The following entries further demonstrate Pamela's

commitment to setting aside time for conversation as she recognizes that students want

someone to listen to them:

Gr.5-6's. Used 'Green Tinte' in contbination vt,ith 'Skill Tinte', as I begcut

nx\t soccer mtit. Most stuclents are now chartgirtg regulcu'l¡,, with the

exceptiort of'a.Íþvv kicls. One girl (Havarum) is new to the school & I vvcts

able to tctlk to her individwill¡,. $¡¿ has itfornted nte that slrc vvill be

gettit'tg her'gym clothes' üt the entl oJ'tlte month. One olher stuclent, also

new to tlte scltor¡\, lms statetl that he wotr't ever be bringing g)tnx clotlxe.s.

There.fore, I will be.focusing otz ltim (Eddie) next week & seeing iJ'l can

get throttgh to hint. In acldition, there is a Gr.6 girl (Ali) vvho seems not to

hav e ctrry .fi'iend s, and the re.fb re ne eds enc o ttrct g itt g.

There are other studetzts whom I have been able to talk to during 'Green

Time' & 'Fut FabuLous Fridu¡,'. Most kids reall¡, are lookirtg .fbr sonteone

to listen to thent & I ant surprised aÍ how nutch they u"e wil.ling to open, tqt

& sltare. Because the tinte.fi"ante in vvltich I see each class is litnitecl to 30

minutes, I have asked kids to cotne back & see me at recess if'the¡, wcutt to

talk tnore, & sonte of thent clo!

By the end of the study, Pamela still strongly supports the concept of the Tinte

Methocl for a variety of reasons but witli special emphasis on having "intentional"
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lelationship building opportunities. She also gets fully involved in play as well as

conversation:

I used the 'Green Time' to observe sttdents at play; what particular

activities the¡,gravitctted to; who tltey ¡tlo¡,s¿ yvellyvitlt; yvho the),clicln't

pltr¡, well u,ith; vtho used their tinrc wisely/saJ'ely? SîudenÍs really looked

.forwarcl to my pcLrtici¡tcttittg vt,ith thent clr,trirtg this time, as well. I woulcl

oJïen ttse the tinte to turn lortg rope; shoot some hoops or pla¡, badnùnton,

especially if'I sctvt' ct sttulent sittirtg otf'to the side or not active. "l see thaÍ

you ltaven't.fbmtcl sometlting of interest ),et. Woulcl ),ou like to try

badmitúon witlt nrc.fòt" ct.f'ew, minLttes? " This interaction woulcl often Leacl

to more converscúion and rel.ationship builcling.

I found this 'Tinte Methocl' strcrtegy allovvecl me to ltcwe ntore 'intentional'

relatiottship buildirzg tinte yvitlt stuclents, tltan I ever had in the ¡tctst. I

Jor,ud that the 'Titne Method' allowecl nte sonxe one-orl-one time with

students tltat I ditln't tlünk possible in a 30 minute setting. I mocle a tnuclt

rnore cotlscientiotts decision to.f'ocus on students ancl the reasons behincl

their behaviours, be it organization; hotne troubles; personality conflict

etc.

Pamela was concerned about finding enough time to implen-rent the Titne Method

but to her own surpdse becomes very successful using the strategy. This contrasts with

Charlie, who embraces the Tinte Metltorl initially and then reverts to using recess as a

time to try to connect witli Dan. The next subject, Frank, like Charlie, is comfortable with
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his own style of organizing his classes. However, the data shows that Frank increasingly

comes to value this new way of finding time to relate to students.

Frank

In the filst comment below, Frank implies that in the past he would talk to all the

students when they came to the gym and then would send them to the change room. He

sees the Tinte Metltod, as a way of motivating students to change quickly but not as a

means to connect on a pel'sonal basis. This is fbllowed by a second general comment

about the effèctiveness of Green Tinte to m¿lnage his classes more efl'ectively, but still

there is no reference to relationship building:

A cotntnetú about greentinte, I was cloittg'GreenTinte'...sontething like

tlmt all the tinte.... cotning to the board, look...read...its' lrclping o lot, itt

keeping away tronble.from the clmnge roonl, tltey conrc out right ayvay

bccause fhe¡, go riglú awa¡,...they g,o out and play. What incentive is thaf

îo conle out clttick ,f yo, tc¿lk to tlrcnt, v,hich I never did...I always talk

beþre they go change. Thereþre, wlzen they come oLLt...and they come

out scattered, becctuse sonxe corne out ectrlTt and some conle out laler, lhey

can go straiglü to an ctctiviõ,. Tlte J'onnal introduction ofthe concept of'

'Green Time' seems to hel¡t noticeabl¡, yvith nty classrootn ntanagement.

These comments show that in the past, Frank used some form of directed activity

at the beginning of the class, (asking students to read activities wdtten on ¿i blackboard as

they enter the -eym after chan-eing their clothes) but now he adjusts his informal style to

make formal use of Green Tinte. He is still concerned with controlling the behaviour of
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problem students, but by the end of the study, Frank begins to see the value of Green

Time as a strategy fbr getting to know his students:

The 'Titne Metltod' has provert to be a positive approach in deoling with

problem stuclents. The introclLtction oJ'.forntal 'Green Tinte' has generated

ct windov, of'o¡t¡torturti4,, ,r¡'t¡r,t allon,s nrc to deal witlt residual ¡troblems

Jrom previotts classes cutcl to îouch base with stuclents who are more likely

to eng(rge in mtucceptable behat,iom" basecl on recent or otryoing history.

While tltis is not o conxpletely nev, approach in m¡, teachittg prttctice, I

novt ctppbt it more deliberatell, on¿l consislently utcl tltis lztts tnctcla ct

signiJ'iccutt clifJèrence in tnosl coses.

If titne is seen as one strategy to enable subjects to begin the process of

developing social emotional skills, then building relationships is one of the most

important by-products suggested by the data.

Relationship Building between Students and Teacher

Frank and Pamela use ianguage and create an atmosphere of trust that is evident

in the data, while Charlie appears to be less successfill at using these strategies. I will

begin with this third sub.iect who has difficulty in developing a relationship with a

particular student.

Charlie

Throughout the study Charlie exclusively speaks and writes about one student

whom he calls Dan. Charlie believes that Dan is lazy and has a need for control that

prevents him fiom accepting guidance. Charlie expresses his view about why Dan is

unhappy and explains that he wants to help him:



F

...he is ntcLybe laz¡,, ¡1¡¡¿r¡ion seeking ctncl has cL strottg neecl.for control. I

also assutne thar he gets little encouragement Jrom honte ancl he has poor

role models at ltonte. I spent mony recesses vvith him last year an¿l I've

cLLways taLked to hint cahnly. I try ¡¿¡ convince ltitn tlmt I sincerely care

ctbottl ltis welfare ancl that I wcLnt to help ltitn in any wo), thctr I can. I've

discttssed vvitlt lùnt tltat it is clear to me thaî he isn't very ltu¡tp1, because

lrc cloesn't hat,e tutT,.friencls and Irc is r¡fien in conflict witlt his classtnates.

Early in the study, Charlie demonstrates the kind of dialogue that is consis[ent thror-rghout

the study:

I cougltÍ Lqt ro lüm and spoke tc¡ hint outside the g¡,rn. I w,cts upset with his

behaviour cuul I spoke îo hitn stenù7, and..f'orceftill¡,, *¡t¡¡, alwcrT,s

maintaitüng control. I told ltint tluú last year, I was ver¡, ¡trLtient yvith hint

and I gcre ltint ltmdreds oJ'clumces. I y¡,as not prepared to do the satne

thirtg this yecu'. I told him thot I was going to set up a nteeting with his

Jather ancl ltirnself, ancl we'll aLl be 'on the satne page' in terms oJ'the

school's expectotiotts in generctl, and the plq,s. ed. ex¡teclalions in

particular. It ap¡tecu'ed tlmt Dan pickecl ttp wlrcre he left of in June.

There wosrr't even a ntinute effc¡rt to be on his best behoyior on the J'irst

day of'school!

Charlie's conversation style consists of posing rhetorical questions, which prove to be

very difficult for the student to answer:

"What kittd of person ore you riglú noyv Dcut? Wlmt kincl o.l'person stcutcls

up ancl wctlks oltl on an aclult that is tr¡ti¡yf to ltelp ),ott? What kind oÍ
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persort does thís to other students? More importantly, what kincl oJ'person

do you wanÍ to become Dant?" I've talked to ltint and usecl the green time

cutd the .jtntgle gym tinte...or as you call it Fun Fabulous Fridays, and

tried to Jrame my questions fu the proper ntarurcr. I askecl him straiglú

oul, " Hovv clo you.f'eel when you come to g¡un? Do yott w(ttxt to come to

g¡un?" He ansyverecl " yes" actually, but all the olher c1uestions I askltim

he is very cleftunt, he looks at the Jloot'cuttl scvs I tlon't knov+'...1 don't

knoyt,. I've askecl hint, "What vvoulcl ),ou like Ío see when yott cotlte to gvrtr

here ? " ...1 clon't knovv... " How can I lteþt ),ou witlt some oJ' tlrcse

problems?"...1 don't know... "How, cart I hel¡t you get yotu'.iob done?"

That's hrnt,we talk cLt our sc'hool...gettirtg ),otu'.iob done.

As the study progresses, Charlie is increasingly frustrated with this troubled

student, who often does not come changed for activity. The fact that Dan doesn't change

for activity is an initant that prevents Charlie from developing a relationship with this

student. As a result, Chal'lie decides to skip the relationship building step and moves on

to sin-rply giving information:

I guess I skipped to your third ste¡t...the cogrtitive clontain step. I just cttt

ro îlte chase. Then I said, "Et,etlÍually u,hen ),otl rlo bri.rtg yor.r stuff I want

it in nt¡, ofrice, I will keep it.for you, I will do the laundty myselJ, I will

wash it.f'or you otxce in a while." I îold hitn straigltt oLtt, tlxol's not m)) besl

solation. I think ),ou need to clo your .job voLu'*elf, bttt it's rtot working so

fcu'cutd I w,t¡ultl like to do that. He reJfusecl turcl soid, "l'nxnot bringing

)toLr llx)t stLtfÍ."
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ln a conversation with the researcher during a focus group discussion, Charlie

ignores the personal trauma that his student might have been facing and continues to talk

about changing clothes:

HarveT,:: Is îhere o way to try to Jïnd, or let hint know tlxctt yolt tutclerstcttul

the dfficulty he must be experiencirtg irt your /our enviroruttett,t? It must

be dfficult.for him.

Chnrlie: Relatecl to his cliabetes yoLt ntean?

Harvey: Right.

Charlie: Wet.t, in our discussiott v,e have toucltecl on thttt a little bit. Ju'st

to continue...he has changecl rutd partici¡tcLtecl somewhar in ùe last little

while.

As l¿rte as the third focus group discussion, Charlie returns to the idea of

attempting to build a relationship and again unsuccessfully attempts to do so. When he

sees Dan in the hall, the following interaction occurs:

I stopped and saw an opportLtnity to tolk to hint ond ltope.full.y itnprove our

relationship. "Dan1, do yott need ony hel.p?" He doestt't say an.vthing,.iLtsl

ignoring nte, walking r'tp and down doirtg this thing with his.fingers.

Thereþre,I said, "l knovv )tou're not sLtpposecl to be here, sc¡ iJ'you hava a

problem I v,ottld like to tt)' ancl help yor't witlt it-" No response. Thnt type

of'thfug with Dan is the tough par¡ lxe wott't say anythirtg- He clams u¡t.

Everybocl¡,, all the staJf and the stuclents too, I osswlle lhat he is troublecl

ancl that lte coulcl Ltse sotne hetp. We offer and ofJ'er cutcl líe tloesn't say

arDttlxing. Art¡,vt,¡¿|,, this pcu"ticr,Llar incidenl he wcts stancling there attd I
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wcts jLtst pcrssing b7, ancl tried to help him. It tunzs ortt thcLt he wcts

supposecl to be sittirtg in the ofJice, wltich is ver¡, close by so I jusr lzad to

give up rutcl scLid, "Datr, yott neecl to go sit in tlte ffice." I.just vvalkecl

away ancl eventually he v,ent bctck ancl sat down in the office.

Charlie has mixed opinions about Dan. On one hand, he sees the student needing

control yet on the other liand, he acknowledges his student's difficulty in dealing with the

world. As acting principal one day, Charlie learns something important ¿Lbout what

cloesn'I work with Dan:

I'nt .ittst guessirtg, brú to me it seents as if it stents .front a control thing. He

wotl'l s(Ðt rutythiltg, he's cctttsittg troubl.e, he's troublecl, he needs help, but

he v,on't stt¡, c¡¡'¡7,llting, lte knovvs I w,ant to help. He knov,s et)erybody

wa nts to heþt, so irt m¡' o¡tittion it's sonte kincl oJ' corttrol thing. Anyway,

he's not saying anytlùng so I leave him there in the Vice-Principal's office

and I go talk to the other tvt¡o boys who are involved in this problem, rhen I

go back to Dan and give it cutother shot and he's still not sct¡ring onything.

So finully, I scLl', "y6tt know I talked to the other boys ancl. they tolcl me

v,hol happenecl cutd you're not saying anything so I can orzl¡, ¿s"¡¡¡e that

everything that they are saying is true. Then lrc storts o¡tening up; "l

didn't do rmything. You knoyv I hate all tltese questiorts."

Charlie's response to Dan "hating all these questions" is:

He got tt¡t to leave, and I didn't lose it, but I macle hint. sit clou,n. I told

himyou're not goirtg to talk to me like this, I try uzd try cuttl try cud (ùt

not so nt¿uty vvorcls), I've spant so nutch tinte v,ith you tutcl you don't sa1,
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anytlxing cutcl alllou're saying noyv is "l clidn't do it, I dicln't clo it".

You're not givittg tne on)t details. So an7,wcty, Ite saî in the ffice.for the

rest of ilte monúng ancJ I got him to do his classroont yvc¡rk tlrcre as ct

cotßecluence.for wltat he clicl ctt recess tinte.

I suggest to Charlie that Dan is hearing your empathy and he is hearing your

fiustration. I acknowledge Charlie's frustration noting that Dan is indeed a very hald

case. Charlie once again knows what needs to be done and wants to do it but is unable

translate this into practice:

Il's ver¡, nice to hecu', riglú at this nronrent, becauseJor several clcq,s ¡ nrt

thinking to ntyselJ, don'Í give up on this kicl. Yr¡u alwa-ys hecu'that, don't

git,e up, try again, btn I needecl to calnt cloyvn and step back. Hopefüly,

sometlüttg else yvr¡ulcl conrc up. ort a posiÍive note that I could talk to hitn

ctbout. However, it is very.ft"ustrating vvhen he cloesn't participcLte. He's

the person that we are trying to help and that yve tltink neecls help.

Charlie chose the most difficult student in all of his classes, which might

contribute to his self-admitted frustrating conversations with Dan. Charlie also is very

honest about the difficulty he has in using Noddings' (2002) tools of relationship

building, as is noted in his comments at the end of the study:

Relationsltip building wos a valLte to m¡r ¡st.¡',tg beJ'ore your stl¿dy. I've

alwctys believecl in the inzportrutce oJ'relatiortslùp buiLcling with nt-v

students but I.fbel tlte tools tltat build relatiotzshi¡ts clon't conte naturall¡t

.f'or me! Adnüttedly, I'nx nol a "chatr¡-," person by natu'e. I "kicl." aru¡uncl

vvitlt stuclents.frotn tinte to tinrc, but not regularb, or crnsistenÍly. I ulso
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play with the kids r¡ccasionally, but not reg,ularly ancl quite frcmkly, I clort't

really enjoy it!

Unlike Charlie, who discusses one student, the next subject, Pamela, discusses

several students, which may increase the likelihood of fìnding success in building

lelationships with some of them. Like Charlie, she uses questioning, but the questions are

at a level that students are able to answer. She is also very adept at using the components

of relationship building.

Pamela

Pamela's use of the Tinte Method gradually increases the time she spends talking

with students. In herfirst journal entry, there is an example of aconversation where a

student has some difficulty in class and Pamela tries to convince the student to work

things out or the threat of a higher authority will be brought to bear:

Therefore, üt"e we goirtg to vvork together or do ¡,¡lv & I hcne to go & visit

Mr. Annstt"ortg & nrcet the n¿'¡' princi¡tal on a sad note? We then

disc us s ed the s e riousne s s oJ' " uttering thre ots ", let al one Jbll.ow irtg

through with thent. I asked him if we neecl 1o bring his tc¿tchet' & Mr.

Arntstrortg in on this. I told him I thought he was snxart enough to make

the righr choice & to leave tnatÍers alone. He did make the rigltt choice.

Pamela uses what may be considered a negative relationship building technique of

suggesting to her student that she might have to bring in a third party. This is in contrast

to using the components of relationship building that Noddings (2002) suggests.

However, tliroughout her journal entries and in discussions, Pamela most often uses

language that is supportive of students.
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She chooses to discuss several students during the time of this study, all of whom

have varying degrees of personal/social difficulties. The entry point for many of her

conversations is similar to that of Charlie. She deals with the relatively easy and mundane

issue of changing fol class. This is followed by a general comment in her first journal

entry about students who are choosing to sit out of Green Tinte:

... she has gctr her ovvn rlourcrs now.f'or the past two weeks, sc¡ I saicl,

"yoL!'re gefiing there, SLutshine, you've got nnurcrs toclay."

I took note oJ'cttt¡t stuclenl vvlzo triecl to "sit oltt"; went over & spoke to

tlrcnt. Sonte sluclents were tlevv to the school cutd u,ere shy ancl .iust neecled

encourctgetnent to re.join the activity.

By the second focus group discussion, Pamela is even more successful using the

time she now has available to speak to students. Another example of the positive

feedback that Pamela uses with a student she calls Anita, follows:

I have brought to lter ottention how pleased I am yvitlt her improved

behavioLtr ancl how stnoothly everything goes irt class yvhen she is listening

cuttl when everybody is doing their".iob. Therefore , she has been quite

encourcL¡4,ecl w itlt that.

Pamela is able to learn about a student she calls Steve, whom she describes as an

"aggressive, wired, really, really wired kid." She says he kicks balls everywhere durÌng

green time. Pamela reduces the chance of Steve behaving in an unsafe manner by

knowing his needs and negotiating some reasonable boundaries for his ¿rctions.
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Furthermore, her style of communic¿rting which is illustrated in the passage below,

contributes to this interaction ending successfully:

I have to pull hint aside ancl sa1,, "Steve, this is the area that eclttipment is

behg ttsecl in and yye aren't really doùtg cuzy k¡r¡r¡,tt roday because I don't

have an7, soccer balls out here, so we aren,'t going to be kicking n

hasketball." Therefore, the next titne he canne oncl said, "cctn I

kick? " ...he cante ancl usked me this titne. I said, " How abotû if'you limit

to this (u'€o...¡t¡¡¡¡ ccm be sofÞ in this area...you can kee¡t it controlled uul

keep it in this areu I u,ill let you kick this playgromtcl ball." He was qLtiÍe

¡4ood with thot. He seetned to be hap¡t¡,. I don't knovv if'that's letting his

aggressirnts ottt ot'yvhaÍever, but lrc was c1uile content to do tlmr in ilmt

designatecl area.

Pamela continues to expand her conversations with students by offering choices

as she does with her student Mike. In this next passage, she tries to get to the bottom of

the ubiquitous clothing issue but at the same time, demonstrates how much effort she

expends in trying to understand her student:

I said, "Mike I'm gettirtg kincl of Jiustrated here, maybe I'nt not doing rny

job because I thought I really cotrununicated quite clearly' that ¡t¿1¡¿ lx¿s¿

your stttff'for gymcmdthis is tlte conseqLtetxce iJ'),ou don't hctve it. Was I

not clear?" He soicl, "No, noyou're clear, I understand I neecl to bring

nty stuJJ'to churtge".l said, "l don't get this, last¡tearyou liked gvnx, yoLL

brought ¡,ottr stuff, you partici¡tatecl. What's happening? I know yott lrLve

stuff'(l had seen his tnont at Meet the Teacher Nigltt). Do you have sttlJ'at
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hotne, tlo yotthave tlressers?" He repl.ied, "l've got two". I sctid, "Wou,,

yoLt've got more than most kkls. What's in thent, do you hr;e stufJ'in

them? " He repl.ietl, "Well, two of tlrc drcnvers are stuck." Therefore, we

hacl a little conversation...so I said, "Are tlrcy orgcutiz,ed? I want to help

),ou, is it becattse yolt're not orgtutiT,ecl, are you.fòrgettirtg...recilly

,f'orgefting...ore ),ouf:orgeÍting on purposa...are y¿¡¡¿ rttaybe entbctrrassecl Ío

cltange." Thereþre, he saicl, "Well I'nt a Iittle entbcu'rassed." I sctid,

"Well tltat's rtot a problem...clo )toLL vt)cttlt to wctit múil everyone is

cltangecl cutd then go ùt?" He saicl, "Well ntaybe." I replied, "Well then

let's tr¡, thctÍ naxl glun class, thot's nor a probletlx yoLt nt.ight miss a Iittle bit

oJ' green tinte, but if that's goirtg to work.for' )tolt to bring your stuff,

great." So he did.

Charlie asked ¿i lot of rhetorical questions frustrating his student. Pamela asks a

lot of questions like Charlie did with Dan, but she is able to get Mike to respond by

asking questions that her students are able to answer and more irnportantly she listens to

the answers that are given. By the end of the study, Pamela summarizes her thoughts

about the value of relationship building:

B.t usirtg incorporuting'GreenTinte' into m¡, PE clctsses, I got to knovv the

students better ancl yvhat ntakes tltetn tick; ancl they began to see nxe ús

more lhan tlteir gym tectclter but sonteone yt,ho realll, cares ahout tlrcnz. By

sittirtg clovvn besicle thent, asking qLLestiotls ancl taking the tinte to really

lrcar thent, students hegan to see rhcú I v'os Íhcrc to lrcþt tlíem ancl tlnt I

lurcl expectutions of theru. Even the tnore troubled students coultl see tlmt I
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was otl their side, and opened Ltp to sonxe tlegree, when they knew I wcts

available to listen.

In the next section, we will see that Frank is similar to Parnela in that he has a

positive view of children, although he tends to reflect on students' behaviour rather than

ask a lot of questions.

Frank

Frank refers to sevelal students in his journals ancl during our focus group

discussions. He often makes a point of giving praise but emphasizes that, "it has to be

meaningf-ul praise." Frank is very pleased with the kind of responses he gets fiom

students when he writes:

At the next class Ken approachecl nte utcl scticl that, he had not plctyecl

soccer in a while and I ntade him.feel very good in tlrc ¡treceding clctss

with my praise. This has neyer occtn'retl to tne in such an expLicit u,ay in

rny teaching career.

Frank is interested in trying to get closer to a student he calls Tony. The following two

comments come from joulnal entries made rnid-way through the study:

I have known Ton¡, since Kindergarten. He is a stuclenÍ quiîe seÍ in his w,ays cutcl

has o tendencTt Ío 'choose' lo corr¡, out actfuities in his own way. He possesses

excellent motor skills, vt,hiclt he expresses l:¡esÍ in open- encled gûme silttations. He

Sets easily upser if garnes clo rutt evolve accorcling to ltis tvisltes cú tvhich point he

shuts down in a deÍiant way. The tnain dilliculry I hat,e in dealing witlt hitn is tltat

he does not respond well to praise. He is an excelletú soccer ¡tlayer ancl I qfien

ask ltint about his g,ctmes ancl link tixy questions to lhe tccun I coctch. Tlüs Ltsttall¡,
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nxeets with little overl response. In this partictilar case, I am plaruting to 80 Ío orle

of his games to see vvhat his reactiott vvill be.

In badmùton, I ustnlly starÍ to rall.y vvith hint (lze is quite goocl at it) mtd then I

.f'intl him a ctngenial partner o.f similor skill to contitzue. This ctp¡trouch seents to

wr¡rk vvell enotrglt.

The relationship with the student he calls Ken is especially gratifying for Frank.

Ken has been assigned to Frank by the administrator, who believes that this extra gym

time would be valuable for Ken since they get along so well. HoweveL, the sludent

punches another student in Frank's class, and then runs away. The end result and follow-

up comments, which are noted below, illustrate this scen¿rrio and Frank's demeanor:

He vvas rnnybe askecl to conte ancl opologiz.e but the way he did nutcle me

realiz.e that he was certaittly sorrv tltat he hacl done this. As a result of

tlmt, I acceptecl hint back into the progranx. In his rtwtt classrootn he is

doing well, but agoin lrc hos a tendency (this is a class thut has been

togetherj'or nxatxy years because it is a multi-aged classrootn and theT' are

together.fi'ont gratle one to grode 5), they are reall¡, atúce group cutdv,ell

establishecl, he wunts to break ittlo tlzis 7roup, but he doesn't kttovv ltov, tr¡

do it he .just.forces himself into it. He i.s still not being accepted, he is

being rejectecl. We hat,en't had any.flare-ups or anytlxing like we had itt

the past; he was literallv touching sotne of the girls earlier ott. I'ttt ttot

sw'e thaÍ lrc vvill never do it ctgrtirt, but the overt belx(tviour that we 'sal;''

earlier is no longer there, at least it hastt't beett v'itnessecl. Howet'er, I
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find tltat I really ltat¡e to keep an eye orx hitn clLtring the class ancl ntake

sure that I intervene ot the riglzt tintes nncl iJ'l do lze is okay. I steer hint in

the rigltt direction, but there is certainly a lot of work to be clone. In the

classro{nn, apparently he is not doing very well at all.

Harvey: Wltut kincl of'things do yott do? Yott say tlutt you steer hitn in the

riglu clirection...

Frcutk: For inslance, about avveek or so (rgo, I coukl see hint...yve were

cloing tlze scooters.for instance, lhere vvere tlzree or.fom' girls tlze), were

plaving ver)t well togetlrcr, he vvcuttecl to go and be part oJ the group, but

he doesn't know hov, and he is beirzg re.jected. I suggested wlty don't yoLt

go cuul plol¡ witlt this ancl thctt ancl he forgets about |tis ovwt pltut tmcl lte

nxerges ancl does that with anoÍher group of'kids, but lte does neecl

guidance.

This most difïcult student needs a connection, but Frank is careful about

developing his relationship with Ken:

IJ I stcu't talking to ltim ancl trying to beconrc like a comsellor I def'eat the

pltt'pose of'yvht, Irc is cotnittg in. Thett I miglú cts vvell be ct coLutsellor

myselJ. That is wlry I slry away.fi'om doing that, instectd I guicle hint in the

rnotnents yvhen he needs some help and tlrctz he is able lo go on his oyvn,

because lrc is able. When he clecicles to do sontething he doesn't have to

look to sotnebr¡tly else who ccut clo it len tinrcs better, he's gol it 7,ott knr¡v,.

So long ternt...it rttcty work oLLt to tlrc poitzt u,lzere I like tr¡ talk to hint ntorc
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about his thinking process ancl see iJ'l crut tnake a breaktlrough witlt hint

in the other situations.

Frank knows the value of building relationships and has probably used his

charismatic, caring apploach long before his participation in this study, but he begins to

use the lunguage of relationship building, which fulther solidifies its use as this next

comment illustrates:

My gerterctl approaclt to teaching is.fiuñamentall¡, based on ernpath¡.

ThereÍore, I strortgly believe in establishing a ¡tositive relationship with

tny s¡¡tr¡r,rtt. To tltis eJJèct, I entplov a vuriet¡, of'strategies in orcÌer to

achieve tlüs gool. They inclucle bocly lapg¡¡age, torxe, and tactJlrl

approaches ainted at elicitirtg constructive responses from studerús.

One approctch that appears to work rather cottsistently is that oJ'becoming

a partner with rteedy students during 'Green Titne' ancl remaitúng as suclt

Luttil I.find a suitable student îo take tn¡, place.

Without the ability to build a relationship with students, subjects are unable to

successfully implement the other strategies that will be discussed. Making a personal

connection allows the teacher to learn more about the student's personal life, which then

plovides the teacher with the knowledge to possibly direct the student's emotional

responses to events.

The next section discusses data that speak about the lives of students outside of

school and involve the emotional or affective domain.



Learning About Students' Lives Outside of School

Understanding the emotional lives of students, which consists of feeling and/or

mood states, is a difficult proposition for teachels because it is psychological in nature,

and most teachers' training in this field is minimal. However, much can be learned about

the emotional lives of students by knowing more about their lives outside of school,

which sometimes begins to explain the root causes of their personal/social managemenl

difficulties. Subjects commented that these root causes of behaviour were sometimes

clear and easily addressed by thinking through the problem (as I will note in the section)

but at other times, they were complex and deeply emotional. This complexity can be

made mole understandable when background infbrrnation is known about the students.

Knowing more ¿rbout students helps teachers understand why students react in ways that

they do. The background infonnation I refer to can be gathered from other teachers, other

professionals, administration, files, parents, or from students themselves. Subjects in this

study used some of the background information sources that I have listed in order to help

students discover the underlying reasons lbr their behaviour.

Charlie

Charlie did not get any personal information directly fiom Dan. Howevet,

meetings with guidance and administrative staff led to the following information as noted

in his first joulnal entry:

Dan is cliabetic:: but, otlterwise, he hos no other cond.itions. He cloes not

receit,e much su¡t¡torÍ (or I (rssmne, attention/aft'ection) ot horne Ji"ont his

sirtgle.fLulrcr. He s¡tends titne with his grcutdnzother on a regulctr basis.



Decetnber l4't', we hrrcl ct rnonüng meeting to cliscuss D(ut's situation.

Dcm has been doirtg poorl¡, in generctl, vvith all aspects oÍ'his school

life. ..not jttst in the gym. Dan doesn't have cnt7, Jiiencls, lüs ¡tersottal

hygiene is otrociotts cutd he appears to be clepressed. In cttÍenclcutce at this

meeting v,ere his tyvo classroom teúchers, the guidattce cowtselor, tlze

music leacher, adnùnistraÍr¡rs, his rootl'L's paraproJÞssionctl cuú myself. I

was very pleased to see this meeting take place. As rt stctfJ, vve've been

discttssittg Dan antl his vyell being.f'or weeks, months oncl trLttltÍttlly, ¡,¿¡¡rt

beþra a contprehensive nteeting ever took place!

Dm'ing the meeting, we talkecl about Dcut's behaviotu' at scltr¡ol. We also

touched upon ltis home liJ'e artcl speculatecl as to whal núght be goirtg ort

there. Tlrcre wos a suggestiort that we contoct Child utcl Fcutúly Services

(CFS) but sonteone noted tltat the abuse (if ttny), ntttst be much nrcre

visible and obviotts before CFS vvill step in.

This source of information is an invaluable resource that Charlie could use to help

him have ernpathy and perhaps lead to more meaningful couversations with Dan.

However, Charlie is not able to get any information tiom Dan directly either because he

is a difficult student or perhzrps Charlie is unable to build a relationship with hirn.

Although this subject is able to get pelsonal information from administrators and

guidance staff, his inability to have Dan confide in him, further distances Charlie from

Dan.
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By the end of the study, Charlie is clearly aware of the value of learning about

students' lives outside of school and of his (and most teachers') limitations when it

involves trying to help a student with emotional difficulties:

I think everything thal I leant aboLtt ct student crniltl be helpJul. However, yvithottt

speciJic training (which I didn't have in university or PD cts rt schor¡l clivision

ent¡tlo¡,es), I feel that a student's etnotionctl lile is a cliJficult thing.for nte to leant

tLboul or unclerstand. Sim¡tl¡, spending srnne time yyith a stuclent over the coLffse

o.f'a sclzool yeor or saveral years helps me to leant ctbc¡ut tlxe stuclents emotionctl

tentlencies. WiÍltout tlte obove mentioned "trcLirtirtg", I.fèel tlmt I'nt

ex¡terimenting someu)ltat when I \alk ro stutclents about their difÍictùties.

Although Pamela, like Charlie, does not use any particular guidance skills that

are discussed in the literature, she is often able to get information from her students

directly, contributing to the relationship that she had aheady developed.

Pamela

Pamela is able to use her time with students in a manner that invites them to speztk

to her with some intimacy about their lives outside of school. In an early journal entry,

Pamela speaks to a student during Green Titne and finds out about the student's home

life:

One stuclent (Mary) confided that she u,as real.l), 'tirecl' after a late night.

Her grnnclrna ltas lnd complications afïer sr.u"geD, & she hadn't arrit,ed

ltonte tuttil l:30 in the rnorning,. OJJèred conlfòrting yvords & Mary

retttnterl to activitie s.
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As noted in the section on relationship building, Pamela has many conversations

with ¿r student she called Mike. She helps him with the change of clothing issue by giving

him strategies to get him olganized at home. However, as she develops a trusting

relationship with him, she discovers his lack of organizational skills is not at the root of

his problem. She soon learns that Mike is embarrassed to change as we note from

Pamela' s journal entry:

" See, I't1x ttltilxt to Jigw'e out how to lrclp you renxenxber to bring yom" PE

clothes, so llxat you cotx rrtke pcu'Ífor tlte wltole gym clas.s. You have t-

slt.irts &.:;ltorts at honte. Yott have sontething to brirtg tlrcnt in. I'nt ïrying

toJigw'e out iJ'yott are purposelyJbrgettitrg; ore you tlisorganiz.ed; or are

you ma1,þs embarrussecl to chonge?" Mike adntitted to the latter. "Woulcl

it help if'),ou vvaited J'or your clctssmates to change .first & then go in? " He

saiclyes. "Well, leÍs' try that next class."

Pamela also uses direct observation to attempt to understand the emotional state

of another student, Anita, as illustrated by the following comment made during a focus

group discussion:

Tlrc otlrcr tlüng I want to v,ork on is she still (ancl I'nt not so)ting she the

pefi'ect chiltlyet), but she has clfficul\, in ttsing worcls to con,vey wluú

she's really wanting the other person to do, Iike if somebody doesn't wanú

her to be goalie, Ircr.first instincT is to ¡tttsh or bully them. ottt of'the wa7,.

Altentativel.y, if'srnnebod¡t ¿¡out sunething to her right away slte is saying

'Teaclter' and tattling. I wcutl to tr¡t ond wr¡rk vvith lter on fu¡v¡, she can
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better conununicate Ío her classtnates cu'td Iessen the minor alterccttions,

vvhich aren't a big thing, for her.

In the next comment, we see that Pamela is able to understand the emotional state

of a student she calls Rhea. This understanding provides Pamela with background

infbrmation that she uses to help anothel student, Brenda, have empathy for her classmate

while also providing specific feedback about what to say to her fì'iend:

Brenda, aside.fi'om egging on Anitct seetns to have bef'riendecl a classntate

ttctnted, Rhea. They hcwe ¡tarttrcred up in several 'Green Tinte' activities,

but Brenda is rften times verbally 'rrrrtrn| ofRhea's abilities. (Rhea is

ctlso an overl), settsitive student, who is easily discouraged.) I overhearcl

Brendct cortt¡tlctirt about Rhea's lack oJ' skill at hitting ct beach ball

'¡troperly'. I told Brenda thar Rhea is doing the best she could, & that slte

seenls upsel that you are criticiz.irtg her play, rather than encouraging her.

Instead t¿f sa¡,ittg, you're not doittg it right, why don't you tell Rhea 'nice

tr¡tt' or' show lær (t way to intprove her hitting. "WeIl....." vt,os all Brendct

cr¡tild repl¡,. I tol.d Brenda she should be thankful that Rltea wos slicking

v,ith her as a portner & as a.fi"iend.

After the formal completion of this stucly, Pamela shares an additional journal

entry. The entry illustrates Pamela's interest and ability to find out more information

abottt the high needs students she has been commenting on throughout the study:

Anitct- srill struggling with appropriare social belmvior in class, but is

surprisinglt¡ cooperative witlt tnyselJ' & classntates ùt gynt. Tlrcir.fantil), is

in a nticlst ofcorflict & the¡, ltctve ntoved in with an atnttie temporariltt, but
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are still attencling ottr school, & looking for o new home. Anita's twin sister

seenxs to he having more difficulty with the home situatir¡n & is

disorgtuúzed & easily ctgitated. Mike's attendcmce is still sporadic, but I

did get a chance to tolk to lzint at length. His ntothet' is clictbetic & is

putting a lot oJ'responsibility on hitn in terms ofhis stayi¡1g honte Ío look

ofter l'ter. There is a ¡,r¡¡¡1g¿r cousitt also stttyirtg with them, w,ln I gather

the ntotlter is sup¡tosetl to be lookittg c$ier during the day. Mike ntisses ct

lot oJ'tnontings & he attributes it to the.t'hct that he ccltlnot seÍ his alctrnt cts

it yvoultl wake u¡t Íhe cousin, & yet his Mont is 'rtot tt¡t' to yvake u¡t Mike.

Thereþre, I hatte s¡tctken vvith ltis classroont teaclrcr yvhr¡ has relayecl our

concenß lo aclntitzistraîion tvlto is rtow gettirtg involved. Steve is olso a

poor atterzclee & I've not seen hint ntuclt. Brenda remains cotntnillecl to the

leadership progrtmtJ'rtr the next tenn & has presenÍed no major problerus

in class.

This subject is able to get students to 'open up' about theìr home lives, which in

turn, provides an insight into students' emotional backgrounds:

This year I learned tlrc int¡tortance of'seeking tlte 'wlty' behirñ the

stuclents' behcwiotu'. 'Green Tinte' afforded nte the 'tinte' lo tcLlk yvitlt

students cuul get to knov, ct lot ntore about their home life. Students sctvv

tlutt I corecl ohouÍ tltent and opened up about their honte situation. I.f'ouncl

ntosÍ stLtdents willing to talk abr¡ut llzeir lntne sitttcttiut. I also lor¡kecl to

llrc ltotneroont tectclrcr cts unotlter source of infornntion and supporL
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Charlie is unable to connect personally with Dan, preventing this subject from

successfully using any information he is able to get fiom other sources.

On the othel hand, because of her personal connection with students, Pamela is

successful at finding out a great deal about the home lives of her students and uses this

information to help thern. Early in the study the next subject, Frank, is more reluctant to

delve directly into the personal lives of students, choosing instead to listen actively and to

use his charisma to successfully relate to his students. However, near the end of the study,

he begins to see the value of knowing more about the child's life.

Frank

Although Frank has very good relations with his students, he gets most of his

information about Ken from other sources, such as cumulative files and conversations

with administrators or other teachers as noted in the second and third comments below:

I think he is aware oJ'his successes. For instance at paretú-teacher

inten¡ieyvs he wantecl his tnom lo corne and see me. He clemancled she

cotne.

He is a stnart kid, but one oJ'the problems he has.... ancl I don't see hitn. as

tnuclt.... I unclerstand now.from talkirtg to trrj adtninistrntor ancl his

teachers rhat he doesn't have confidence in hùnself, yvhich is mtbelievabLe

because this kid picks up something and he leants it. You slnu¡ him

something nevç, antd by three tinte s he knovt,s it.

One aspect that I clon'Í tltink I ltatte tnentioneclis he yvants to ¡4o backto

vvlterever he conrcs Ji'ont cutcl I guess he rnay be lookirry.for a way to go

back. He wants to go back ro rhe previotts school atul nmvbe some oJ'his
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behoviottr is clesigned to... mcqtbe he's rhinking I don'tJit itx here, btLt I Jit

in there.

Frank's reluctance to delve too deeply into his students' lives is a conscious efïort

to let the relationship develop at a natural pace as he notes when he says, "/ clott't wnnt tc¡

¡tLrsh things too tnuch" and when he adds, "l don't \)(tt'tt to overloctcl that particular

(ßpect." These comnìents are set in context in the passage below, where Frank discusses

how his student does poorly socially elsewhere, but noting that the gym may be a refuge,

where his social skills are somewhat more controlled:

Even socictll¡, yr¡r¡, a little lrclp, he tloes it. I clon't ltttve to be ott to¡t o.f'hint

ctll oJ'tlrc titne. He has successes but those are not tlrcre durirtg the clay, lrc

wottltl just get up and ntr¡,e orountl the classrornn, talks to ¡teople, he

cJr¡esn't clo thot in the gym. I thhtk he cloesn'r iltink he is worth it. I

understand from others, he hasn't said that to me, because he is cltùte

ayvare of doing yvell. So the problems he brings ittto the Synx are not ir.tst

gym problents obviottsly. The baggage thot comes with ltittt.ft'otn bef'ore,

even.from the classroorl':, cotnes iúo the gyrn. I dott'l wattt to push thittgs

too ntuch; he's in the princi¡tol's ffice quite oftert. My approach is if'l

start cloing that too yvhere cun I going to go? It ma¡, not be that lrc is

looking at the gynx as a place of refùge so mttch as that's my Jeeling. I

don't vvctttt to overloacl that ¡tarticttlar aspect'

By the end of the study Frank, although reluctant to question the student about

private matters, uses his own technique, as we will see in the comment below, to know

about the lives of his students outside of school. In the last discussion session, he
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discusses the different ways of acquiring infbrmation about a child, including

administration, the classroom teacher and the last approach, which is getting information

directly from the student:

This approctch needs to be thought out very carefull¡' 6¿¡t'7 sltottlcl be bosecl

ntore on lisfening md paying cLttention lo irnportanl clues rather lhan ott

otttrighr c¡trcstiortirtg. Greater knowledge slnuld enltattce an educcttot"'s

ability to clesigrt mx optimc:l approach to a chiltl's etlucctticttt. Kttovvittg

ntore aboLtt cL child's likes, dislikes c¡r cLbotrt o.fav,w'ite uctivit¡t otLtside oÍ'

the sclrcol enviroru¡tent increases o teaclrcr's cùility to establish

nrc cmingfitl c: otute ct ir¡tts vt, ith tltat c lti I d.

It may be that students are more willing to share personal details with Pamela and

Frank due to their success in building a relationship with them. Charlie's inability to

create an atmosphere of trust with Dan prevents him from using any information he gets

from other sources. The results of these circumstances become evident in the next section

of this chapter', which deals with attempting to apply specific feedback and establishing

consequences to regulate behaviour.

Applying Specific Feedback and Establishing Consequences to Regulate Behaviour

Although all three subjects were unfamiliar with Bandura's (1986) social

cognitive theory, there were signs that they followed some of its basic principles. The

aspects of the theory that are most evident in the data include applying specific feedback

in the form of what Bandura calls verbal ¡tersttasiort and establishing consequences to

regulate behaviour. Other aspects of this theory such as self-efïicacy, and self- awareness

are evident only tangentially in the data.
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Charlie

Except for taking Dan's gym clothes home to be washed, Charlie did not directly

note during focus group discussions or in his journal any specific fèedback that he may

have offered this student. However, Charlie may have considered the following comment

as provìding valuable feedback to Dan:

I s¡tent many recesses with hint and I've alvt'a)'s talked to hittt calmly' I

trie¿ to cot;ilce him thuÍ I sincerel,"- cctre obouÍ his welJare and tlutt I

want to heþt ltirtt in anyv,rLy I can. I tolcl hittt lrc catt't be very happy

because he cloesn't huve cuq,.frientls cmcl he's often in cot{lict tvith ltis

clcLssntates.

In a December journal entry, Charlie writes about a conversation with his

administrator, where he asks to use isolation as a consequence for Dan's problern

behaviour. I initially suggested at the workshop held in May 2004, to use isolation only

as a last resort. The use of this consequence was to be implemented in a caring manner

that gave the student as much control over this consequence as possible. For example,

students would initially be asked if they wanted to stay in the class. If they did not want

to stay, then the teacher would say, showing great reluctance, that the students would be

placed in another class. With this choice, the teacher would indicate that students will be

missed and that he would look forward to a time when the students wanted to return. The

rules of return would be that students would say they vva nt to return, would write a note

indicating what changes they felt needed to occur and would provide a note from their

parents to make them aware of this new cotnmitment. Charlie expressed the use of this

consequence in his December journal entry:
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I tatked ro the school's VP cmd principal separarely (they were

tutcLvctilable at the same tinxe) abottt nxy concenxs vvith Dcttt. I vvcts

corzsiclering, ttsing Harvey's strotegy o'f'lctst resort...expelling Dctn Jiom

g),nt clctss and setting him up irt ct cliJJerent classroont during gym. I

wcmtecl theirJèedback rn the sÍrateg¡,. I hacl alreatly arrcmged to sencl

Dan to ct grade one classrr¡ctm iJ'necessor)t' However' I vvostx'Í cluite sure

what I vt,ruttetl him to clo there. I vvas tutcornf'ortable hcn,ing Dan clo

notlxing. I vt¡as thinking ofhavirtg hint do book reports on ntaterictl with tt

sports uttl ctctivities thente.

Throughout the str:dy I got the impression that Charlie was more comfortable

speaking about issues to the entire class rather than to individuals as the following

comment suggests:

I ntake a Joir anxolLnt o.f gktbal stolements to the entire class abottt Jair

¡tla7t, 5¡xn,'¡ng equi¡tntent and space, inclrding others, ruaking new Jriencls,

cheering on others, befug positive, self'-esteetn, individnctl difJerences, etc.

I describe behat¡ir¡rs thcLt I observed yvithout tnentioning names. Two

exantples .follow,;

"Today I noticecl ct strLclent withoul a parttxer ancl another stuclettt ittvitecl

lter to Pla¡' ¡¡t a SroLtp of'three".

" Sontetinrcs, a.fetv students in our class have difficulty dealirtg vvith the

.final score. ToclcL¡,, I noticecl that those students ke¡tt ilùngs in perspectitte

and had a great tinte. Well done!"
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Charlie keeps some dist¿u.rce from his students by making 'a fair amount of global

statements' rather than concentrating on individuals. The next subject, Pamela, shows no

evidence that she needs to resort to any extreme conseqllence such as removing a student

for an extended period of time and makes many ref-erences to one-on-one contacts with

her students. Once a-qain, because of her ability to relate to individual students, she is

successful in using minor consequences, and applying specific feedback to students who

seem receptive to her comments.

Pamel¿r

In her interactions witl-r her students, this subject offers many cognitive strategies

and often uses consequences as illustrated in the f'ollowing series of journal entries:

Gr.s/q class had several incidents: One bo¡, (Aclant) reJùsecl to toke part in

the run (Rebellious). Was asked to go to Titne Out Bench & went.

Three other boys (Matt, Steve & Grcutt) vvere "cuttit'tg conrcrs" or crossecl

the gynt even af,ter being tolcl to staTr 6¡¡6¡¿e the green line & pylons. Tlrcy

were also askecl to go the tinte oul bench, while the rest of tlte clctss

returnecl to 'Green Tinte' slations. Spoke to eoch one tl'the boys

separately & askecl thent: "Do yttLt þ¡7¿v1t sþy you üre here, ott tlte 'titne

orú bench' & not back in g,reen titne?" Both (Grant & Matt) v'ere able to

verbaliz.e the.fact that they were cuttittg conxers. (Matt) also notecl tlzat Irc

had not ¡tul equi¡tltent back quíckly either. "Whot do ¡,ott neecl ïo flo

dffi'erentll' next tinte in ortler to get bctck into 'Green Tinte'? " Both

sttrdents recognizetl the intportance qf Jòllou,ing rules & vvere able to

t,erbaliz,e hovt, & u,here they should be rurtrtirtg & v,here to place
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ecluipment. Steve w,as more rebellious yvhen ctskecl why he wos ort the time

out bench. He sintply shrugged shoulclers. I rold him that perhcLps he

needed tnore time to think about it. By tlte time 'Ftut Fctbulous FrickLy'

conxe, Steve wcts cLble to think long enonglz & vvas ctble to verbaliz.e |tis

'cuttitxg conlers' &Jtülure to put equi¡nnerú back vt,hen usked. We

cliscusseclwhat he neeclecl to clo to get bock into'GreenTitne'. He vvas

ctble to verbaliz,e what lze neecled to do diffet'ently & next clctss.f'ollowed

throtrglt on listening to instructirnts.

Stuclents vvho tnisbelzan,e in Íhe change rootn have been separotecl J'rom tlte

class, cuttl asked to chartge in u lmllwcty batlroom. A.lÞu, sttrlents luwe

hacl their 'noon hom'club' privileges suspenclecl, because t1rc7, ctutnot be

lrustecl olone in the cltange roorn or their behat,iour in clcLss ltas not been

Ltp to tixy expecÍations. Not playing safely; notJ'ollowing tlrc ntles; arguirtg

v'itlt nte. But all students can eanl their v,ay back into the clLtb, once the¡t

shov, me that they cnnfollow the rL¿les in PE clnss.

Pamela's feedback could be somewhat specific at times. Referring to a new

student, whom she calls Anita, and who had just been verbally and physically aggressive.

Pamela offèrs the following:

I pulled Anitct ctside to talk to her about this beltoviour. I told her that this

kind of'behaviour is not acceptable at our school nor is it a way tc¡ ntake

.f'riends. IJ'),t,n w(ntt to ba o¡tctt't of'a gamc, ),ottneetl to useu,(¡rcls.

Pamela recognizes the need to build relationships as we see her delving deeper

into Anita's life. This relational foundation allows Pamela to begin to plan and sometimes
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offer specific cognitive strategies, as we see with this series of comments about the

troubled student:

I pulled Anita aside to cornplintent her on her improvecl behaviour & hoyv

much more stnootlily ¡lx¡,'rtt go when we get along. She still has a tendency to

'tattle' on classntates & appears to lack conuntlticcttion skills in dealing w,ith

peers. I will be working with Anita on how to use 'worcls' to clecLl witltJ'ellow

stutlents & ntinor cLltercations. I asked Anito hou, slrc likes om' scltool so,far &

if she has ntctde any Ji"ietús. She .just shrugged her shotilders. She yvas not in n

tulkatit¡e ntr¡od.

Anitrt hcts.forgotten her PE stfiJ'a conple oÍ'tintes this week. Sat out .for bits &

wcts askecl how she Jeels obout rnissirtg ¡tcu'î oJ'gynt class. Anita uclntittecl to

not Iiking this at all. I ctsked, "Whut tnore c(u1 I clo to help y6¡¡ to rententber

yotu' stttfJ'(Previously did tlte remincler ntark on lter ltand)?"

Observation: Seents to be a bit clisorganiz.ed. Shctres a roont with her sister &

her dresser is.fill.ed with both clean & dirty clotlæs. Gave her sotne ltùtts

about separating her clean & clir4, c:lothes & hov¡,' to organiT.e her drayvers

better. (There is also a cat at hot¡te [lnt apparenrly 'pees' or sprays on her

clothes.)

Will.f'ollow Ltp orl progress to orgatzize dressers & have a bag.for PE stufl'.

The next subject, Frank, is similar to Pamela in his approach to providing specific

cognitive feedback to students. He also hzrs developed a relationship with-his students and

knows about some of theil history, which helps to create the conditions where students

are more receptive to listening to cognitive strategies that are offered.
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Frank

In the following two cornments, Frank notes first in our focus group discussions

and then in ajournal entry the kind of specific feedback he offers a student that has been

groping the girls:

I decidetl that I utr¡uld tolk to hitn ctt rhe begirtrtirtg o.f'ever\, cluss cutcl I

wr¡uld ntctke sure I v,oulcl take this tt¡tprouch, I vt,ould cull hitn r,tp ancl scL1, I

have to tolk to )tott...do you knovv vvhat I want to tctlk to you cLhout, instettcl

of saying clon't dr¡ tltis, clon't clo that I tlecicled I woulcl say, "clo you know,

v,hctt I warxl to tulk to ),ou about?" His reply, "f¿ç¡lt, I know' it's ahout

touching." I v,ould respond, "Oka¡,, youJ'incl cLnice placeJ'oryot'trself cuttl

play and stay ny1t6r, ¡i"ont there, becattse \re canl't occept tlxat...you know

that and I knc¡w thot." I hacl to shcLre that with hintfor two or three times,

but the lnst tvtto r¡r tlree classes I haven't lmd to say that because iî hasn't

ha¡t¡tened. I'm not sctying tltat it is solved, obvior.tsly not. I'ttt pretty sure

about that but it tlutt particulor a¡tproach J'or tltis lengtlt of'tinte seems to

be working. We have a Prett\t good relationshi¡t frorn the ver)¡ beginning.

Following the incidents itwolving touching, at the beginning of'eaclt class

I talk to 'K' about my expectotions. When I ctsk hint to guess what I ant

going to rentincl hint oJ'|rc acknowledges that I am reJerring ttt touching.

Another technique Frank uses with this student is to acknowledge that the student

has a short attention span and to deal with it in a pragmatic m¿rnner:

ThereJ'ore, he reall¡, Iikes pruise. I guess nutybe lte gets negative.Í¿eclback

in so man7, areas that vvhen he can get something positive he likes it to be
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writÍen in his agenda. ThereJore, we were able to clo thur but I Jintl thot

his atÍention span in the classrootn, even in my clüssroc¡ttt, is ntaybe 10 -

I5 mintttes. I don'r think he catt go be¡'ond tlrut. I'nt jttst beginning to

recogniry that. Therefore, what I'm looking ctt is J'htding a way to dissect

the classrornn ùúo periocls thoÍ are sntuller, like moybe abottt halJ'cuul

lnur cutcl see hoyv it vvorks. The last time we clkl badmintott tc¡v,arcls the

end, I le.ft him and ptú lzint vt,ith a kitl +vith w,ltom he played a little bit, only

a linle...tna¡tþ¿ a miruúe or two so I can't say nutch ntore ott thal.

Bosicalll,, that's his cctse. The relcúionship is ver¡' goocl and I'm usittg

tlutt to help him, btú there's nctt goirtg tr¡ be u short-tenn solutiott, in the

gyrn or elsen,here. Again, m)'t approach to hint is I look at it is to sltorten

his tinte in a grou¡t sittLcttion vvith u partner or two partlrcrs. I want to

catch hint be.fòre he wanders.

Frank uses consequences as a strategy in a planned, calm and reasoned fashion to

promote the kind of social skills he expects:

I ctsk a stttdent to sit out 30 seconds or rru,tltiples t¡f'30 secottds in a plcLce

in.full view rl'tlrc gym. The success of tltis ntethod is bctsed ott the

ctssttnt¡ttion thaÍ the stuclent is eager lt¡ retunt to the activity if'.|'wt cuú

excitement permeate throttgh the gym. Followirtg his /her retunl to the

activittt, I ntonitor the behavir¡ur, if it persists, ndclitiottal time out is

a¡tpliecl. I prefer to apply re¡teated short periods than longer ones to

ntaintain tr.ft"esh menxor)t of'the rettson.f'or the disciplirury ac'liott.
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Both pamela and Frank have some success applying specifìc feedback through

verbal persuasion, to begin the process of guiding their students toward improved

personal/social skills. Their success begins with building relationships with their students.

Dan, on the other hand is not receptive to any verbal persuasion from Charlie and perhaps

imrnune from any consequences because he does not have a relationship with his teacher'

Relatio¡ship building is notecl as the fbundation strategy that allows sr-rbjects to

find out more about the lives of students outside of school. This strategy in turn, plovides

some insight into the emotional responses to events that students experience in class.

With the successful implementation of these two strategies, zrn atmosphere of trust is

created, where students are more receptive to cognitive strategies that are offered by the

subjects in this study. However, it is not teaching strategies alone that contribute to

creating this cascade of events that eventually lead to students becoming receptive to

developing their personal/social management skills. An underlying factor that

underscores all of the strategies discussed to this point is the subject's view of the nature

of children.

The Teacher's View of the Nature of Children

A central factor that seemed to influence the subjects' practice, especially in the

area of personal/social management, was their view of the nature of children. This view

was based on the subjects' ideological/philosophical perspective, which ultimately grows

out of their personal history (Zeichner, 1993). Regardless of the myriad of fãctors that

influence the shape of our being, in the end, as teachers, we must be aware of those

influences and be prepared to acknowledge how they influence our teaching'
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Charlie

This subject recognizes the importance of the personal/social management general

learning outcome (GLO) as expressed in the Manitoba, Education, and Youth (2001)

document. However, r¿rther than recognizing this GLO as a set of skills that are part of

learning to lead a full and healthy lif-e, just like the other GLO's (fitness, movement,

safety, health), Charlie feels 'forced' to make it a higher priority:

The ¡tersonctl and sr¡cictl managemenr GLO is very im¡tortant to my

tectching. During the last 6 or 7 years, I think the kids ltave Jorcetl me to

make it a higher priorih,t Several years ago, I noticed that I needetl to

talk to inclivicluals ruzcl classes increasingh, about Íhir ¡tla¡,, cooperation,

tecnn work, sensitivity to the neetls/ctbilities ofothers, intlivitlual

d ifJ'erences, respe ct .for cultw"al difference s, pers onal re sp orts ibil itie s, etc.

Charlie tries to see childlen in the best light. He acknowledges that children are

influenced both negatively and positively by a variety of sources. There is some

reservation about the unconditional ¿ìcceptance of all children in the first comment. In the

second comment, the irnplication of this reservation may be more apparent when Cliarlie

notes how successful his life was:

Certainl¡, all " good" children have sottte rzaughtiness in thent ancl all

"bod" kicls ltave the poterúictl Jbr good thoughts and acticnts! Basicall),, I

think tltat all chilclren are worth¡, oJ'out'(i.e. adults...teachers, parents,

coaches, clturclt leaders, etc.) ltne, care, encoLlragenxenÍ, eJJ'ort atil

attention. Some clülclren are bont v'itlt physiological challenges. Otlrcrs

live in an etwironntetzt that hel.ps.fostet' challengirtg behctviot' ctt school.
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Still others get the proper lot¡e/attention/direction/lessctns from their first

ancl mo s I irnp o r t ant t e ct c he r s. . . t he ir p ttr e nt s.

Personally, I conte .ft'otlx a very large.fatnily. I'tn the eighth child wlto wcts

raised in a single inconrc famil¡, ¡, o -7 bedroom north entl bungalow. To

date, notrc o.f us has spent any time irt.jdM believe we grevtt ttp to be law

obidirtg, ntoral, (Jtrirl¡,!) hard v'orking people, in fuu'ge parÍ clue lo whar

our porents modelecl for us ancl tauglt us. Also, I give creclit to Íhe clutrch

that helped us oLtt n lten yye were kids (tny ¡tarents clicln't cLttend). I gr,rcss

I'rn obligatecl to also ntention r¡ttr leaclters cutd coctches too!

As the study plogresses the reader may have noted that Charlie's comrnents

demonstrate a growing realization about the value of time, relationship building, and

getting to know students' lives outside of school. Most importantly, he comes to

understand his own history and how it influences his expectations of how children ought

to behave. This understanding grows out of conversations with other subjects in this

study and through reflection. Pamela, on the other hand, has a clear view of what all

children need and desire.

Pamela

This subject's attitude toward children has likely been evident in her comments

throughout this chapter. What follows is a summary of Pamela's thoughts about this

entire stucly concluding with a very clear expression of her view of children:

Of tlrc .f'ive leaming outc:omes .f'ront the PE cnrriculunt, tlrc personal and

sr¡cittl nxanagetlxent olttcome u,as brougltt nxore to tlte.foreJi'onl tltis year,

as a result o.f rn¡, pctrtici¡tation in tlüs stud¡,. The 'intentional' relationslzip
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T:l-_

huilding used through the 'Titne Metltocl' strategy wos a real eye-o¡tener

for me. As previonsly 5¡nruO, the 'nmking oJ'time' to talk to students

showed tlrcm my genuirte care ancl concernfor thent. A relationship of'

trust wus forged and sludetús were tnore receptive to share cutd listen

vvlrcn they Jèlt the¡, were being hearcl. I believe tltot the nature of clüldren

is the clesire to be lovecl mul to.feel st$b. Unf'ortr,utately a Lot of stLtdents ctt

tny school do not come Ji'ottt ct consistently, lovirtg envirorunetú. IJ' I (or at

least one other cLdult), catl 'connect' vt,ith tltese kicls, who are looking.f'or

occeptance atzcl lot,e; lookirtg.fot' sonleone to lislen to them; to care Jor

thetn; I wotild be teaclüng Íhem a lot ntore than.just their basic tlxotor

skills. Thatzk you.for allowirtg tlxe to be part of'your stttcþ. It itnpacted nrc

proþmdl1, and chattgecl tlte vvay I Íeach Ph¡,5. p,61.

Frank, like Pamela, has a positive view of the nature of children to the extent that

when something goes wrong in his teaching day, he first examines his own teaching plan

before considering the role the student may have played.

Frank

Frank takes responsibility fbr his students' success or failures, believing that most

students will respond positively given a chance:

Most children resportd verl, positivel¡ and partici¡tote enthusittstically

when activiÍies are corrunensurate witlx their ahility to perþnn thetn wiÍh a

sulTicient clegree of succ'ess. I.fincl Íhar ilære is a high, ¡tositive correlaÍion

between well organiz.ecl cutcl enioycble classas cutd sÍudenÍ behaviour.

Classes tlxot start witlt enioyctble ancl suitabl¡, clullenging cLctivities ond
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cotxtinue witlt goocl flow through the various section oJ' a lesson ctre less

likely to eviclence poor bahaviotn'by students at lcu'ge. The best wa)t tç

elicit good belmvior i.s to rmt a goocl class. I ctut usttcLlly trace the sottrce

of'¡toor gerteral behaviotu' to faulty org,anization or poor selection of'

activit¡t or when I JLúl to set ¡tert'ontxonce boturhctrie s that are suff'iciently

w,icle in scope or precise in their enuncicttiott.

Frank recognizes that a number of children are very difficult to reach, yet he

exarnines his failure to reach them as his inability to fincl the right inforrnation. He says

that children become traumatized through outside influences, implying a belief in the

basic goodness of the childlen. Even in the worst case scenario, Frank takes

responsibility in not being able to help a child because he did not find the right solution:

Tlrcre is no doubt thctt ct teaclrcr's specific pÐ,chological nmkeup nxo)) rlot,

in sotne cases, he conducive to (I positive relcLtionship with a child.

Furtherntore, there may be children so seriously trauntatized by ¡toor

environntettal conclitions or b),bitth that they have lost, at least in part,

the ability to develop acceptably fi.utctional social skiLls. Dttring m), years

ofteaching, I have cotne ocross a.fèw stuclents like tltat, that I vras not

able to rettch. My approach v,ith lhese and all students is bctsecl ott

empathy, rnt reasoning with the child, as v,ell cts on the student's ttbility to

respon,d to rneanindttl praise. I alu,a),s try verv harcl to.firñ someîhing

positive to build uport wlrcn dealing w,ith u child. I have experiatced tt

sense of.fuilure when cleciling with a very.fÞvt, sludents wlto did not

responcl to ¡trcúse. In retrospecl, in those cases, I clid not searclt outside
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the school botmdaries J'or the clues and tlmt miglú hotte ntcLcle the

dffirence.

Summar)¡ of Findings

This study considered three subjects over 5 rnonths. Although this is a small

number of subjects studied over a brief time period, the data suggest that the Tinte

Methocl is an approach worth pulsuing in helping to develop personal/social skills in a

physical education setting. The data also support the value of the strategies that were

discussed in the literature presented in this study. This conclusion is dr¿rwn by noting that

subjects were mostly successful in implementing strategies of creating tirne,burldrng

relationships, learning about students' lives outside of school, and applying specifìc

feedback and establishing consequences to regulate behaviour. With regard to their view

of the nature of children, Pamela and Frank, who believed in the innate or natural

goodness of the child (Rousseau, IJ62lI979), seemed to be more successful at

developing relationships than was Challie, who believed his students wanted control and

needed to be controlled. In Charlie's own words we see his distanced approach to

teaching. He describes his approach toward students as "business-like, (somewhat)

friendly." This ideological/philosophical position of the subjects related to their view of

the nature of children, is seen as a pivotal factor in deterrnining the success at

implementing the strategies noted above.

With regard to the strategy of creating time,Pantd a and Frank initially fbund that,

by setting aside time, they were more successful in building relationships. Although

Charlie had the most organized, instrumental teaching style of the three subjects in this
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study, perhaps suggesting that his style lent itself to the Tinrc Methocl, he was nonetheless

unable to skillfully use this time to connect with his student.

With regard to the strategy of building relationships, Pamela and Frank were able

to successfully use some of the cornponents of relationship building that were presented

in the literature review of this study. These subjects made positive, confirming statements

to their students, which created a safe welcoming atmosphere. On the other hand,

Ch¿rrlie's questioning techniques further alienated his student, who ¿rlready had ¿ì poor

relationship with him.

With regard to learning abor-rt students' lives outside of the school, Pamela was

able to get information from hel students directly, while Frank chose to get rnost of this

information from other sources. In both cases, subjects were able to use this information

to empathize and therefore further humanize their relationship with their students, which

in turn further supported their efforts to develop their students' personal/social skills.

Charlie acquired information about his student from other sources but because there was

a poor relationship, this understanding of the student's emotional life was of less value.

However, all three subjects, as well as most other teachers, receive a minimal amount of

training in psychology. The data showed that all three subjects were unaware and

therefore, were unable to use the ideas that the affect-as- information model (Schwarz

and Clore, 19S3) or the principles associated with this model (Clore and Gasper, 2000)

suggested might influence student's behaviour. The consequences of this lack of

knowledge will be filly discussed in the next chapter.

With regard to the stlategy of applying specific feedback and establishing

consequences to regulate behaviour, the data showed that Pamela and Flank, who had a
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positive view of their students and were able to establish a relationship with them and

empathize with their emotional lives, were successful at applying specific feedback via

verbal persuasion and the use of consequences, because students were more receptive to

this infbrmation (see Appendix I).

In the final chapter, the implications of these findings will be discussed noting

how strategies were successfully implernented and how some components of strategies

were ignored.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

SummarJ¡ of the stud)¡

This study attempts to answer the following question. what strategies can Early

and Middle Years physical education teachers successfully use to develop personal/social

manageme¡t skills of their students? The data from this study suggests that the following

general strategies suppoft the growth of those skills: 1) building relationships between

teachers and stude¡ts, 2) learning about students' lives outside of school, 3) applying

specific feedback and establishing consequences to regulate behaviour, and,4) adding a

distinct 'time' to build relationships. It is important to note that physical education classes

are short in duration which makes it challenging to establish meaningful relationships

with the large number of students that come to classes each day. This study includes the

examination of the 'Titne Method'(Appendix B), which is one way to create tirne that

subjects might more successful use to establish relationships. With this extra 'time,'

teachers can begin to build relationships with their students, which rnight lead to

understanding their personal/social life outside of school, which in turn may create an

atrnosphere where the student is more receptive to accepting specific cognitive skills in

personal/sociäl management.

An essential factor that contributes to the success of developing students'

personal/social management skills is the teacher's ability to reflect on their beliefs about

the nature of children (Moallem, 1997; Pianta, 1999;' Schon 1983',Zeichner, 1993)'

Teachers hzrve particular beliefs about students and about education in general,

originating from their personal histories. These beliefs influence how we lelate to
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students, and our ability to teach them. Teachers who are aware of their beliefs through

reflection are more apt to moderate those beliefs for the benefit of students than those

teachers who, as Dewey (1938) noted, continue with 'routine action.'

Early and Middle Years physical education teachers from three urban school

divisions were invited to attend a half-day workshop (Appendix A) that provided ideas

fbr developing str,rdents' personal/social management skills. Over 30 teachers attended

the workshop and were later recruited to participate in this study. There was no efÏort to

screen volunteers on valiables such as expelience, gendeL, or age. Three participants of

the workshop, one female and two males, all with 15 or more years of experience,

became the subjects of this study.

Subjects were asked to irnplement some form of the Titne Metltod, (Appendix B)

focusing on three specific strategies: 1) using time to attempt to build relationships with

students, 2) understanding the emotional lives of their students and, 3) irnplementing

specific cognitive strategies that might help develop students' personal/social

management skills. Subjects were also asked to reflect, (both in journals, and focus group

discussions,) on issues such as their beliefs about the nature of children and what

personal or professional factors influence those beliefs.

The procedures used in this study included a combination of focus group

discussions, journal entries, (Appendix C-D) and a questionnaire (Appendix G). Focus

group discussions and subjects' journal entries examinecl critical incidents related to

developing the personal/social management skills of students.

All focus grollp discr¡ssions were facilitated by the researcher who followed the

protocols as they appeal'in Appendix C. AII focus group discussions were tape-recorded
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and transcribed by the researcher as outlined in the participant consent form (Appendix

F). Names and identifying information in the transcriptions were changed to protect the

confidentiality of participants.

Discussion

The analysis of the data collected in this study revealed several strategies that may

influence the development of students' personal/social management skills in Early and

Middle Years physical education classes. The analysis also revealed a personal factor that

nray influence the success of these skills. The data gathered fì'om focus gl'oup

discussions, journal entries and a questionnaire involving the three physical education

teachers' description of critical incidents during their interaction with students supported

the use of the three specific strategies. One strategy is to create 'time' in older to allow

the second and third strategies, building relationships and learning about students' lives

outside of school, to occur. The findings suggest that once these basic strategies have

been successfully established, students are more receptive to accepting consequences for

their behaviour, and accepting specific feedback, which might enhance their

personal/social management skills. The personal factor that this study examined which

had a bearing on relationship building is a teacher's view of the nature of children. This is

shown to be a foundation strategy. These strategies and the personal factor will be

reviewed in relation to their influence on developing students' personal/social

managelnent skills as experienced by the study subjects.

The Time Method. The crealion of additional time was clearly articulated by Pam

and Frank and seen as valuable by the third subject, Charlie, near the end of the study.

Charlie's acceptance of the Tinte Method grew from a re¿rlization that the additional tirne
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could allow him to communicate better with his students. This critical strategy provides

the time to build relationships, which creates an opportunity to begin to learn about

students' lives outside of school, which has a bearing on how they conduct themselves at

school. Pam never thought it was possible to find the time needed to get to know students

on a deeper level. However, as she discovered early in the study, it was not only possible,

but necessary to set aside time to accomplish the various goals she set out for her class. In

particular, the Time Method was instrumental for this subject to build relationships. Frank

found that although his less rigid, easy going style, gave him many informal opportunities

to dialogue with students, the Tinte Metltorl provided a 'distinct' structure to ensure

communication occurred more regularly. His easy going style was his strength, but this

teaclring style also was a weakness. His description of the Titne Method as providing a

"distinct" structure may demonstrate that even a successfil, less rigid style of teaching

can benefit fiom some type of formal structure to improve communication. The third

subject, Charlie, found that setting aside time to develop relationships became less

advantageous as the study progressed because the critical incidents involving his student

were not resolved during these times. This situation may demonstrate that tirne may be

less valuable if it is not used to create an atmosphere of trust, as Charlie learned at the

end of this study.

Relationsliip Building between Students and Teacher. All subjects in this study

acknowledged the vital importance of building relationships with their students. With the

success in irnplementing this strategy, the subjects begin to see students as individuals,

who have particular needs arising from particular historjes. This process gives students a

human face that provides the subjects with a deeper knowledge than they might otherwise
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have had toward students. Pam and Frank developed relationships with their students by

attentive listening, using a positive tone, and through supportive confirming comments.

Frank was successful in building relationships by giving, "meaningful praise." Charlie

was not successful at developing a relationship with the one student he chose to discuss.

This particular student may have been a particularly difficult case; however, Charlie did

not appear to use communication techniques such as listening and confirming which are

recommended in the literature (Noddings, 2002). The questions he asked of his student

were foo difficult to answer and only resulted in frLlstration by both parties, worsening an

already strained relationship. This interpletation may have been confirmed when the

student himself says to Charlie, "I hate all these questions." It was not clear if Charlie

may have had more success if he had chosen a number of other students to study, in

addition to the very troubled student that is discussed in this study.

Learning About Students' Lives Outside of School. When relationships are

established, students are more willing to share aspects of their private lives that have a

bearing on their school lives. With this deeper understanding of private, factual

information and its possible effect on the emotional responses of students, Pam and Frank

were further able to empathize with their students. These subjects were more cognizant of

teaching students rather than their sub.jecÍ. This increasing humanizing of the student

encouraged thern to be more receptive to the cognitive strategies that teachers provide

which in turn improved their students' personal/social management skills.

Charlie acquired infbrmation tiom sources other than directly from his student

(administration and guidance). This gave him an opportunity to empathize and perhaps

provide guidance to his stuclent in developing his personal/social management skills.
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However, as noted earlier, without a trusting relationship, other strategies are less likely

to bare any fruit in prornoting these skills.

Appl)¡ins Specific Feedback and Establishing Consequences to Regulate

Behaviour. Subjects in this study often gave specific cognitive feedback to their students

to help them more successfully 'navigate' their personal and social environments. They

also sometimes outlined and then instituted consequences to help their students receive

and then internalize strategies that helped students in this endeavour. Pam and Frank gave

specific feedback for particular situations such as, "LJse words", or "Find a nice place for'

yourself to play and stay away from there." Sometimes these subjects posed specific

questions such as, "What do you need to do differently next time in order to get back into

Green Titne?"

Charlie asked his student to reflect on how the student's behaviour affected the

rest of the class. This was done as a means of giving specific feedback, but it only

diminished the student's sense of value. This kind of reflection may have had a positive

value set in a positive relationship, but in this case, the relationship did not really exist. In

addition to the fbur strategies already described, the teacher's view of the nature of

children also appeared to play an important role in this study.

The Teacher's View of the Nature of Children. This personal factor was

expressed by the subjects in their response to the questionnaire, and was further revealed

in their journal entries and during focus group discussions. Their view of the nature of

children may have had a gleat influence on how these subjects taught. Therefore,

reflection on this factor is a necessary pl'ecursor for the implementation of the other

strategies that have been outlined in this study. Pam and Frank clearly indicate their
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appreciation for the potential goodness of all children which I believe contributes to a

relatively successful implementation of all the strategies discussed in this study, while

Charlie, who has a more guarded view of childlen, is relatively less successful at relating

to the student he chose to study.

Implications

'Personal and Social Mana-gement', is one of the five general learning outcomes

that Manitoba, Education, and Youth, (2001) outlines in the Physical Education and

Health curriculum. Two subjects of this study demonstrate that when this outcome is

addressed in a fbcused manner, students begin to absorb the cognitive and psychomotor

skills presented to them. The results of this study suggest that there are a number of

strategies that can be implemented by teachers to enhance the development of

personal/social management skills. Pam and Frank are successful at utilizing 'time',

building relationships, and learning about students' lives outside of the school, and as a

result are able to cÍeate an atmosphere where students are more willing to accept specific

feedback as part of their personal/social development.

Charlie is less successful because his student is a very difficult case and he has

more difficulty in implementing the strategies than the other two subjects in this study.

However, all three subjects are somewhat limited in their ability to be successlul because

of their lack of theoretical knowledge that might inforn their practice. Perhaps fiom a

practical point of view, the subjects of this study demonstrate how they are promoting the

development of personal/social management skills with a good deal of success. However,

what follows (with the exception of the first item below) are examples of where theory

might inform practice.
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Implications of the 'Time Method.' Physical educators see large numbers of

students for short periods of time, making it difficult to find the time to know students

more intimately. The 'Time Method' is one way to create 'time' to ensule that teachers

get to know students deeply. There are certainly other ways to create 'time' for this

purpose, but a distinct elTort must be made to do so; otherwise, the 'personal /social

management' outcome objective is either ignored or taught in an instrumental m¿ìnner,

and removed from the context that makes these skills relevant. This is not to dismiss the

value of introducing cognitive strategies for developirig personal/social behaviour to be

utilized when the time warants. However, lefi to that condition alone would be like

teaching 'movement skills,' (such as soccer kicking against a wall), and never having the

time to use the skill in an actual game setting.

Personal/social management skills ol human relations are far more complex than

any of the other curricular outcomes. Consider receptive students, who easily learn new

skills. They may enjoy the activity or idea that is being presented. They may want to

please their teacher or their parents. They may want to improve their skill or knowledge.

They may be successful and enjoy the anticipation of more success. On the other hand,

consider students who don't learn well. I would suggest that many of these students lack

personal/social skills. In more defined terms, these students often haven't developed the

"ability to understand, manage, and express the personal, social, and mental-emotional

aspects of their lives" (Manitoba, Education, and Youth, 2001). They ofien don't

communicate well with peers, parents and teachers. They are often emotionally disturbed

by one or üìore facets of their lives. Until they can develop self--understanding, work

cooperatively and fairly with others, and build positive relationships with others, learning
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movement skills, safety or health enhancing concepts or tzrl<ing part in fitness activities is

much more difficult. It is always the case, as it should be, that time be set aside for

movement, safety, health concepts and fitness. However, by setting aside 'time' for

personal/social skills, these other learning outcomes will have greater success because the

skills inherent in this objective helps create a happier and therefbre, more leceptive

student.

To more skillfully make use of this strategy, subjects could keep extensive notes

on critic¿rl incidents as they arise. The data dicl not show that subjects used notes to record

events as they occurred in order to have a more detailed conversation with students after

the incident. Not only should 'time' not be a random strategy, but it would be better

utilized when conversations were based on using focused issues gleaned from good note

taking.

Implications of Relationship Building between Students and Teacher. Noddings'

(2002) ethic of care model suggests five components (continuity, modeling, dialogue,

confirmation and practice) that lead to building relationships. The first two components

are not clearly expressed in the data. In relation to the first component, contirnti4,,

physical education teachers usually see students over several years, albeit for short

lessons each day. Although many of the students in this study are transient, some have

been in the school fol some years. Nothing in the data showed that subjects used past

knowledge about their students to enhance their relationships with them. Continuity is an

inherent featurc of physical education and must therefore be utilized to the fullest extent.

The second component, ntocleling, is such a basic concept in teacher preparation courses

that it must be assumed all teachers are aware of it. The difficult t¿isk to be achieved is for
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the teacher to be aware of u,har they actually model. Although the subjects in this study

often model communication skills positively, none of the data demonstrates that subjects

consider how they might be perceived as role models from a personal/social perspective.

Imagining oneself seen through the eyes of a child is a difficult task that might contribute

a great deal to the act of relationship building.

There are many opportunities for dicLlogLre, confirnùng statements, and practice

during 'Green and Fun Flidays.' Unlike the first two components, there is much evidence

in the data that these components of the ethic of care model (Noddings, 2002) provide

much success by Parn and Frank in their attempt to build relationships, as they would for

many teachers. Charlie has acknowledged that the tools that build relationships don't

come naturally for him and his relationships suffer as a result.

Implications of Learnins about Students' Lives Outside of School. The subjects in

this study are successful at acquiring information about their students' private lives from

a variety of sources, including home room teachers, administrators and directly frorn

students themselves. Using this infolmation contributes to helping them understand their

students' personal/social lives outside of school. However, the litelature on affect that is

discussed in this paper, that may have assisted the subjects in directing their students'

emotional responses to events, is generally unknown to these subjects and likely to other

teachers. This literature included the affect-as-information model proposed by Schwarz

and Clore (1983) and the principles about affect and information processing that Clore

and Gasper (2000) establish from this model. Most physical education teachers are not

trained nor do they have the time, even with the 'Time Method', to delve deep enough

into the psychological states of their students to implement these principles. A concerted
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effort to understand these principles may give teachers some initial ability to further

assist students manage their emotional responses in the classroom. For example, the first

principle says that afïect has varying degrees of influence on beliefs depending on the

experience of the individual. The greatest effect is by individuals, who often attend to

their feelings or are clear about what their feelings mean and among those who are

instructed to attend to their fèelings. Teachers can use this awareness of affect to direct

students toward positive ends. The data demonstrated that subjects directed their students

to be aware of how their behaviour affected other peoples' feelings but subjects did not

direct students to attend to their ov,n feelings. This did not even account for helping

students uncover their unconscious feelings, which also influences behaviour (Bargh,

1997; Murphy &Zajonc, 1993). Teachers might be able to improve personal/social skills

by directing students to attend to conscious feelings and when possible uncover their

unconscious feelings. Physical educators have many years of contact with their students,

which provides opportunities to apply this, as well as other principles of the affective

domain. With regard to the second principle, the inþrnzation value of feelings, facial

expressions make feelings publicly known (Ekman, 1982) and can clearly help teachers

have some insight into the feelings of students. Teachers must assist students in

recognizing the importance of being aware and attending to theil emotional reactions to

events. Since subjects did not direct students to attend to their feelings, clearly the next

step of being aware of their ernotional reaction to an event was ¿rlso not evident in the

data. The next three principles are equally not expressed in the data. The attribution

principle demands that the subjects help the student understand where their feelings

originate. The imnrccllac_r'pdnciple requires subjects to help students distinguish mood,
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an affective state born in some past time, from feelings, an af fective state born from the

present moment. Finally, the eloboration principle has the subjects help students find

strategies to moderate the worst consequences of compartmentalizing or elaborating

emotional experiences. An elaborated experience is considered more harmful than a

punctuated one because rumination on an emotional event stops an individual fron-r

separating their emotional reactions from othel thoughts (Nolen-Hoeksema & Monow,

1993). A solution to counter the deleterious effects noted above is to talk about the event

(Pennebaker, 1990). The data of this study did show that subjects who were successful in

building lelationships were able to have meaningful conversations with students yet these

conversations tended to be vague in the area of feelings.

Charlie may have better understood Dan if he considered that this student could

not answer the questions posed to hirn because his thinking during difficult times is

visceral and biological, making the first cognitive response, a response actually by the

brain cutcl the body (Damasio, 1994). Shelton (2003) adds that in the process of learning,

emotions interact with cognition resulting in feelings. These feelings need to be not only

controlled but understood and harnessed.

Due to its complexity, it is extremely difficult fbr teachers to address the affective

domain. However, once time is found and the desire to get to know students is

established, perhaps the next step to help teachers delve into this area may be at least

putting a label to some of the ¿rffective processes that are described in this paper. As

teachers become bettel at understanding and applying these aflèctive principles, then the

act of harnessing the positive value of emotions may begin. Consider the development of

one aspect of emotional intelligence (Golernan, 1995), 'motivating oneself'. This positive
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use of emotion is noted by Simon (1961), when he suggests that emotions are the prirne

movers of action because they change the processing pliorities of the brain. Schwarz and

Clore (1983) say that emotional feelings provide information and guide attention toward

goals that are relevant to individuals. Emotions as 'prime movels of action' and 'guiding

attention' thus have the potential to create a motivated individual.

Another positive use of understanding and guiding emotions in students is to promote

nroral actions. Hume (I13911896) Schopenhauer (1841/1965) and Williams (1973),

believe that the influence of emotions is seen as having a more positive moral outcome

than if left to reason alone. Helping students think through a problem in the

personal/social domain is only part of the solution; they must also empathize with the

'other' (Levinas, 1987).

Implications of Appl:¡ing Specific Feedback and Establishing Consequettces to

Regulate Behaviour. Bandura's (1986) social cognitive theoly is plesented in this paper

as providing cognitive strategies that might assist teachers in promoting behaviour

change. For the plllpose of this study, that behaviour change is directed toward the

development of personal/social lnanagement skills. Data from this study demonstrate that

subjects, while unaware of the theoretical underpinnings, use three aspects of social

cognitive theory. The first is providing specific feedback in the fbrm of verbal persuasion

to lead students toward developing better personal/social meinagement skills.

Unfortunately, this aspect of the theory is considered less eff-ective than other aspects of

the theory. Data also show the use of consequences, which is the second aspect of

Bandura's (1986) work that is implemented. Consequences are used as a regulator of

behaviour. Subjects outline consequences to students allowing them to be aware of how
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their actions will be rewarded or punished. Social cognitive theory says that

consequences for behaviour are influential because of their information and motivation

value. Anticipated rewards or punishments have an influence on a person's response.

Thus it is 'thought' that gives consequences their value. The cogriitive mechanisms at

work are intentionality and forethought or anticipatory thought (Bandura,2004). Humans

plan their actions based in part on the memory of an accumulation of previous

consequences. The third aspect of social cognitive theory that is seen in the data is the use

of self efficacy, the ability to ¿rccurately judge one's actions. This is evidenced when one

subject provides "meaningful praise."

However, once again, as with the other strategies outlined in this paper, subjects

are not aware of any other aspect of theory that might further assist them in this process

of applying cognitive strategies for behaviour change. This is especially evident with the

lack of awareness of the two aspects of the regulatols of behaviour, vicarious and self-

produced regulatory incentive systems (Bandura, 1986). There is no data from this study

that shows that subjects use vicarious experience and little evidence for the use of self-

awareness and self'-efficacy as cognitive strategies to prolnote better personal/social

management skills.

Implications of the Teacher's View of the Nature of Children. This factor rnay be

the most fundamental issue that contributes to promoting personal/social management

skills. Whether physical education teachers find some method to create time in the brief

time they have with students in order to attempt to build a relationship may be of

secondary value if the teacher sees children as manipulative and needing control. "No

problem-solving strategy, regardless of how clever or well-meaning it may be, can take



the place of that experience of being accepted" (Kohn, 7996, p.122). When teachers

believe that children can and wcutÍ fo improve, then teachers can use other strategies such

as finding time to build relationships, finding and sharing the emotional underpinnings of

their behaviour and finally being in a position where the student is receptive to learning

about either specific feedback or general cognitive process that can lead them to

irnproved personal/social skills. The teacher's view of the nature of children underpins all

other issues related to developing personal/social skills.

Recommendations

The findings of this study raise three major possibilities for further research.

Subjects attended a workshop in which directions on how to implement the 'Time

Method' were given. One recommendation would be to provide prospective subjects with

a detailed outline of the key components discussed in the literature for relationship

building, cognitive strategies, the effect of the affective domain and the lesearch on the

importance of personal l'eflection, especially as it relates to one's view of the nature of

children. Armed with a workshop on understanding the components of these theoretical

suggestions along with instituting the 'Time Method', ¿r researcher might use a similar

qualitative study to compare the responses of more theoretically informed subjects to

those of the current study. The purpose of this research would be to determine if subjects,

who are provided with this theoretical knowledge would be better able to promote

personal/social management skills with their students. A study of this kind could be

conducted using the same qualitative procedures outlined in the cur:rent research.

A second recommendation would be not to provide subjects with the prelirninary

workshop on the Tinte Metlrcrl. Subjects would only be told that the purpose of the study



was to discovel strategies that might lead to developing personal/social rnanagement

skills. Individual interviews would replace focus group discussions in order to eliminate

any influence of other subjects in the study. Journal entries would be the second source of

qualitative data. A thild source of data would include an observation session by the

researcher. The subjects of the current research seemed to be influenced by the workshop

and by the focus group discussior.rs that also functioned as a shared learning setting. Left

in the typical isolation in which most physical educators work, this study would attempt

to see what strategies they might independently develop to promote personal/social skills.

A third recommendation would be to conduct a str,rdy in which both qualitative

and quantitative approaches were used to measure,t" g.o*r1, of students'personal/social

skills that were exposed to the first recornmendation outlined above where teachers are

provided with an extensive workshop, compared to the second recomtnended study

outlined above, where teachers are not given any workshop. Teachers in this study would

recorcl critical incidents using a prescribed list of possible problem categories using

numbers to correspond with a ranking sheet of some kind to indicate the severity of the

problen. These categories negotiated with teachers and researcher in the study would

include items such as: 1) student not being attentive, 2) student not following directions,

3) student off task, 4) student is verbally or physically inappropriate, 5) student shows

inadequate physical efTort, and 6) student does not dress appropriately for physical

activity. Teachers would the record these incidents fol a set period of time. Qualitative

data for the workshop group would include transcripts of focus group discussions, journal

entries and a questionnaire. The second group of non in-serviced teachers would provide

qualitative data fiom individual interviews,.journal entries and researcher observation.
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Both groups would submit the number and severity and kind of incidents that occurred on

a monthly basis in order to determine whethel the quantity and severity and type of

incidents have changed over the course of the study. Quantitative comparisons within and

between groups would contribute to the data collection procedure.

Manitoba, Education, and Youth, (200i) clearly outlines personal/social

management skills as one of the five general learning olltcomes that should be addressed

in the Kindergarten-Grade 4, as well as the Grade 5-8 Physical Education/ Health

Education curriculum. The document descl'ibes the five personal/social management

skills: 1) goal setting/planning skills, 2) decision-making/problem-solving skills, 3)

interpersonal skills 4) conflict-resolution skills, 5) stress-management skills.

Furthermore, this document provides many age sensitive activities to help promote this

learning outcome. This study has contributed to the idea that, a broad set of strategies

may support implementation of the skills or activities that are noted in the Manitoba,

Education, and Youth document (2001). These strategies include: 1) teachers developing

a positive view of the nature of children, because it is the basis of forming relationships,

2) establishing a distinct time to develop relationships, 3) building relationships between

teacher and student, 4) learning about students' lives outside of school and understanding

its effect on the emotional state of the child, and 5) applying specific feedback and

establishing consequences to regulate behaviour to students, who will be more receptive

to developing personal/social skills.

In the most broadest sense this study suggests that the role of physical educators

may need to be considered as not only an educator of pliysical and health pursuits, but as

a desi-9ner of cuniculum and as a counselor. With regards to the first point, the physical
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educator may need to create a cuniculum that finds time for the general learning outcome

discussed in this study. This outcome, personal/social management, may be integrated

with the other outcomes, or a special place may need to be found to emphasize the

important influence it has on other learning outcomes, as sllggested in this study.

The second point considers the physical educator as counselor. The point of

debate is whether the subject matter or the individual takes precedence in an educational

setting. I believe that certainly both issues need to be addressed. However, before the

instrumental needs of educational institutions and the economic alfäirs of society that

require that those needs be met, are addressed, the personal/social growth of individuals

may need to be seen as a priority. These ideas may imply that all teachers must in large

measure be counselors as well as educators.

It has often been said that the act of teaching involves technic¿rl as well as

artistic skills for optimum effect. This study confirms this idea by illustrating the value of

considering broad pragmatic, technical strategies with the essential characteristics of

strategies that include caring, understanding and relating. The focus of these activities

directed to the most important resource, our children, requires technical expertise through

the knowledge that is available, as well as the aftistry that only a caring teacher can offer.
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Appendix A

Personal/Social Management

The 'Time Method'

A FRAMEWORK FOR THE PERSONAL/SOCIAL MANAGEMENT REALM of
PHYSICAL EDUCATION

THE 'TIME METHOD'

Half Day Workshop

An Outline

o Partial Class Observation.
o Introduction.
. Student Variation/Sirnilarity ---+ Challenges - Share case studies.
. Sample ideas of how to create TIME. Green Time and Fun Fabulous

Friday-+Explanations.
o Sample ideas of how to set and express clear boundaries.
. Sample Consequences and the vital importance of Tone (Relationships and the

Hidden Curriculum.
. Sample recording techniques.
o Closing Comments and Discussion about future plans.

After the proposed half day workshop, staff can decide if they want to continue with a

process of collaboration to FURTHER DEVELOP THESE IDEAS.

Staff would be invited to participate in a support group that would agree to;
o Collaboratively investigáte a personal/social management teaching technique for

4 months (Sept. - Dec. '04).
. Begin the process by using relationship building techniques, classifying students,

and providing specific guidance.
o Meet 3 times over that period to discuss ideas in order to share experiences in

order to develop the process noted above.
o Agree to a personal interview.
o Keep a journal

This would fbrm the basis of Harv's thesis, which is to see if this framework with each
person's particular style has any value in assisting students and any value in helping staff.
END RESULT OF ENTIRE PROCESS

1.) Embrace, or Modify, this particular Method.
2.) Collaboratively create a new model.
3.) Experience through discussion a valiety of models dependent on teacher values

and personality.
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Those who attend the proposed half day workshop are not obligated in any way to
participate in the three month support group element!

"It takes effort to save energy"
PLEASE RETURN THE SECTION BELOW

NAME
SCHOOL
E-mail

Telephone

Comments
(?)
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Appendix B

The Time Method

o General issues about the 'Time Method'

The following is an explanation of a process that discusses how a physical educator in
an elementary school has created a technique that will give teachers the time to help
students intentaliz.e vital skills leading to the end goal of a healthy lifu.The process is
dependent on a technique called the'Time Metltod'. The next section discusses the
intervening steps, moving outward from the end goal, finally leading [o a description of
the 'Time Method".

Leaving the end goal of a healthy child and moving one step outwards is the
acquisition of a paLrticular battery gf_þ11;þ¿þ!lþ. The psychomotor and physiological
skills are one such set of skills, but they are contingent and dependent on the need to
develop another set of skills. This other set of skills includes growtli in the cognitive and
emotional domains and awareness of weaknesses a student may possess in these areas.
Specifically, these skills include, organizing one's thoughts, particlìlar habits of mind,
self-discipline, and communication techniques. The list provided above is not exclusive
but it gives the reader a fèel for the social/emotional realm that in essence the students
nrust internalize to have success in physiological and motor development. When students
are not preoccupied with social/emotional difficulties, they are better able to focus their
energies on developing physiological and motor skills. Furthermore, through relationship
building and good communication skills (see next section) the social-emotional set of
abilities will be seen as relevant and valuable to students, which contributes to the
success of the internalizing process.

The next step is the need fbr the teacher to conununicate efTèctively with students.
This part of the process is within the teacher's realm. The teacher must develop and use a
variety of communication skills. These would include the ability to actively listen, to
demonstrate the use of inviting body language, tone of voice and sincerity. This step
includes the establishment of a sincere and caring relationship with students. This
requirement is absolutely essential to the success of any attempt to reach (one must reach
a learner emotionally before one can teach them) a learner. Students may be coerced or
persuaded to learn, but the result is not necessarily internalized. Much of this part of the
process is tacit in nature. It must be a set of skills that a teacher develops over time
through reflection and feedback from respected peers.

The next step out from our end goal is the need to create time.The previous
requirements were subject oriented, in that they dealt with individuals. Time is an
objective, or instrumental, technical consideration layer that ironically enables the
blooming of a more human or relational envilonment. Teachers in a physical education
setting only have students for short periods of tine, such as 30 or 40 minutes three times
a school cycle of six days. The lack of personal time in the environment of a revolving
door of classes that are corning and going with such rapidity does not easy contribute to
building relationships. Physical educators have a variety of techniques to develop this all
important relationship layer. This rnay include such ideas as actively playing with
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students, being extra friendly, giving enormous amounts of time to after school activities,

;;ú orhers.- However, I ioniend that these and other kinds of relationship building

"^"r.i!", 
may be negligent in actually giving specific guidance to students to help them

,r""ugrr the set of soiial-emotional skills I outlined earlier. Furthermore, this paper

dludJs to the need of teachers taking care of their own health needs, which demand a

Uuion." of work and play in reference to professional physical time on the job and the

need to have some emotional distance from students'

Finally, the first step leading to the ultimate goal of a healthy child may be expressed

iri;i;iíi as a questión. How-can a priysical educaror crcate a technique thar gives teachers

;.,gh time à build a relationship, which can then help students acquire the social

emotîonal skills that will eventualiy cary them towards the goal of a not only healthy

pt'.r.i"gi.al lif'e, but also a healthy social/psychological life? This cascading of

;;;ttrgly large distant goals leading to a core goal of health begins by using a technique

;f *"r";"ntãl design I call the 'Tinte Methocl'that provides the teacher the time to help

the student internalize the skills noted above'

o The 'Time Method' and 'Fun Fabulous Friday'

I teach physical education in a kindergarten -grade 8 school, which gives me the

opportunity to See students develop over nine years. In a general Sense, the personal and

social management realm has a similar pattern for all students with an upward spiral of

.ántpf"*ity ãver the years. A series of rules or principles are either introduced or

reinforced each year. Older students would get the opportunity to discuss the value of

tt 
"r" 

,ut", but their worth, as a means of class management is never disputed. They are

the core values. Most students recognize the harmonious nature of the class depends on

these well-established conventions õf behaviour. These rules would include such things

".r, 
i.l during the time directions are given m¿ke no sounds, eyes on the speaker, keep

self and equipment still and concentrate. 2.) Follow instructions 3') Use time well 4')

ir"ot otr,.is with kindness, patience, and fairness. 5.) Show effort 6.; Come prepared to

class.

Just as rules and modes of behaviour in the wider society may be insufficient to create

a harmonious setting without the tacit acceptance by societal members at large through

much dialogue ou"iti,o", the classroom also requires opportunities' time' fbr dialogue'

reflection ano rinatty internalized acceptance. Several of these opportunities exist in my

class. At the beginning of each class, students have a short period called 'Green Time'

,t"n they are fi-ee to fractice a wide variety of skills for 5-10 minutes. It is important to

note that this is u populol. time for students because they have considerable freedom of

choice. This segmenì of the class gives me an opportunity to speak to particular students

who choose to want to talk with me. However, the prime affective domain purpose of this

ii¡¡. p".i"O is to sit and provide immediate feedback to students who have just

"*p"ii"n."d 
some soci¿il-emotional choice that has not gone well' These conversations

árä".p^"¿ed and become a rather lengthy dialogue every second Friday when students

or" gir"u ¿ìn entire class period called-'Fun Fabulous Friday' (FFF) with every motivating

fi".". of equipment out fòr use. Unfortunately, some students perceive the requirement to
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sit and talk with me fbr not attending to rules, as a form of punishment, which in some

measure is conect. This view persists because students are asked to miss a part of the

class as I take turns counseling those that have not demonstrated socially appropriate

behaviour. Contrary to the punishment perception, my intention is framing the sitting out

and discussion time as a chance for me to help thern function in a more positive way.

Some of the time, discussions may involve mundane matters but often these sessions are

intense and relatively private exchanges where affective issues are discussed. I recorded

real life situations that occuned during the previous week in some detail at the time of the

occurrence to allow for specific discussion about the event. The negative scenarios are

reviewed leading to "self-critique and moral examination" (Richard, 1998). Discussions

include choices as Kohlberg demanded, so students could become their own moral agents

in deciding what action to take and what kind of person they wish to present to the world.

Green time and FFF provide the time for dialogue and reflection leading to the

internalization of societal and classroom expectations. I also invite students during the

Friday session class to see me and give positive feedback for their complying natures.

These programmed members of the institution appreciate the freedom they have earned

but also deserve the positive verbal acknowledgement which keeps them participating in

the internalizing process.

¡ Progressive Consequences -the addendum to the Time Method

Guided practice is essentially setting goals externally, which often needs much

dialogue. However, even with empathetic dialogue, embedded in somewhat primary

relationships, it is still sometimes necessary to implement an addendum to the Time
Method. This addendurn supports the inductive view of socialization because it is a

choice based system oJ' conseqttences.
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Appendix C

Focus Group Discussion Protocol

During the 2nd and 3'd (October and November) meetings, the researcher will provide
fèedback from his interpretations of the readings of the previous meeting's transcripts.
Subjects will be encouraged to clarify their interpretations of that presentation. During
the first and subsequent meetings the following procedure will be used.

a) The researcher will comment on the fbllowing, inviting dialogue at any time:
o Outline the agenda and protocol of the meeting.
o Model an incident in detail related to the personal/social management dornain that

arose in the researcher's class during the previous month using the format notecl

below.
b) Subjects will follow the format noted below:

o Comment on issues relatecl to the personal/social management dornain that arose

during the previous month.
Format

Describe the characteristics of the student(s) involved using the
following general descriptors as possible categories: Physiological
imbalance, social/emotional difficulty, rebellious, making do,
programmed, other'.

Describe the incident(s) using the following framework:

^/Was the incident based on an issue associated with a stuclent's
organizational skills? Good organizational skills can contribute to a
less chaotic lilè which will contribute to ¿r calmer demeanor, which
impacts a f-eeling of well being and therefore better social relations.

^/Was 
the incident based on an issue associated with the student's

self- confidence?
{ Was the incident based on an issue associated with the student's

tempelament

^/ 
What were the particular circumstances of the incident? Describe

the context as clearly as possible.
{ We.e there any prcvious, extenuating circumstances that may

have contributed to the incident, such as an issue from the plzryground,

or an ongoing personality conflict with one or more students or an

issue from horne?

./ Wt ut global means (teaching to the whole class) were used to
address the issue in question?
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r/Wtrat specific strategies did the student or the teacher see as

having value in the incident? Was there any noted change in
behaviour, in the short or medium term? If the teacher had no
suggestions for the student, the support group might offer suggestions
for the teacher to use fbr the student in question.

Subjects may choose to comment about their feelings with regards to
how this process of ref-lection, action, and discussion helps them cope
with their teaching duties and how it in-rpacted the relationship with
their students.
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Appendix D

Guiding Questions for Reflective Journals

a) Aff-ective domain:
Describe the characteristics of the student(s) involved using the following
general descriptors: Physiological imbalance, social/emotional difficulty,
rebellious, rnaking do, programmed, other.

b) Critical incident:
Describe the incident(s) using the following framework:
o Was the incident based on an issue associated with a student's

organizational skills? Organizational skills can contdbute to a less chaotic
lifè which will contribute to a calmer demeanor, which irnpacts a feeling
of well being and therefore better social lelations.
Was the incident based on an issue associated with the student's self-

confidence?
Was tlie incident based on an issue associated with the student's
temperament?

Wliat were the particular circumstances of the incident? Describe the
context as clearly as possible.
Were there any previous, extenuating circumstances that may have
contributed to the incident, such as an issue from the playground, or an
ongoing personality conflict with one or more students or an issue fiom
home?

Cognitive domain:
o What -elobal means (teaching to the whole class) were used to address the

issue in question?
o What specific strategies did the student or the teacher see as having value
in the incident? Was there any noted change in behaviour, in the short or
medium tenn?

Self-reflection and Relationship Building:
Subjects may choose to comment about their feelings with regards to how
this process of reflection, action, and discussion helps them cope with
their teaching duties and how it impacted the relationship with their
students.

c)

d)
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Appendix E

Letter of Permission to the Principal

September,2004
Dear Principal,

The physical educator in your school has agreed to participate in a three month
study titled 'Developing Strategies for Addressing Personal/Social Management Issues in
Elementary Physical Education: A Critical Incident Approach'. The purpose of this
research project is to have the researcher and subjects collectively develop teaching
strategies that they can use as physical educators to help their students gain skills that will
help them grow in the social ernotional domain. This researcher hypothesizes that the
social/emotional domain is the keystone that supports the cognitive and psychomotor
domains. With a l'eserve of learned social/emotional skills and oppottunities to practice
those skills, students are more likely to be able to cope with life's demands, become
happier, and hopefully exhibit reduced disruptive behaviour.

The physical educator will be expectecl to concentrate on three elements. The first
element involves nurturing relationships with individual students. The minimum
requirement to begin the process of developing relationships is time to listen to students.
The second element involves clearly understanding the uniqueness of individual students
while at the same time, attempting to identify characteristics that they have in comrnon
with other students. The third element involves providing specifìc guidance to individual
students to help them work through social/emotional issues. Global information about
how to deal with social/emotional issues is part of good teaching, but personaliT,ecl
guidance must be the next step.

Teachers will attend three focus group discussions during September, October and
November, 2004 in order to share information. Each session will be approximately 2

hours in length and will be audio taped. A pseudonym will be assigned to each subject to
maintain confidentiality. The teacher will discuss critical incidents in their teaching
involving students in the personal/social management domain during these discussions.
References to specific students or schools will be protected by pseudonyms. Specifìcally,
subjects will be asked to describe an incident(s) with sufficient detail to clearly
understand the circumstance. The student's particular characteristics will also be part of
the descriptive process. The types of specific strategies that were used to assist the
students will be noted including, consequences, particular language used during
conversations and the perceived success of this process. Teachers will also be asked to
keep a reflective journal in which at least once a week they will write about critical
incidents involving students in the personal/social management domain. Again students
will be identified by pseudonyms to maintain confidentiality.

Your signature on this form indicates that you have agreed to allow this research to take
place. The research for this study has been approved by the Education/Nursing Research
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Ethics Board. Any questions should be directed to the researcher or his supervisor noted
below.
Researcher; Harvey Zahn Work: 633564I Home: Supervisor; Dr. David
Mandzuk Work; 4148141

Signature of principal
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APPendix F

Informed Consent

Research Project Title:

Developing Strategies for Addressing Personal/Social Management Issues in Early and

Middle Years Physical Education: A Case Study of Three Teachers

This study will use a collaborative, reflective approach which will examine the

possible strategies that can help elementary physical educators build relationships and

provicle specific individualized feedback for students in the social/emotional domain in a

manner that also provides classroort management assistance to teachers'

Researcher: HarveY Zahn

This consent form, a copy of which will be left with you for your records and

reference, is only part of the process of info¡med consent. It should give you the basic

idea of what the research is ¿rbout ¿rnd what your participation will involve. If you would

like more detail about something nìentioned here, or information not included here, you

should feel free to ask. please take the time to read this carefully and to understaud anll

accompanying information

The purpose of this study is to develop teaching strategies in the social emotional

domain using the 'Time Method' (see Appendix B) as a common stailing model' Subjects

will use reflective practice in their own classroom to examine issues related to student

behaviour. Through collaboration, subjects will share their experiences with members of

a study group through monthly focus group discussions and by sharing their reflective

.iournals with the researcher.

Subjecrs will be required to fulfill the following obligations as part of this study:

. They will have participated in a half-day workshop in May 2004 that

describes the 'Time Meihod.' Those who agree to participate in this study

after attending this workshop will not be required to adopt all of the

elements of the Methocl. However they must agree that three elements of

the model; nurturing relationships, understanding students' general

characteristics, and providing specific guidance, will be a part of their

practice, at least until the study group chooses to modify these

requirernents.

. Subjects will discuss critical incidents in their teaching involving students

in tËe personal/social management domain. Reference to any, student or

school will be done by pseudonym. specifically subjects will be asked to

describe an inciden(s) with sufficient detail to clearly understand the
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circumstance. The student's particular characteristics will also be part of
the descriptive process. The types of specific strategies that were used to
assist the students will be noted including, consequences, particular
language used during conversations and the perceived success of this
process. Subjects will attend three focus group discussions (see Appendix
C) on September 30th, October 28th and November 30th, 2004 in order to
share information noted above. The sessions will be held at Elwick
School. Each session will be approximately 2 hours in length from 4:00-
6:00 and will be audio taped. A pseudonym will be assigned to each
subject to maintain confidentiality. The researcher will search for common
tones and themes in the transcripts that might shed information to assist in
developing social/emotional teaching techniques. At the October and
November meetings the researcher will share his interpretation of the
information gleaned from the transcripts from the previous meeting.
Discussions of students will be kept confidential through the use of
pseudonyms.

Subjects will also be asked to keep a reflective journäl(see Appendix D) in
which at least once a week they will write about critical incidents
involving students in the personal/social management domain. A copy of
these journals will be given to the researcher at the end of each month.
The researchel will use the journal entries as additional sources of data to
further understand how teachers help students in the social/emotional
domain. Details from the journal that were not used in the group
conversations vyil/ not be shared with the group. The journal copy will be
returned to the subject at the end of the study during a meeting in June
2005

The researcher will interview a number of subjects on a mutually agreed
date. Subjects will be chosen b¿ised on solne especially unique
contribution they brought to the discussions. Subjects will be notified that
they may be asked to participate in follow-up individual interviews during
the course of the study. Only subjects that have something uniqLre to say
will be considered for such interviews (see Appendix E). These interviews
will be audio taped and a pseudonym will be assigned to each subject to
maintain confidentiality.

Subjects will seek pelrnission fbr participation in this study from their
immediate supervisor using the letter to the principal, which is included in
this document. (See Appendix F).

Transcripts of audio tapes of focus group discussions and personal
interviews will be kept by the researcher in a locked drawer at his home.
Anonymity will be maintained by having subjects identified by a
pseudonym. Reference to any school or student will be done by
pseudonym during the entire process. All copies of reflective journals will
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be returned to subjects at the conclusion of the study. All audio tapes of
focus group discussions and individual interviews will be destroyed at the
completion of the writing of the thesis.

¡ At the end of the study all subjects will meet before June 2005 to discuss
the summary of the study's findings. A written sllmmary of the results of
the study will be available to participants at this meeting and copies of
reflective journals will be returned to participants.

Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction the
inlbmation regarding participation in the research project and agree to participate as a
sr"rbject. In no way does this waive your legal rights nor release the researchers, sponsors,
or involved institutions from their legal and professional responsibilities. You are free to
withdraw from the study at any time, and /or refrain from answering any questions you
prefer to omit, without prejudice or consequence. Your continued participation should be
as informed as your initial consent, so you should feel free to ask for clarification or new
infblmation throughout youl' participation.

The research f'or this study has been approved by the Education/Nursing Research Ethics
Board. Should participants have complaints about the project you may contact the Human
Ethics Secretariat at 41 4-1 122.

Researcher; Harvey Zahn Work: 6335641 Home:
Mandzuk Work; 4148141

Supervisor; Dr. David

Signature of subject
Signature of rcsearcher
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Appendix G

Questionnaire

Since we are a small group I thought I would interview all of you and do so via a

written questionnaire. This is from 'Appendix G' in our ethics document. If you agree to
fill out this entire questionnaire you will find part two (Summary Issues) asks some
difficult questions? Consider pondering them over a few days. I do hope yoLl can actually
enjoy pondeling these questions which may also help you clarify your feelings and

thoughts about teaching social/emotional ol other skills. It will help me a great deal.
Either e-mail or bring them to our last meeting on Tuesday Nov. 30tl'. If you need

more time, send it to me when you are ready. No lush! Be as verbose as your time,
creativity and energy allow. You are very welcome to call me any time for clarification at
3397223.

ALL INFO WILL BE CONFIDENTIAL. THIS QUESTIONNAIRE WILL BE
DESTROYED AFTER THE PROJECT IS OVER.

Part 1: General Data on Subiects

l. Name (To be kept confidential):

2. Educational qualifications:

3. Years of experience at various levels: Early_Middle_ High School_

4. Grades taught:

5. Population:

6. How would you describe the socio-economic character of your school?

7. a) How would you describe your approach toward students? Please be honest with
yourself!

8. Any other data you wish to share describing yourself, your work environment or your
philosophy?

Part 2: Summary Issues on This Proiect

1. If you used the vehicle I called 'The Time Method' comment on its strengths and
limitations. If you used a version of the 'Time Method' or some other strategy, please
describe.
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2. Please comment on the following issues in reference to its contribution in helping you
improve your student's personal/social management skills;

* Relationship Building Issues and the effect on problem solving, understanding
students, and class atmosphere.

Did you find any particular techniques, language, phrases or body language... that
helped you build relationships?

.i. Cognitive Issues:

a) Please comment on what factors (note list below and add your own) do you
think regulate behaviour?

. Rules and Consequences?

"Vicarious experiences (watching others)?
.Being self-aware (aware of one's strengths and weaknesses)?

"Verbal persuasion (teacher talk)?

* Affective Issues:

a) What influence in you experience does emotional reaction to events play in directing
behaviour?

o StudentCharacteristics:

Did identifying student characteristics (Physiological imbalance,
social/emotional difficulty, rebellious...), help you develop strategies (in
relationship building, using cognitive or affective ideas)? If so please explain.

o Factors affecting the teaching of personal/social management skills:

Please comment on what would you characterize as the most common issues

when incidents arose?
.Organizational skills of the student?
.Confidence of the student?
.Temperament-as in question above?

"Issues fiom outside the gyrn-playground, home?
.Other?
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3) Any further comments?

Thanks for taking the time and mental energy to complete this questionnaire.

Harv Zahn



Appendix H

Preparation for the first Focus Group Session
Ground rules

oAll conversations at this session will be kept strictly private and confidential.
o You are invited to express your experiences in an atmosphere of support and
acceptance. Share your experience and your J'eelings about those experiences.
o Use as the primary sources of information; 1) your journal for referen ce, 2) your notes
from school in order to be more precise in your comments.
oIn the spirit of providing a growth experience be prepared to accept suggestions from
fellow subjects.
o In turn, take the needed reflection time before providing constructive criticism.
¡We will use a speakers order to ensure everyone gets a fair turn to express their opinion.

Take away details

r Strategies

The prirne objective of this process is to discover strategies that can help students in a
physical education setting learn ol improve their personal/social management skills. To
this end make note of what language you used either globally or individually which
demonstrated success, but also share what language did not help this process.

r Teacher's belief systems is a key element guiding student's development

Reflect on your personal belief system and how that may impact on your convelsations
with students. This belief system is steeped in your own personal history (culture,
economic state, ideological stance, values).

r Details
.Student Characteristics
.Cognition:

What cognitive ideas were of value to students during conversations?
.Affect:

Did you have any opportunity to ask students to monitor how they felt
about a particular incident? Help students recognize their feelings by
noticing their physiological response.

. Relationship
Monitor you use of language ("If you made a mistake I would like to talk
to you and see if we can find a way to help you not make a mistake too
ofien).
Monitor your tone and your body language during global and individual
conversation.
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Appendix I

Developing Strategies for Addressing Personal/Social Management Issues in Early and

Middle Years Physical Education: A Case Study of Three Teachers

Schematic

A Teacher's View about the

Nature of Children

Making Time

B uilding RelationshiPs

Understanding the

Affective Domain
Developing

Cognitive Skills

Developing the Personal/Social
Management Skills of Students

Happy, Receptive and

Healthy Students
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